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PREFATORY NOTE 

The object of this pamphlet is to combine in one handy volume a 

summary of those subjects which will be taught at N.P.A.M. Training 

Centres during the first period of training. 

It is hoped that it will be both a means of assisting the student during 

that training, and an indication, to those desirous of continuing the study of 

military subjects, of the lines along which enquiry may be made and 

reading directed. 

In the ensuing pages, the basic references have been shown wherevflir 

advisable, but not necessarily by chapter and section; as space requirements 

huvo made necessmy a considerable degree of curtailment and abbreviation. 

Department of National Defence, 

Ottawa, Canada, September, 1940. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

MODIFICATIONS CONSEQUENT ON ADOPTION OF 
MOVEMENT IN “THREES” 

Military Training Pamphlet No. 18, 

Manual of Elementary Drill, and Infantry Training 

1. Squad Drill 

I. Three ranks.—Squad drill will be carried out in three ranks from 
1 lu commencement of a recruit's training unless numbers are insufficient 
whi’ii two ranks will be formed. 

Distance and Interval.—!)istance between ranks will be 30 inches; 
intervals between men will be obtained by dressing with intervals. 

/>ressing.—Dressing will be carried out as in the Manual of Element¬ 
al,v Drill, 1935, Sec. 8, except that the hand will be clenched with 
I In* knuckles touching the shoulder of the man on the right (or left). 

When dressing with the rifle at the order, the left arm will be 
extended. 

4. Taking open and close order.—On the command “Open—order— 
March,” the front rank will take two paces forward, and the rear rank 
two paces back. On the command “Close—order—March,” the action of 
the front and rear ranks is reversed. 

When dressing is carried out by word of command (as in Ceremonial), 
the whole squad, etc., will be dressed on completion of opening order. 

f>. Elementary instruction.—Elementary instruction in squad drill will 
he carried out in open order; opening and closing ranks is abolished. 

When saluting instruction is carried out, the squad will be turned to 
a flank. 

fl. Guides and blank files.—When squads, etc., are turned about, 
guides and blank files will take three paces forward at the halt, or 
murk time three paces if on the move. 



During squad drill in open order, blank files and guides will not alter 
their positions unless ranks are changed. 

7. Files.—The meaning of file in three ranks is the same as for two 
ranks, except that the blank file will be the second and not the third 
file from the left. If there are only two men in a file, the centre rank 
will be left blank. 

8. Marching in line and changing direction.—When squads, etc., change 
direction, the pivot man will take three paces forward instead of two. 
The second and third ranks will adhere to the drill at present laid 
down for the rear rank. 

9. A squad, etc., changing direction by wheeling.—Squads or Platoons 
in Line may change direction by wheeling instead of forming. The 
action of each rank will be similar to that laid down for a section 
of fours (Manual of Elementary Drill, 1935, Sec. 39). 

10. Forming fours.—1This movement will be learnt only by troops 
required for mounting public duties and taking part in the Ceremony 
of the King’s Birthday Parade in London. 

11. Marching in slow time.—This will be taught. 

2. Arms Drill 

1. Fixing and unfixing bayonets.—The following procedure will be 
adopted:— 

i. “The squad will fix bayonets”—“Fix bayonets.” 

On the command “Fix,” push the rifle forward with the right hand 
as in the position of “ Stand at Ease ” with the rifle; at the same time 
seizing the handle of the bayonet with the left hand, back of the hand 
to the front and thumb and fingers to the rear, withdraw the bayonet 
sufficiently to allow the left arm to become straight. On the command 
“ Bayonets,” draw the bayonet, turning the point upwards and keeping 
the elbow down; place the handle on the bayonet standard with the 
ring over the stud on the nose cap, pressing it home to the catch: at the 
same time turn the head and eyes down to the right to ensure the 
bayonet is properly fixed, the head and eyes remaining in this position 
on completion. On the command “ Attention,” the position of attention 
will be resumed. 

ii. “The sqnnd will unfix bayonets”—“Unfix bayonets.” 

On the command “Unfix,” keeping the heels dosed, place the rifle 
between and grip it with the knees, guard to the front. At the same time 
seize the rifle with the left hand, knuckles to the front, thumb on the 
bnyonet bolt spring pressing the spring with the left thumb, and with 
the right hand seize the bayonet handle. Disengage the bayonet clear 
of the rifle. On the command “ Bayonets,” drop the point of the bayonet 
to the left side, ring to the rear, at the same time seizing the scabbard 
with the left hand, thumb underneath the frog and turning the head 
and eyes towards the top of the scabbard, force the bayonet home. 
On the command “ Attention,” seize the rifle with the right hand at 
the band, raise the head and eyes, and resume the position of attention. 

Nom —Cautionary words of command will not be used. 

14 



• and unpilitHi arms.—The procedure will be the same aa that laid 
hi Manual of Elementary Drill, 1935, Sec. 67, except for the 

illowlng: — 
i I‘ill no arms.—The second and third ranks will stand fast (except the 

third rank when it moves forward to place its rifles against the 
piles already in position). On the command “Stand clear " all 
ranks will take a pace to the rear and turn to the right flank of 
the squad. On again falling in the men will place themselves as 

they stood before falling out. 
H Unpiling arms.—In the last motion when the front rank turns about, 

the second and third ranks will stand fast. 

1. Example* of Modified Platoon Company and Battalion 
Movements in “Threes4” 

KEY TO PLATES 

A Company Serjeant- 
Commanding Officer. □ Major. 

Second-in-Command. 

Adjutant. 

Comply Qr.-Mr.- 
Serjeant. 

ft Platoon Serjeant. 

Company Commander. 

Company Second-in- 
Command. 

Platoon Commander. 

Other Officers. 

ft Other N.C.Os, 

[X] Section Commander. 

I®] Bar Bandmaster. 

A* Serjeant Drummer 
|_1 (Bugler or Piper). 

Regimental Serjeant- Pi Drummer (Orderly). 
Major. 1—1 

Regimental Quarter- 
master-SerjeanL Runner.' 

□ Other ranks. 

The Plates cover platoon, company, battalion and ceremonial drill, but 
In not show the details of platoon and company headquarter personnel:— 

Plate No. 1.—Platoon in line in three ranks. 
« « 2.—Platoon in column of route (threes). 

15 
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3. —Company in line by platoons (training). 

4. —Company in line (ceremonial). 
5. —Company in column of route. 
6. —Company in close column (ceremonial). 

7. —Battalion in column of route. 
8. —Battalion in line. 
9. —Battalion in close column. 
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PLATE 1*0. 5. 

Company in column oj 
route. 

Transport in position 
according to orders issued. 
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PLATE No. 7 

6 

Battalion in column of route. 

II Q. Company will march in positions as detailed. 

Transport will march in positions as detailed. 
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PLATE No. 9. 
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A battalion in close column. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS OF ELEMENTARY DRILL (*) 
Manual of Elementary Drill (All Arms) 

1. Attention 
Squad—Attention. 

Spring up to the following position:—Heels together and in line. Feet 
turned out at an angle of about 30 degrees. Knees straight. Body erect 
and carried evenly over the thighs, with the shoulders (which should be 
level and square to the front) down and moderately back—this should bring 
the chest to its natural forward position without any straining or stiffening. 
Arms hanging from the shoulders as straight as the natural bend of the arm 
will allow. Wrists straight. Hand closed but not clenched. Backs of the 
fingers touching the thigh lightly, thumb to the front and close to the 
forefinger, thumb immediately behind the seam of the trousers. Neck 
erect. Heiad balanced evenly on the neck and not poked forward, eyes 
looking their own height and straight to the front. 

The weight of the body should be balanced on both feet and evenly 
distributed between the fore part of the feet and the heels. 

The breathing must not in. any way be restricted, and no part of the 
body should be either drawn in or pushed out. 

The position is one of readiness in expectation of the word of command, 
ami is that adopted when addressing, or being addressed, by a superior 
officer. 

.'Manning at 1'^ase 
Stand at—Ease. 

Carry the left foot about 12 inches to the left so that the weight of the 
body rests equally on both feet. At the same time cany the hands behind 
the back and place the back of the right hand in the palm of the left, 
grasping it lightly with the finger and thumb, and allowing the arms to hang 
at their full extent. 

i. In marching order without the rifle the arms will be retained as in 
the position of attention. 

ii. When a recruit falls in he will stand at ease after he has got his 
dressing. 

3. Standing Easy 
Stand—Enay. 

The limbs, head and body may be moved but the man will not move 
his feet, so tlmt on coming to attention there will be no loss of dressing. 
Slouching attitudes are not to be permitted. If either foot is moved men 
are inclined to lose their dressing. 

On the caution squad, etc., the correct position of stand at ease will be 
assumed. 

!S7Jl“£!)X0r a,M, ,urKer- drill "lovementa see manuals quoted, as may 
modified by Chapter One of this Part. See also Plates 1 to 9 in same Chapter. 
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4. Turning by Numbers 

l I iirning to the Right—One. 

In * ping both knees straight and the body erect, turn to the right on the 
hi*hi li • I and left toe, raising the left heel and right toe in doing so. 

• »i, (hr completion of this preliminary movement, the right foot must 
In il .1 on (he ground and the left heel raised; both knees straight, and the 

ii-U uf I lie body, which must be erect, on the right foot. 
r|Vn. 

Hung the loft foot smartly up to the right. 

I inning to the Left—One. 

A* for above, except for right read left and vice versa. 

Mrlng the right foot smartly up to the left. 

> (tuning About—One. 

I Km luiir both knees straight and the body erect, turn to the right-about on 
; lln null I Mil and left toe, raising the right toe and left heel in doing so, 

hill !*• ■ ping the right heel firmly on the ground. 
<'n lie completion of this preliminary movement the right foot must be 

H Uni i m I he ground and the left heel raised; both knees straight, and the 
E In hi of f lic body, which must be erect, on the right foot. 

I Hu* 

hong ihc left foot smartly up to the right. 
jk 4. /w< tiniyig is similar to turning, except that a half turn is made instead 
id h full turn. 

ft Throughout all turns the arms must be kept close to the sides as in 
|h« I-»Uion of attention. 

H# lu turning “judging the time” commands are Right (or Left) or 
I A1.. Turn, Right (or Left) In—dine; the movements described above 
I mil l.c carried out on the command Turn or In—dine, observing the two 

iltolltiet motions. 

5. Length of Pace and Time in Marching 

I |. 11 ugth of pace.—In slow and in quick time the length of a pace is 
I (Ml in. I.. In stepping out it is 33 inches, in double time, 40; in stepping 
1 iih"ii 'I tttd in the side pace, 12 inches. 
■ VVIimi a soldier takes a side pace to clear or cover another (as in 

HfiiiMiliM* lours), the pace will be 24 inches. 

I tf /.... In slow lime 70 paces are taken in one minute. In quick 
B Muir I mi |.111. , equal to 100 yards in a minute, are taken. Except during 
B |hs I" i "'I of recruit training, recruits, when not in marching order, 
1 Hill ' i ■ 110 puces a minute in quick time at drill. 

I In i/■..,/./« time ISO paces, equal to 200 yards a minute, are taken. 
I* «»f 100 and 200 yards will be marked on the drill ground, 

Bdiol Ntt.O and men practised in keeping correct time and length of 

I H** 
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6. Position in Marching* 

1. In marching, the soldier will maintain the position of the head and 
body as directed in Sec. 1. He must be well balanced. In slow time his 
arms and hands must be kept steady by his sides. In quick time the 
arms, which should be as straight as their natural bend will allow, should 
swing naturally from the shoulder, hands reaching as high as the waist 
belt in front and rear. Hands should be kept closed but not clenched, 

thumbs always to the front. 

2. The legs should be swung forward freely and naturally from the hip 
joints, each leg as it swings forward being bent .sufficiently at the knee 
to enable the foot to clear the ground. The foot should be carried straight 
to the front, and, without being drawn back, placed upon the ground with 

the knee straight, but so as not to jerk the body. 

2a. Any tendency to turn the toes outwards will be checked. 

3. Although several recruits may be drilled together in a squad with 
intervals, they must act independently, precisely as if they were being 
instructed singly. They will thus learn to march in straight line, and to 
take a correct pace both as regards length and time, without reference to 
the other men of the squad. 

4. Before the squad is put in motion the instructor will take care that 
each man is square to the front and in correct line with the remainder. 
The recruit will be taught to take a point straight to his front, by fixing 
his eyes upon some distance object, and then observing some nearer point 
in the same straight line. The same procedure will be followed by the 
man on the named flank or by the named number, when marching in other 

formations. 

7. Marching in Qnick and Slow Time 

1. The quick march. 

The Squad will Advance. Quick—March. 

The squad will step off together with the left foot, in quick time, 
observing the rules in Sec. 6. 

2. The slow march. 

During recruit training squad drill should be frequently practised in 
slow time only. The executive word of command will be Slow—March. 
The men will step off and march as described for Quick March, but in 
slow time, and keeping the arms and hands steady at the sides, thumbs 
to the front. Each leg will be brought forward in one even motion and will 
be straightened h« it comes to the front with the toes pointed downwards 
and placed on the ground before the heel. 

•Thu drum and poop stick are useful aids in teaching recruits to preserve a regular 
cadence and correct length of pace in marching, and they should be used frequently 
when available. 
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,1 The hall. 

Halt. 
\ ..f 30 inches will be completed with the left foot and the right 

i lip in line with it. At the same time the right hand will be 

mil smartly to the side. 

I Stepping out. 

g|np Out. 
II, moving foot will complete its pace, and the soldier will lengthen 

I |M, .. by three inches, leaning forward a little, but without altermg 

i, ''| l!i'" i,is used when a slight increase of speed, without an alteration 
,,| |in,, l> required; on the command Quick (or Slow)—March the 

lOMiiiil length of pace will be resumed. 

I HI* nr>>j thort. 

Ml, •• Short. 

11, font advancing will complete its pace, after which the pace will be 
by nine inches until the command Quick (or Slow)—March is 

pVMt, %vli« ii the normal length of pace will be resumed. 

ft Marking lime. 

M itili Time. 
| hn (nnt then advancing will complete its pace, after which the time 

H,|| |»#i continued, without advancing, by raising each foot alternately 
jU Inches, keeping the feet almost parallel with the ground, the 

|Ej»M H.IM <1 to Ihp front, the arms steady at the sides, and the body steady, 
fin II, command For—ward, the pace at which the men were moving 

Kill Ih trimmed. . , , ,. ,. 
I lit «l<o\ lum the feet should be raised twelve inches when marking time, 
lit* b«»M of the foot being immediately below the point of the knee, toes 

E|g,tiling downwards. 

ghqroii; hack from the halt. 

R| , I'm i t. Step back—March. 

W H|(| i tl | (he named number of paces of 30 inches straight to the 
. with the left foot, keeping the arms still by the sides. 

lpMi<|i|t)'i( back should not exceed four paces. 

8. Changing Step 

[ | || (mi on the march. 

I I«nm|i Mlrp. 

ii, ,, „.h Hiring foot will complete its pace, and the ball of the rear 
I,, ,* hiii l, brought up to the heel of the advanced one, which will make 

liftnllo . Mtt |. forward, so that the time will not be lost, two successive steps 

Htttf Uk*'t» witli the same foot. 
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2. When marking time. 

Change—Step. 

Make two successive beats with the same foot. 

9. Marching in Double Time 

1. The double march. 

The Squad will Advance. Double—March. 

Step off with the left foot and double on the toes with easy swinging 

strides, inclining the body slightly forward, but maintaining its correct 

carriage. The feet must be picked up cleanly from the ground, at each 

pace, and the thigh, knee, and ankle joints must all work freely and 

without stiffness. The whole body should be carried forward by a thrust ; 

from the rear foot without unnecessary effort. The heels must not be 

raised towards the seat, but the foot carried straight to the front and 

the toes placed lightly on the ground. The arms should swing easily from 

the shoulders and should be bent at the elbow, the forearm forming an 

angle of about 135 degrees with the upper arm (i.e. midway between j 

a straight arm and a right angle at the elbow), fists slightly clenched, 

backs of the hands outwards, and the arms swung sufficiently clear of 

the body to allow of full freedom for the chest. The shoulders should be 
kept steady and square to the front and the head erect. 

2. The halt. 

Squad—Halt. 

As in Sec. 7, 3, at the same time cutting away the hands to the position 
of attention. 

3. Marking time. 

Mark—Time. 

Act as in Sec. 7, 6, the arms and hands being carried as when marching 
in double time, but without swinging the arms. 

10. The Side Step 

1. Closing to the right (or left). 

Kight (or Left) Close—March, or . • . Paces Right (or Left) Close- 
March. 

Each man will carry his right foot 12 inches direct to the right, and 

instantly close his left foot to it, thus completing the pace; he will proceed 

to take the next pace in the same manner. Shoulders to be kept square. 

The direction must be kept in a straight line to the flank, and a uniform 

pause mode after each pace. The number of specified paces should not 
exceed four. 
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4 Vh* halt. 

Hull. 
11.(Miimnd Halt will be given when the number of paces has not 

Ihihi #*i<i • iilnl. The command will be given when the heels are together; 
lltf .'ihii| will them take a further pace in the direction ordered, and 
IttiiMiit 4Mdy. 

11. Turning When on the March 

I (or Left)—Turn. 
r On IIm command /tight (or Left)—Turn the left (or right) foot will be 

IlfiHiiilii bn ward until it is just in front of the right (or left) foot, and each 
ftllli will then turn smartly in the required direction, using his left (or 

I mmAii 11tot an a pivot, and advance a full pace of 20 inches in the new 
Kftllnit with the right (or left) foot. 

| ha (mu to the right must be made off the left foot and to the left off 
Mm lltfhl' foot. 

|l MhimI Turn. 
; hie the pace with the right foot, then commence the turn with 

|cli fin»t, the turn being completed in three beats of the time in which 
i liihlli i is marching. Having completed the turnabout, the soldier will 

l him " move forward, the fourth pace being a full one and taken with the 
hi font 

|H the tm*c of a squad with a blank file, marching in line, the blank 
j Will lumh time two paces on the word about, thus gaining his position 

tln> m w front rank before the turn is completed. Guides should act 
} A ulmllur manner. 

HI.I.. (nr Left) In—dine. 
Ha Mia ri'tmnand In—cline, make a half turn in the required direction. 
Til*ultima and changes on the march should always be preceded by a 

lllhmiov word of command, e.g.. The squad will move to the right— 
If «m/ino/ mil advance—Break into slow time—Diagonal march, etc. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS OF ELEMENTARY DRILL 
WITH ARMS 

X. Falling in With Rifles al ihe Order 

The recruit will fall in with the rifle held perpendicularly at his right 
side thebutt on the ground, its toe in line with ^ toe of ^he ngh^boo. 

ms 0° twAaSf finsera 

2. To Stand at Ease and Stand Easy from the Order 

1. Standing at ease. 

^Tarry'theTef't foot about 12 inches to the left so that the weight^ 

to be kept in the position of attention. 

2. Standing easy. 

Mo"dfe“commaUd Stand-Easy, the right hand will be sHd up the rifle 

to the piling swivel and the men will act as in Sec. 3. Chapter II. 

3 On the caution Squad, etc. the right hand will be slid down to th« 

band, and the position of stand at ease assumed. 

4. The above procedure is the same with or without bayonets fixed. 

3. Attention from Stand at Ease 

Squad—Attention. 

The left foot will be brought smartly up 

returned to the order. 

to the right and the rifle 

4. The Slope from the Order 

*Throw the rifle upwards with the right hand, catching it with both 
aids at the same time, left hand at the backsight, the right hand a, the 
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.. sngvszt 
in Ih'i’l «M“,ir0‘ 

ilS 
;:t;; :t:xt * aDd the beel of the ,(„M lino with the centre of the left thigh. 

";:;...,„»«* b-***« -«•“ °* •“*■**• “•“’■*ke'* 
i.Mhtftly "till- 

♦ • Arm* One. . f at the same 

u»'z£!t£r£ £-w at the order’arm : 1U, 11 • ll,o body. Butt not to be drawn to the rear. 

*. rifle to the right side, steadying it at the time with the left 

*1 the nose cap, butt just clear of the ground. 

-«««—. <—« *• “>h“dw “ 
lie 4d« 

A The Present from the Slope 

ilt»> body. 

m. m. £ 
*|M of the body, magazine to the le ■, ine fingers pointing 

ft land Himrtly on the stock, wns thumb in line with 

« stS £ -—aDd butt 

| M I* 
I Hi" 

th 
.. H>" rifle with the left hand bnng th^^e dorm perpen 

i".. .. about three inches from the centre^ ^ ^ ^ arm> 

|tH hhik"’11"' i" the front, holding a .. smartly with the left 
LttHM I"J/. thcr alanting downwards, and ^ thumb pointing 

.    .Ihitcdv behind the bacfanght,^cm ■ , ’of the right foot 

- - * - - 
.1 l.v the left hand. 
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7. The Slope from the Present 

uln/H' from the order. 

' uwny the right hand to the eide; rifle to be kept still. 

8. Inspection of Arms 

I ImfHifllion of arms from the order. 

|t point nf the left shoulder and The rifle, the 

nh,ii III" ifety catch completely over to the , d wjth the 

IV'.1 • ^>Uthe,'faiobe with°?he^forefin^r^ind^ttmnirof'the right 

res £ ? s a&tsavw 
>AI, (I’ .r Ross Rifle, see Section 19) 

i fuMf sprinus. 

Eri, ,"T„riSCd£?« 
ylC K'fl'Jr along the outside of the trigger guard and not round 

Iftftnll of the butt. 

toiler orm* from the port. 

|£l 'rifle" firmly in the left hand, seise it with the right hand 

I || |« lie M »t the order. 

..id motion of the order from the slope. 

Om 
ll llilnl motion of the order from the slope.. 

„ , , , I I.. , .retimed Uml five round, .re in the m««*«ln« »nd rJ.eu.her, 
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4. To slope arms from the port. 

Slope Arms—One. 

Place the rifle on the left shoulder as described in the second motion 

of the slope from the order (Sec. 4). 

Two. 

As in the third motion of the slope from the order. 

9. Instructions for inspecting arms 

1 When arms are inspected at the port only, as in inspecting a platoon 
on parade, the officer, warrant officer, or N.C.O. will see that the exterior j 
of the rifle is clean and free from rust; that the magazine and action are 
clean and in good order; that the sights are at zero; and that no parta 
are loose or damaged. He will here and there examine the bore of a 
rifle to see that it has been cleaned and is free from obstructions. 

2. Each soldier, when the officer, warrant officer or N.C.O. has paped 
the file next to him, will, without further word of command, ease spring*, j 
order arms and stand at ease. 

10. To Examine Arms 

Examine—Arms. 
Both ranks, being at the port, will come to the position for loading 

(see Chapter VII, Section 13), with the muzzle so inclined as to enable 
the officer, warrant officer or N.C.O. to look through the barrel, the 
thumbnail of the right hand being placed in front of the holt to reflect light 

into the barrel. j 
The soldier, when the officer, warrant officer or N.C.O. has passed the 

next file to him, will act as detailed in Sec. 9, 2. 

i. If it is necessary to examine arms, the men, when in the position of 
for inspection, port arms, will be cautioned to remain at the port. 

ii. In ordering arms from the examine, the first motion will be to seiw 
the rifle with the right hand where it is held at the order, at the same tim« 
bring the left foot back to the right. With the second motion the rifle 
will be brought to the right side, the loft hand steadying the rifle, as in 
the second motion of the order from the slope. The third motion is the 

same as the third motion of the order from the slope. 

11. The Trail from the Order 

The trail is not normally used in close order drill except by rifle and 
English light infantry regiments. It will be used, however, in the field. | 

Trail—Arms. 
By a slight bond of the right arrn give the rifle a cant forward and sei*e 

it at the point of balance, bringing it at once to a horizontal position 
at the side at the full extent of the right arm, which should hang easily 
from the shoulder, fingers and thumb round the rifle. 
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12. The Order from the Trail 

M*ih» t • 111 ►. 
„ il„, muzzle, catch the rifle at the band and come to the order. 

13. The Trail from the Slope 

Itrtil Arm* One. . . , 
I,,.the rifle in the position of the slope, seize it at the point of 

wit It the l ight hand. 

11 ,i, II,. Mitlit hand bring the rifle to a horizontal position at the right 
, |l,l. I , , m S', II), at the same time cutting the left hand to the side. 

14. The Slope from ihe Trail 

Arm* One. .... 

Willi lln- light hand place the rifle on the left s^°ul^er“ l^eJJ0*1 l<|“ 
11 1 u„ l„,„ , nl the same time seising the butt with the left hand 
Kt. ..i motion nf the dove from the order (Sec. 4.) 

I in 

f i ... iisv.iy the right hand to the side. 

15. To Change Arms When al the Slope 

Hini»m<i Arm* One. , ._ 
•I,,., ,|» butt of the rifle with the right hand, back of the hand up, 

Mine lime slipping the left hand up to the small. 

E'riy rifle, turning the magazine outwards on to the right shoulder, 

kjggli.a it well lo the front, so as to clear the head. 

I f ,,l ih< left hand to the side. 
ii iiIihiik*' firms from the right to the 

■H fm ii\jhi. and right for left. 

left shoulder act as above, reading 

16. To Change Arms When at the Trail 

Ihmi«' Aim* fine. 

Ifttli'K 'I"’ riflo to a perpendicular position in 
Kuri... 1" the front, upper part of the arm 

.il Imnil in line with the waist-belt- 

front of the right shoulder, 
close to the side, forearm 

"... ... across the front of the body, catching ,it with the left 
I , ,i muni of balance, at the same time cutting the rig 

1 ; °t. ri“ LUiti™, the rifle is to be held perpendicularly 
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opposite the left shoulder, magazine to the front, upperpartof the 

left arm close to the side, left forearm horizontal, hand in line with t 

waist-belt. 

' Imvir the rifle to the full extent of the left arm at the trail. 
To change arms from the left to the right act as above, reading bit 

right and right for left.. 

]7. The Short Trail 

Vo word of command. . . . 
Raise the rifle about three inches from the ground, keeping otherwise 

men will come to the short trail. 

18. To Sling Arms 

1. With unfixed bayonets. 

SIThe^H™of the rifle having been loosened to the full ^ent, the soldier 
will pass his head and right arm between the sling and r.fle, muzzh 

upwards, the rifle hanging diagonally across the back. 

2. With fixed bayonets. 

TJ* of the rifle having been loosened sufficiently, the rifle will 1» 
sHm'^by Pgaslfthe^.ing o"^r the right or left shoulder, with the rifle 

hanging in a perpendicular position behind the shoulder. 
The rifle will be carried slung by dismounted signallers, brakesmen and 

drivers leading pack animals. 

19. Drill with the Ross Rifle 

1 For weapon training purposes, a (Canadian) “Supplement for tho 

Ross Rifle” has been issued, to cover essential df"e"C-^ VoM 
weapon and the Lee-Enfield, to be read in conjunction with fe.A.T o • , 
Pamphlet No. 3. While definitely necessary for musketry detail, as a 
maUcr of safety, it has not been considered that a similar set of amend 
mentT is required for the ordinal manual of arms It will be obvious 
however that some minor details of grip or manipulation will require to 
be changed when Ross rifles are used for drill; such changes should he 

with bv instructional personnel as occasion may nuse. 

(iKNHAi. Note,—It is emphasised that all the foregoing; detail cover, 

individual drill only. For squad, platoon and company ,n0^”eIlt* '” ' 
arms, sen the manuals quoted as references, as modified h> Chapter Urn 

rtf Purl 
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1111" vm* WHIN III SALUTE 

... , i i ... Dull (All Arms) 19S5 

I |l. I.. minim N\ illioul Arms 

g,(i|, , ic <1 . . In Ifii'l. ]*:ilm to front. 
Jmmi |M|, it , i * ' . right 

■uB n( ,„i . in 
nlfeA IWrf fi» Ullf *M»li Im"iI I- i, hp- of fingers, 

HlnTh. I’M* i> 

Mm ihmlt ‘I NrtV 

until IHU * I>1411 • equal 

^■mM|| III) (III |||nt l* U li* «l Hilt 

Kl IbjjfMM »%m,i f< lm ml i t(l salute, 
■ iHm,||^ fnM'tol M.. * • 111 * ■ i i m in'll nifl.or saluted 

|| . hi* .1 1 '• lront> s(luatls wl11 lurn 
|| , |,g||| im |H, \ .n i I., front, im li ft, foot comes to 

F ltMW*H|lli« |,i|.|{» - ftt* it M|uml with arms. 

rt «l..»t In minim W Illioul Arms 

l< on third race before 

„S| ,„| I .. , I...■ I .III. I pace after passing him. During 

fliimhi‘^ilt l“ol« tin "Hn.i lull in the face. 
MC, .'I 11< I, tin' man in irost to the officer will give 





I II Iten silling. 

\ nldirr. if sitting when an officer approaches, will stand at attention, 
< 11 ,111' Hi, officer, and salute with the hand; if two or more men are 
.. or standing about the senior warrant officer, N.C.O., or oldest 

111i• i will face the officer, call the whole to attention, and alone will 

mltdr (as above). 

i II In ti <uldrcssing or delivering a message to an officer. 

\\ 11' n a soldier addresses or delivers a written message to an officer 
I Mill halt two paces from him and salute to front as taught. 

\\ i,i n appearing before an officer in a room, he will salute without 

ftimivinK his cap. 

4 Wlmt without a cap, etc. 

\ nohlinr without his cap, or when carrying anything other than his 
■hn- Mill not salute, but will, if standing still, come to attention as an 

H pa ph; if walking, he will turn his head smartly towards the officer 
kp pa* iiiig him, keeping his arms steady by the side. 

H Whrit tiding a horse oj a team in a wagon or limber, or when driving a 
f howl'd vehicle. (See Manual of Horse-mastership, Equitation and 

i I hiving, 1929.) 

Wtohi u tim ing a mechanical vehicle (including bicycles). 

Bl|it fit In of a bicycle (pedal or motor) or driver of a mechanical 
^B(t*h , will not salute when the vehicle is in motion, owing to the danger 

BjilHiiK Hip ryes off the road. 

HhfliMi tin vehicle is stationary, he will salute by turniug his head 
Btollf towards an officer passing him, but will not remove his hands from 

h m lh Inn or steering wheel. 

»tnlnl on or in a horsed or mechanical vehicle. 

■yin* will MI at attention and, if facing the direction in which the 
H moving, will salute by turning the head and eyes in the direction 

olhiTi If seated facing in any other direction, they will look 
in HiPir own front. 

,1, How lo Salute with the Rifle (at the Slope) 

Hfutom In I he Iron!. (See Plate, page 38.) 

■Hi Mi imioiUmw, 

PptlMh I" Number* One. 

ini ni utly to butt, forefinger just below small of butt, 
■fm ImHtoiilal, back of hand uppermost, fingers straight, thumb close 

• ' iigt i 

| i« ii il. om smartly to side by shortest way. 

i) * ' Inlay Hie time. 
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THE salute with 
the rifle at the slope 



.lull . Judging the Time- Salute. 

through the motions as in para. 1. (i) above, making a pan so equal 

i , ,i:tn-s in quick time between each motion. 

Saluting to the side. 
.. to the side when on the move is carried out as in para 1 

.uimnd Subtle, except that, as hand la brought to salute, the 
l |„. turned smartly towards the officer or instructor saluted as 

l. When tu Salute When Carrying a Rifle 

| if (In halt. 

A no hi in, if halted, will salute as follows:— 

, m h u ilu order when officer passes he will turn towards officer and 

it Mild t o attention. 
mh 11 hi ih<' slope when officer passes he will salute as taught. The 

nlute will begin three paces before the officer passes the 
older and the hand will be cut away on third pace after he 

Im pa Hcd him. 

| fti mope. 
Mil .Ida . carrying a rifle, passes on officer, he will do so at the 
, I ih11c taught, at the same time turning the head towards 
|,.ini,.I and looking him full in the face. He will salute on the 

l,, i,,11 11 .idling him, and will cut the hand away and turn the 

I Dig fi init on the third pace after posing him. 

Urtftff mu uxges to or addressing officers. 

j foliln , . m ving a rifle, delivers a written message to or addresses 
, )M m|| i|t, u at I he slope. Unless the officer is on the move, the 

| ltd! ivmi paces from the officer, salute as taught and deliver 
.. ,t ply in needed or when the reply is received, he will 

fpliMi him about and march off in quick time. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

MARCHES and march discipline 

, ,_irofttwl onlv as concerns tho 
Ncrre—Under this heading, marching by day .^Sto °anothcr. under their own power, 

problem of getting a body As regards the ^rTiZon 
with a minimum of norm*a irible for the necessary measures tor 

W Trainins. >«. *— «. 

1. Points Winch Require Attention on the March 

1. Before leaving barracks, biUets, ^ wpU a5 being ,n order, it 

.BSM? “ 
very tiring if worn for long periods. 

2 March”discipline must be strictly ^1°Xady^ewn'pace mSt be 

s„r:i “.H"~^ ** •>»“” “* 
allowed. . those detailed for protective duties j 

<«> the respirator) and be 

(iH) ^Erme1'me! SSltf« tbc^road-plably in th. 

under the supervision of an N .b. . 

$ SueSlL"£]m shouid be undone, and the seetion. 

opened out as much as I*>ssi e. ^ ^ encouraged as till* 

“> ’Bitacrs cs£. s a helps to relieve uie . 

3. After a marck .Hen barrack W-^^T*Wh 

-1 * 
feet are attended to Ordinary bbsters ean badly blistered ^ 
with iodine and foot-powder but men J ^ offi(,er 

feel should be ordei-ctl to report k wUpther boots fit and an 
The N.C.O. should then look to see ^ ^ bolca or lnnl.. 

soft; Halt socks arc the right • ^ if fre8h socks m. 

ffiStoMK thedhly ones are changed to the opposite frH 



MM ^^3r&r4rir---3S« 
i„ obtained. , .. 8CCtion commander should 

'! are aS comfortable as circumstances 

, . d-h.il of march hygiene, see Chapter IX 

ii pi. im iviul Sanitation 

2. Importance of March Discipline 

. . finable of undertaking long and rapid 
i dl arms must be- capab pnergv. March discipline 

J». 'OS8“f “The 'E fficiency of men, animals and 
La> , •■'■hmg which affects march” It involves close and constant 

UlM b. I.'‘"ValnteUtration before and after every march 

f| " ■ -f ™les d[lr“*dte^t“"tL^orrJt1 proredurTis carried 

■ ;;i. :..t S3? .«> - -" “» 
H. and , discomfort in the unit 

Lilai't"' "> march discipline norooos arriving late or too exhausted 
|L .. ' ,ll8*8tfr Sg 0 through roads becoming congested 
kb- a.. part m battle or Uu ^ ^ canDOt therefore be 

\&t.:i« S-.*.** responsibility in co-operating 

fe mdWmot S>g the march, the more strictly must ,t 

||mm * ‘I . 
3. Halts 

.5 

L Mill awmt orders before falling out. ^ich thev are marching 

officers may fall out on the 

All M Im" latrine trenches should J dug.^ ^ ^ of 

A .. whi ilh' will be soun e d ;n the case of mounted 

fit I.I will »- f°™ed Jvance on the signal or command being 

r,. 
«|i I 
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4. Night Marches 

.. f«>r ■ u'ght march should when be reconnoitred 

. ,. .,.,,, those that lie on the line may be checked. In »ddito 
I .sponsible for guiding the column, it is adv.sab e to d tad 

„ ll<l, I.. 1 lieek the distance marched and the prope» o ^ ol 
.. .. lo the landmarks which have been noted. Whete me 
B... . it may be necessary to post men at certain P°m 

J5,„, „.. particularly at places where a change of direction has 

L it, V will be given the compass bearing and the distance to 

tl^H |M*«I 

aTJs." 

rC1:;:. ^ ^ ^ 
|l ,||. i. Hint il may have lost. Dunug halts nun may i< < < 

Ifliilil uni li'iivo the ranks. 

II,,.   ,f,. lo calculate on a large force averaging more than two 

K, ,,i ... the darker the night, the slower will be the pace. 

I ,1,,,, instructions apply generally to all matches by mght, 

mL,.. the column is protected by the dispositions of od.er troops. 

K.. ,,,,,1 ||,ere is any possibility of the enemy being encountered, 
KjTl i„nk ami rear guards will be detailed. Their size and their 
. ,1m column will vary according to the ground and to ‘h 

h,,.. ,1 II, night They need usually only be large enough and at a 
K. ... |„ prevent small bodies of hostile troops from 
W. I,,,,,,.|, • if the enemy is likely to bo met in any strength 

b|HH .. be undertaken in column of route, from j 
KTl m ,1, „l,.v uiiickly in the dark without confusion. In enclosed 
Hi) i|m Moil are best protected by posts placed m posibon by the 

IL,.I „»d withdrawn by the rear guard; m °Pe“Joun"y 
M|,, I v sometimes be used instead of stationary po,ts, but 

l„,l,i, In lose direction, unless accustomed to night work. 

Xu „|-1 guard will usually be responsible for blocking all branch 

Uhl,.. not to be used; either by posting men or y P , 
E ....nek across them (e.», a line of stones or the branche 

K,, ., „ „„ ..posted, they will be withdrawn by the rear guard. 

RJ»».. .... obstacle or defile, where opening out is likcly to occur 
Hi.I ... about its own length and then halt until tin 

H i . 



No more transport should accompany f« 

“ The factor of noise must he 

borne in mind. 

5. If the march is being made to an «*mbjy ^t“efuUy mco'nnodred 

a night, advance or night attack,well-defined natural feature) 

ft should be secured by 

advanced troops in good time beforehand. 

commander of the force. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

PHYSICAL TRAINING 

Physical Training 1937. Special Tables 

(P.T. Without Apparatus) 

1. Object 

i I I In object of military training is to prepare the Army for war, 
fn ih* 1*1 *|* I of Physical Training is to make and keep the Army physically 

III Mr war. 

2. Principles 

I Ih* lighting spirit, discipline, efficiency and esprit-d e-corps of a 
IIIII Min I mi11nd up with the physical fitness of its personnel. Physical 
[■Hi niii'ln i sound and active mind in a fit and healthy body, and is 
HU onh foundation upon which the qualities essential in a soldier can be 

Milt m11 mid developed. 

4 M* »ill\ f |naking, mental and bodily fitness are both the product of 
HfidN**. Hu nlal and physical, suitably regulated to the existing develop- 

Ml Mini "million of the individual. 

•i I * i \ form of military training entails mental and physical exercise. 
^BiIh • i |i i i of educational training to ensure uniformity on the 
H■ Hu m il nli . whereas uniformity of physical development and 

^Mthim*' it of mind and body are ensured by recreational games and 
"I in athletic nature, combined with physical training exercises 

ih -igncd to this end. 

■ th. f« iin phv ical training therefore embraces:— 

I IP M rriihoiml physical training. 

.. I mining exercises. 

^BtyutMthoi* il physical training in the army includes:— 

j hiioiomlics 
■ I..I ill kinds (including Bayonet). 

i |t>||lli| 
Hwliiuuthg 
M ii hMiiiii 
Aftill*If*n generally 

it. Application 

I 11 ii 11Kin *il iIn* above principles to the young soldier can be 

H • in »t.i l. ii ming three-way statement:— 

* S mi •• ..I i •!. in your joints yet, so you can do P.T. easily and 

* .luibly like games, anyway. 
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(»» !>• >» impossible for ><"' it^and the more honest 

easier to perform will he your other 

(c) More than in almost any other ^th^tMe'*If''vou'ipproach 

^tutiordtfedTo^timulate your sense of well-being, you 

’“f/enioy it and reap its good effects the sooner. 

Note: 
-See also “Games, etc”, Chapter XXIV. 
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PART TWO 

WEAPON TRAINING 

Pack 

p U l|ll \ 11 The Rifle. 47 

VIII The Theory uf Small Anns Fire. . 69 

IX \unual Range Course (Rifle). . 76 

\ Anti-Aircraft. . SO 

\l The Bayonet. . 89 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE RIFLE 

l I a , i nn (h alt with—“Lcc-En field” and “Ross”) 

I. General 

.. When cared for and handled correctly, the rifle is:— 

1 I •*i • M- ■'! ii high and accurate rate of fire. 

tllhtbl. with lhe bayonet, for hand-to-hand fighting. 

ilioid.nl Instruction is designed to make the soldier:— 

#1* nd \ ami nmirntr shot. 

ijui.i I i id target* appearing at short and indefinite intervals, 

lltMMl% mi will) (he rifle, able to fire bursts of 5 to 10 rounds 

M »-*| id hit* 

IS '• 1.d.i of rifle—Excepting as specially noted in this 
iP>hl. ' i".'in- under “weapon training” applies equally to 

•md Ii.. 

Mi rkuniom and Gleaning 

i •!.. bit. i from (lie beginning of his service that he 

i wnipnns so that they are in working order 
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the lee-enfield rifle 

Small Arms Training, Volume I, Pamphlet No. 3, Rifle, 1337 

3. Mechanism 

1. For general working, see descriptive illustrations, Plates 1 to IV. 

4. Removing and Replacing Bolt 

Pull out cut-off by pressing down* 
1. To remove:— 

(i) Push forward safety catch 
wards and outwards. 

(ii) Raise knob as far as it will go; draw back bolt head to resisting 

shoulder; release it from retaining spring. 

(iii) Raise bolt head as far as possible and remove bolt. 

2. To replace. 
(iv) Ensure th?t number on bolt, and on rifle correspond and Unit 

safety catch is forward. Bolts of rifles must not be exchang..! 

as in the Lee-Enfield rifle the wrong bolt may affect accuracy. | 

(v) See that resisting lug and cocking-piece are in straight line jitti 

bolt head screwed home. 

(vi) Place bolt in body with extractor uppermost and push forwun 

until head is clear of resisting shoulder. 

(vii) Turn bolt head over to right, pull back, then press bolt Ii"* 

down until caught by retaining spring. 

(viii) Close cut-off, close breech, press trigger, apply safety catch, 
loucr is fiillv down. 

5. Removing and Replacing Magazine 

1 To remove.—Depress magazine catch inside trigger guard and wilH 
draw magazine. Magazine must not be removed except for cleaning, I 

2. To replace.—Put front end of magazine in first and press upWfttfl 

until catch is engaged. 

6. Half-cock and How to Re-cock 

l. At half-cock trigger cannot be pressed nor bolt be rotated until i»"<N 

is placed at full-cock by drawing back cocking-piece. Ascertain if clmiil * 

ia empty before trigger is finally pressed. 

Noti::—Leaf and slide of backsight will be lowered and cocking i 

forward when rifle is not in use. 
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PLATE I 

/ Inclined p/ane (/7). 

long cam groove US). 

Safety eaten (24). 

bo/t recesses 

.. Hull and (locking Piece. 

■||t \li<ms (hr stud on the rocking piece in the short cam groove. 

■ (» I in mi h At the rear end of the bolt, between the long and short 
K|gii . i ilir 11|visional stud (22), which comes into operation when the 
li m i i • i • fly cloned. If the trigger is pressed when the bolt lever is 

down, three functions may take place. 

i I'll'«• I In nun! on the cocking piece strikes full against the divisional 
pi* mmiiIhk ilie striker from flying forward. If the bolt is now turned 

■ tin' nil Inn will hr lucked or “half cocked." The turning of the bolt 
It " ill hi the cocking piece to slip off and round the right-hand side 

^HmImHuI ■lud Into the long cam groove; the striker could now fly forward 
Mi* i hiii ge, hut the nose of the sear is ready to arrest its forward 

pHli hi (MWitgiiig in the half bent, in which position the trigger cannot 
■ l I lilt I toll 1.pined until the cocking piece is pulled back. 

H • In lud on the cocking piece strikes on the right-hand side of 
' i ml u In. li causes the bolt to close automatically and the charge 

I.. i l mi the cocking piece strikes on the left-hand side of the 
■) |u n.I .. i he l*olt to fly open, as the stud on the cocking piece has 
Pi ili« >i. hi i uni groove and the mainspring was under compression. 

Miiii.il he fired. 



PLATE II 

zjzzi 
- - - -XT.£ when the bolt is turned by the hook on the dor neaa e- K^t rib (9) turns down over the 

* -•*- ;•. ~ ZJ^ IV. is. travels up the inclined groove on the left-hand side of 
* ------ ckwaap ve «• brought opposite the stud oi 

U applied, when 

The upper limb of the sear (II) is retained in its upward position by means of the longer limb of the s< 
limb of the sear spring 113) acting on the magazine catch (13ai. 

What Happens When the Trigger is Pressed. 

When pressure is applied, the lower rib on the ti 

r spring (12), the short 

limb of the sear (II) „n,il f tri8Rer 14) actinB on the lower limb o( th« <*“ <>»«> draws down the upper limb oi the sear (II) until the sear nose is at the bottom of the full bent; this is the- 'first pull. 
taken, the second rib on the trigger (14a) draws down the upper limb of the * 
bent.^thus reieaang the cocking piece and striker, which fly forward owing t< 

When “the second pressure" is 
ir still farther until the sear nose is free of the full 

.hich PTO,a„ ,hrouth (rao, th, Tl” *■“" 

Noth: Arrow 23 above indicates the "half-bent of cocking.piece". For mechanical detail, refer back to diagram: "Plate 1". 



PLATE IV 

What Happens When the Bolt Knob is Turned hfr^rtaace^u* (15) travels down the inclined groove 
The rear end of the bolt rib (9) is freed from the ^’raction •• and causes the whole of the bolt to be vdthdrawn 

on the left hand side of the bolt way; tins bnngsabout Pnnlary <10) is forced from the long cam grrtBve. (16) up the 

ssrsrjj rrt -an inch *ee Acuon of 80,1 “d 
r^-4^r>g Piece). » -»■ 

. of the cartridge by means of the extractor spring, withdraws the 
Tt the ejector screw (on the left of body in 

vbeVt -shaped spring 1191 

Happens When the Bolt is Withdrawn. 



TIIE ROSS RIFLE 

l T , Vol 1, Pamphlet No. 3, 1937, Canadian Supplement 

for the Ross Rifle, 1940. 

7. Special Features 

I ues are normally of the Mark III pattern. The chief 
. i.mud in the Mark II pattern are as follows:— Bolt head is 2 

Mid ley unload of 7-blade screw, and locks flat instead of vertical. 
dm not project below stock. Has burr-head bolt stop, and no 

fctil ..it I In backsight is, in most cases, on barrel, not behind charger 

h 

I In I, l ih.m to the Lee-Enfield, the features of difference in the Ross 

I M I'lll'lWN — 
L <HI IIII h IK III pull bolt action. 

i hii«roll locked by engagement of screw-lug bolt head with 

[ *« n m <| recesses in receiver. 

HI) Nu "half cock”. 
• i M.. non-removable except by armourer. 

" Aperture” sight. 
|l | nttgm night mg base by use of charger-guide backsight. 

IMIim IriiKth and weight. 
B| I *mm|• ii< "(Mil of mainspring on backward movement of bolt. 

|l h ill Mop mid magazine cut-off combined. 
^HIiimIm I.i. nd-knife” bayonet, 
h Maud gumd not continued beyond lower band. 

^B Mm |*|noo nlock. 

II lli'itimiiiK and Replacing Bolt Action 

I t fUlHioii m 
■kM, ihMv nit cl, to “Ready” and bolt stop to intermediate 

r Hbnuiimii 
•hiti,il.i <1 hii11 pull on bolt sleeve handle, withdraw bolt action 

Bit id nil. riu* initial manual force is necessary to overcome 
id iIn mainspring, which is compressed on this back- 

Ppltd Hour men l 

| tub i, inidi il its reading has since been altered for cleaning, 
* I 1.0 tinned backwards to “Ready.” Never attempt 
* ft ... bolt action with safety-catch at “Sa/e” See 

|j i n i i . itKiim at intermediate position. 

* n i. h ii extended hold it in a (right) overhand 
i i .i. linger well forward on sleeve, remaining 

I. and, keeping action parallel with bore, 
i I ...It head squarely on flats of receiver guides 
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With firm downward and slight lateral-right pressure, push can 
fully forward until (first) sleeve guideways engage receiver guid. 
and (second) bolt head emerges under charger guide; th« i> 
changing to thumb-and-finger grip of handle only, send action 
smartly and fully home. (Emphasis on latter is explained m 
Lesson to Load.) 

(v) Turn down bolt stop, press trigger and push safety catch forwiii'l 

to “Safe.” 

Important Note--The bolt itself is not to be removed from f/o 
sleeve except by an armourer, tinder no circumstances is the u B'*h 
Action, complete” to be in any way stripped or tampered with by Him 
soldier. The importance of this is emphasized in the appended—■ 

9. CAUTION on Ross Bolt; Mot to be Stripped 

If the Ross bolt action has been taken apart (contrary to regulation' 
by an individual unauthorized to do so and unfamiliar with its mechaniaiffl 

it is possible by use of undue force to introduce a wrongly assembl* ♦ 
bolt and sleeve into the receiver. The bolt action is then apparent I* 

closed but is not really locked. If rifle is fired in this condition, the huH 

will be blown into the face of the firer. ALWAYS SEE THAT YOU* 

ROSS RIFLE BOLT ACTION IS CORRECTLY ASSEMBLED. If n«l 

you, somebody else may have tampered with the rifle. 

IIow to tell if bolt is properly assembled. 

Hold the rifle with muzzle away from the body, open breech and Imjfl 
at bolt. Without removing bolt action, look at bolt head, then look tfl 
sleeve, which is that part of bolt action which covers most of the hum Uh*I 
ism and bears the bolt sleeve handle at rear end. When breech is nptfl 
if bolt head is nearly one inch from front end of sleeve, the bolt action ■ 
correctly assembled. 

If incorrectly assembled it will be seen that the bolt head is leu* fUd 
one quarter of an inch from the front end of sleeve when the brenli ■ 
open. NEVER FIRE A RIFLE IN THIS CONDITION. 

Further Note on Ross Bolt Actions:—Each should be kept with Ilf 

own rifle, to avoid accidental exchange. Anj- chance means of idciriifWfl 
tion must be used; as they are not usually (as in the Lee Enfield) f»tnin|i^P 
with the serial number of the rifle. 

10. General Principles of Ross Rifle Design 

It is not within the intended scope of this Pamphlet to give tin • 
operating detail of all small arm weapons but in order that the .. 
in tin* foregoing and other paragraphs may be more easily followed '< 
Plate* “A’’, “B” and “C”—have been included from the Rniw • 
(Canadian) Supplement to S.A.T. I, Pamphlet 3, and will be 
cover the essential elements of Ross construction. 
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PLATE “ B 

'Hie Sleeve—bottom view. Fig 13, side view Fig. 14. Handle A; 
Cocking Piece Slot B; Pawl Lugs C; Safety Catch Hole D; Safety 
Catch Spring Pin Hole E; Extractor Slot F; Guide Ways G, which 
fit the Guides shown in Receiver at A, Fig. 6, upon which the action 
slides. The interior of the Sleeve has Long and Short Female 
Spirals corresponding with the Male Spirals on the Bolt. 

Safety Catch, Fig. 20, fits into 
■■ p hole shown in the Bolt Sleeve At 

Fig. 14 When turned to the 

: j£BBCSK9h9 showing the wTord “ Ready/’ lit*1 
rifle can be fired. When iurvtKl 

„. _ to the front, it locks the Holt 
Action, showing “ Safe.” 

Figs. 13 A 14 

Receiver 

A A—Receiver Guides ffl 
Sleeve GuidewnfJ 

F— Bolt Stop limit j 
Hole. 

Q Q—Recesses for Hull 
S S—Resisting Slum 11 

Bolt Stop—Side view. Fig. 15, End vltfl 
Fig 16. The outer edge is the ThtoMI 
Piece A; t he Body B; the Magnzm* 
Groove C; Bolt withdrawing Qronvti ifl 
Bolt Stop Groove E; Bolt Stop /fctmlfl 
Pin Seals G G G. 

When the thumb piece A is turned tin 
it cuts off the Magazine. With the It H 
in this position the Bolt is drawn I•* l|j 
rear and the rear face of the Bolt H 
stops against projecting front end 01 •*# 
Bolt Stop; the Itifle may then be UimnI m 

•vfi-MWrl a single loader. 
When the thumb piece is turned up '*« 

Bolt Stop allows the Bolt Head '• 
withdrawn clear of the Magazim 
then comes into action. 

When the thumb piece is in the intermediate position 11 
mounting groove D permits the Bolt Action to be entirely w 

from the Receiver. 
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PLATE “ C 

♦* •• Aiim»n (complete), 

For vertical sectional view of Receiver, see 

Fig. 6, Plate “ B ” 

AND 1'lllOGEK ACTION, 
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ALL RIFLES 

Small Arms Training, Volume /. Pamphlet No. 3. 

11. Trigger Pressing 

I. Importance of trigger pressing.—Unless trigger is pressed correct!y ' 
shooting will result. Good nerve control is essential. There are 
distinct pressures required to fire the rifle. The first is taken as the Ii" 
comes into the shoulder to aim, the second when the aim is correct. 

2. Methods of trigger' pressing.— 

(i) Cock action. Grip with right hand, forefinger outside trigger ipif 

(ii) Raise butt, into shoulder, at same time put. first joint of foi'HIttH 

on trigger. 

(iii) Squeeze across small of butt in direction of thumb, until 

pressure taken. 

(iv) Without relaxing grip, restrain breathing and continue to •!" 

until second pressure is taken. 

12. How to Clean Your Rifle 

1. Materials. 
No material other than that issued from store will be used to elm 

rifle. 

(i) The pull-through.—Used to clean the bore, it has thro# 

That nearest the weight is for wire gauze (not used w|| 

permission). The middle loop is for flannelette; the loop *1 

end is for use by the armourer. _ 

More using, run the cord through fingers to straight* hj 

remove grit; insert flannelette in correct loop. Drop 
through bore from breech end. Hold rifle firmly at muznile, n|| 

not put butt plate on stone or concrete. Pull cord, in mm if 

straight through so that it docs not touch muzzle of bore 

cord rubs against, the muzzle, it will make a groove 

cordwear, and the accuracy of the rifle will be spoilt. 

The pull-through will be packed in the butt-trap At M 

hold the pull-through (loop end) between forefinger nml 

so that, end falls two inches below' third finger; roll it 
round fingers. Slip coil off fingers and twist remaind* i 1 
round it, leaving sufficient to allow weight to drop mail* 
recess in butt. Push cord into trap, loop end uppciim**t 

close trap. 

(ii) Flannelette, oil and oil bottle.—To clean or dry the boo 

of flannelette 4 inches by 2 inches will be used. 

To ml bore, the size will be 4 inches by D inches will 
rubbed in. The oil bottle is carried in butt trap. 
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A careless 
soldier will 

or jy 
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•2 Examination of the bore into the bore not through ' 

“rstfts&ia-.«- - — 
chamber from breech. laiiiw* -- 

sstr ar.- - - r i 

protectors may 

4. Cleaning before chamber with dry flannelette. 

(iU) oil aeuon sl.ghtly, leave6 deport* 

water poured througn^u 

saxsesri--- 
(V) Full through with ury 

barrel. . k t 0ilv except as for 4 a > 
(vi) Barrel will always be kept o y 

inspection. ial instructions in regard ■ 

(VU> *$££& cleaning stick, and treatment of rifle 

after gas attack. 

6. Special, for Ross Rrfie- f bolt action and breech, 

Give extra attention to all recesses 

'""0n'“ 13, To Unload a* B'H. 

r <* /nr) Canadian 

in. »* '■vsri» 
1. To Load. (Ross- turn to “Ready”* 



..fh by pulling bolt back. 
, , , lntrgcr and place it vertically in guides. 
, ).„)! »f thumb od top cartridge immediately m front oi 

.k forefinger under cut-off,-(Ross: magaaine casmgR 

, ,,indni- down with a firm pressure until top cartridge has 

. I in magazine. If there is no cut-off, hook fingers under 

... Kliurply home with thumb and forefinger, turning knob 

r.I.. 'ml with forefinger of right hand turn safety-catch 

i, i in rear, ensuring at the same time, by means of the 

I;;;;::..mat**«»**»«• f°rcebo,t 
I limit* and turn safety catch to safe ). 

r«r„iv catch forward, (Ross: turn safety catch to ready- 
M|l .. not turn), draw back bolt, work it rapidly bac - 

„.| ,„.l forwards to its full extent, without turning knob 
.I all cartridges are removed from magazine and 

! .. dose breech, press trigger and apply safety-catch. 

I I Additional Note on “Ross” Loading 

i I.I, i really closed, the bolt sleeve handle « almost 

I-,, „l , I,urge-guide assembly, and forward of backsight 

. . u ni driving force is applied m closing. ike b'eeA 

(ml In dose by about an inch, or with cocking piece shU 

(It . , If trigger is pressed while rifle is only pint loaded 

(l„ I,nil net ion will fly forward, completing the loading 

nod ,,.. action will duly follow; but the mam spring 
..work of completing the firers job will probably 

| .I. Many claims of “miss-fires have been due 

... part to close the breech fully. 

....I Vim (Sight Setting and Rules of Aiming) 

t r.phlcl a. lesson 6 (or) Canadian Supplement for 

Ross Rifle 

, i.| the rifle in order to give both direction and 

.i i.,d mid (Lee-Enficld), with thumb of left hand 
*H|'nof backsight. Move slide till line on tt is 

. I- uf giving elevation for distance named, 
hr ■< . nr.uly fixed. (Ross) with thumb and finger 

„ I , i of the elevating screw until the require 

i nn surd scale on front of the sight frame) is 

i nlgc of the sight slide. 
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If allowance is 
make this mistake, 
the wood. 

not made for winds, the target may be missed. A well-trained soldier will not 
The fire in this ease is ineffective and the enemy at "E will doubtless shell 



2 The three rules of aiming. 

(i) The backsight must be kept upright. 
(ii) Close the left eye. (Exceptions in special cases.) 
(iii) There are two types of backsight—“U”, or “open”, (Lee-Enh*' 

and “Aperture”, or “peep”, (main Ross sight is latter). Jhn 
the tip of the foresight at the lowest centre portion of the ul»i' 
desired to hit, at the same time keeping this tip (if using II 
“U” pattern backsight) level with the shoulders of the “U” *li 
midway between; or (if using “Aperture”) keeping the lie i 
foresight in the exact centre of the circular window formed • 
this aperture or “peep”. 

16. Advanced aiming instruction 

Advanced instructions in aiming, the elevation table, deflection 

wind or movement, service targets, etc., are fully covered in the <|U 
references, and will be taught in course of training. 

17. Note on points of aim 

Reference ‘s made in 2. (iii) above to “lowest centre portion of phjl 
The “object” in this case must be understood as being the aiming i 
not necessarily the whole area of a target. A helmet just visible 
ground level at 300 yds, is both whole target and aiming mark, All 
“6 o’clock” point of aim is right; but on a 6 ft. standard In mil, 
aiming mark is obviously the bull’s eye, not the bottom of the fraiHM 
the sketches shown (two of which also give an advance hint on 
off f.>r movement”, and the other two, advance examples of “jiitHIfl 
and recognition”) this should be clear. In the two examples of 
rule (iii), the “object” is the whole target; in the other two, I he M|| 
(provided the target were near enough to select a point of aim) wniiljj 
be “man” or “tank”, but (say) “waist-belt” or “porthole”; i.e.: th« m 
or any supposedly vulnerable point. 

18. FIRING INSTRUCTION 

S.A.T. Volume 1, Pamphlet No. S 

1. Firing instruction cannot be more than briefly touched upon M 
pages, as it embraces 10 complete lessons, and covers all firing r 
and their attendant weapon manipulation. Its object is: To M 
soldier to handle his rifle so that in war correct action will be instoo 

2. The several illustrations which have been used in lieu of !• *' 
this heading will serve to prepare the recruit for actual prin t •.. 
ground, and will repay careful study of the detail portray'd 
indicated disposition of body, limbs or rifle has a definih n 
comfort and skill-at-arms, and to copy them from the atari " 
of the surest and quickest means toward eventual marksinnu ' 
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Muzzle up 

Stan din <j—Loadin g P ositjo n 
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Bo<*y atrought 

behind cover 

Lc^» together-. 

SKico^r^e,,,,^ 

r*»ONT V»CW 

Lying—Firing 
ISOLATED Cc 

in firing round 

position 
adopted with the 

bnt nf t against tl 
*'hen such 

isolated, the jegg 
together bphmd tl 
so as to avoid unr 
exposure. 



.(jj l-riggerguard 

1 i 

Finger along 
ours id c of 

Burr resrod 
on Thigh 

Forearms 
res red, 
\f conven'ienf 

Bothelbows rested. 
v*Ken possiOk. 

*41 * 
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, , .. vosilum is used to fire over high cover, to take a 
' l,lg ,,n “dvance, to fire at aircraft and to charge magazine. 

* position gives great steadiness in cases where the contour 

,tn<l the nature °f the fire task, invite the adoption of 

• ■■I'm, position is used on service for firing from a low wall, a 

> » caM, or in crops or scrub which would obstruct the line of 
W M" lying position were adopted. 

! 7""tl,e ?0st generaI,y osed in service for firing in the 
J''   * n:ason®)> is also employed with advantage from low 

" 1 HUch as banka °r folds in ground, and isolated cover of 

£ .TU7,°i Firin« loftruction deals with kinds of fire (snap- 
' ,l<‘||be»te, etc.), and the application of this fire to 

' ' principally the mtelligent use of all available cover. 

develop progressively towards the final stage in the 

Id'1, , " l"'."'an as an individual, and his introduction to the 

L . " d“t'fs °f .the several individuals in a fire group- 
** This final stage is called— 

19. Fire Discipline Training 

fold object of Fire Discipline Training is:_ 

io.hr,dual.—Rapid and accurate obedience to all orders. 

Hrtan'i',''" 'ind lntelllgent use of Ws weapons in all cir- 

, ,"",; Good. team work under its leader, based on 

ft,!' "" . ",irn’s' intelligent use of ground in the selection 
I . quick recognition, and the confidence which each 

■*5™' ... h,mself- his losder and the other men of the 

... Elementary Training in the Kifle 

' '’'"nphlet f. Page 68 (or) Canadian Supplement 
for Ross Rifle 

M",j !i »0t au, °J ,thf trJaining 011 wbioh they are based 
• li iimphlet, but adequate practical instruction will 

• "• 11 ' ' Although none of them are really difficult 

" .. the instruction given from day to day, and 

« tlme sffords, will ensure that a man 
If IMP' mill a safe margin of proficiency. 

'munition.- Each man will be asked four questions. 
mil of four correct. 

! , ' "'ir distances; not over 4(>0 yds. difference 
"l""' ™»<l. ie. lying and kneeling, etc. 

1 I nch within three seconds, (Ross, 5 seconds). 
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3. Aiming—From aiming rests. 

(а) Small target 200 yards (two aims). 
(б) Fig. 3 silhouette 200 yards (two aims). 

Standard.—Three aims correct. 

4 Trigger pressing-Tested by aiming disc. Accuracy, and oowM 

trigger pressure essential. Dummies will not be used. 

Standard.—Three correct trigger pressures out of four, 

t Aimina off.—Carried out with rifles and aiming rests, nan*#"1* 

dXenrp'oi^oLi^rs^uL^et3- wid£o7FigTeilM 

Standard.—Three correct aims out of four. 

8. Snapshooting.—The man to bring rifle from 
shoulder, to align sights on an aiming disc heW to 1 . 
trigger and instantly reload in the shoulder 'Time: allowed fm. . ■ 
order “Fire” until the trigger is pressed will be 4 seconds. 

lying. Dummies will not be used. 

Standard.—Three out of four aims to be correct. 

7 Rapid firing.—Man (rifle loaded 5 rounds) on command "W 

ha strszts m-H'H i 
fnn.prt.fir (Mk. Ill Ross: 75 seconds; Mk II Ross. 90 eo.c.onti»j,| 

“1 
Standard.—Eight shots correct. 

8 Firing positions behind cover—Bayonets fixed- 
positions behind suitable cover. Serious faults will fail. 

9. Recognition.—(In open whenever possible.) Men tested 
aiming rest. Instructor will describe suitable target. Aim 
recognized from description. Four targets indicated for every 
and each method of indication (see Pamphlet No. 2) will b M 

Standard.—Three out of four points be recognized. 

General Note on T.OJS.T.—The various references in lh« ■ 
to “shots” “loading” “firing,” etc., imply either the uiw "r " 
or. in certain cases, an empty rifle. Live ball ammunition . 

in T.O.E.T. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

TIIK THEORY OF SMALL ARRIS FIRE 

SA.T. Vol. 1, Pamphlet 1, Weapon Training 

1. Importance 

I*'.. '" obtain the full fire effect from the weapons with which 

p* it is necessary for all ranks to have a working knowledge 
| Mmmh v of small amis fire. 

2. Elementary Theory (Rifle) 

Nil VII ammunition, cartridge and bullet.— 

irlrlilK<' <’nsc is of solid drawn brass and has a rim at base by 
I• i*l#>' positioned in chamber and extracted, 

ll MiitUina propellant charge. 

.. i>f chamber is effected by expansion of walls of case on 
•.* 

i Mltirn (lie means of ignition. 

11. i in pointed and has a lead core enclosed in a cupro-nickel 
* advantage of elongated bullet is that it has greater weight 

»"• 1,1 ■nrface directly opposed to the air and is, therefore 
| lo "v i' onie resistance of air; thus its velocity is assisted and 

an*I striking power obtained. 

A Unvl in said to be rifled when it has spiral grooves cut 
l (#«•« Fig. I). 

||i»m wrlion, magnified 6 times, of rifling of 
bore: Lee-Enfield barrel. 

Fio. i. 
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4. When a weapon is fired, certain factors at once begin to act «... 

the bullet. 

(i) Before the bullet leaves the barrel. 
(a) Force of explosion.-When round is fired, the gases form* 

push the bullet forward through the bore to the muzzle, and 
into the air. With Mark VII ammunition the velocity with .. 

the bullet leaves the muzzle is 2,440 feet a second. 

(b) Rifling.—When charge is fired, bullet is forced against gronv* 

along barrel and, consequently, when it leaves muzzle it has acqulljfc 
a spinning motion. This tends to keep nose foremost and to rn-.jfl 

steadiness in flight, with resultant accuracy. This spinning « 

enables an elongated bullet to be used. 
(c) Movement due to recoil.—The explosion, together with bulM 

forcing its way through barrel, sets up a vibratory movement 
may result in a difference between the axis of the bore before m 
and the line of departure of the bullet. This difference e xpo < 
as an angle is known as “jump” and is compensated for by *4J| 

ment of foresight before rifle leaves factory. 

(d) Oily barrel.—If shots are fired with an oily barrel, nbrnnC 
vibration and consequently erratic shooting will occur until ill# "HI 

burnt up. J 
(e) Oily cartridge.—Should the chamber or cartridge bo »l£ 1 

wet extra back-pressure will be developed on the bolt head, ■ 
block or lock owing to lack of friction between the case 
chamber. This will affect vibration and erratic shooting Will M 

(/) Stocking up of the rifle, i.e. the fitting of the forc-cml I 

barrel and body—This is most carefully done at the factory. 

(g) Effect of firing with the bayonet fixed.-The weight "»j 
bayonet may affect the jump and the shooting of the riflo. 

Normally with Mark VII ammunition the jump is ... 
allowance has to be made, but no two rifles shoot exactly ftllk* 
rough guide, a bullet tired from the average rifle with a bnyon** 
at 300 yards range strikes the target about 1 foot above n« 
which it would have struck had the bayonet not been fixed 

In every case the man must ascertain the shooting of liw IV 

(h) Resting the rifle.—This may affect the jump. Thi 

will be reduced to a minimum when the rifle is rested at 

of balance. 

(ii) After the bullet leaves the barrel. 
(а) Resistance of the air.—This causes the velocity of ih$ 

to decrease rapidly and allows it to travel only about 1 
in the first second, about 400 yards in the second second, 

300 yards in the third second. 
(б) Gravity.—This acts on the bullet immediately If l» 

muzzle, drawing it downwards with increasing speed. 

These two factore cause the bullet to travel in a curved •• 

fall of the bullet becoming steeper as the range increases. 
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3. Definitions (See Figure 2) 

L ' kind is an imaginary line following centre of bore from 
pHi b» muzzle. 

* "1 departure is the direction bullet takes on leaving muzzle. 

M" Inn nf fire is the direction of the target from the muzzle of a 
»d 

"f "«j»t is a straight line from the firer’s eye, through the 
|t b« Hu point aimed at. 

1.. . . ' the curved path taken by a bullet during its flight. 

■ijitoiHihi.r point is the greatest height above the line of sight 

H M>. Inilli I rises in its flight; this occurs a little beyond half the 
m Mm bullet travels. 

■fed di 'tenI is the angle which the tangent to the trajectory 
nil Dm* I ini’ of sight at point of impact. 

1h**1 tn « il»*) to illustrate the basic definition of “Theory of 
Small Arms Fire ” 

r 

1 ■' C« First Catch. D H * Dangerous Space. 
H‘First Graze. F H G * Angle of Descent. 

Flo. 2. 

i Mull' In which rebound after striking the ground or any 

[ltd ' "ill hum* their flight are said to ricochet. Ricochets 

M Miiin' i . but are less likely from soft ground than 

■|Mi *iMhi< . , bullets ricochet freely from water, and from 

Ml tUo i»bmpily or deviate considerably to right or left 
^ PVMiumI MHirM, 

r* *' 1 1 l"»int where the bullet has descended sufficiently 
IHfi nt Mm target. 

•• ,l" point where the bullet, if not interfered with, 
I* Mi* ai..iiii'l 
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11. The dangerous space for My PirUcular^angej th^ dangerous sp*<» 

the first catch and the first graze, 

depends on:— 

The dangerous space: 

decreases: . , .teener angle of descent «*• 
As the range increases, owing • , pig 3 and Range Tahk 

the bullet at the longer ranges (see 8 

Section 7). 

nearer U. <F“' «' 
(b) The higher the object fired at ( g. 

(c) The flatter the conforms to the angle 
(d) The nearer the elope of tne groui 

descent of the bullet (Fig. 7). 

(a) The range. 

This diagram shows height increased six C/medtM 

------- -| 

--Actud distance 30* 

Range = 600yards. Slope of fall - H" 90 

... Dangerous space for prone man ( I f 

is approximately 30 yards. 

1 ft.-- 

• Actual 

Range= I.OOOyards.j^ distance^ i Slope = 
— - — 1U'" — 

Dangerous space is approximately >0 I 

Fia. 3. 

(6) The height of the weapon above the ground tnrl 





4. Elevation 

Fig. 8. 

1. Elevation*—In order to allow for the fall of the bullet, it » Ii 
to direct the line of departure as much above the objectJo W 
the bullet will fall below it if the axis of the barrel is painl«B 
target. This raising of the barrel to allow for the curve of tl» M 

is termed giving elevation (Fig. 8). 
As the target must be kept in view, the weapon is prOvld«l 

which permit the firer to give the elevation required without IflV 

of the mark (see Section 7). ... 
2 Sighting of small arms weapons.—la sighting, an average nM 

each range has been adopted. In addition each weapon jM 

tested at short range before issue and is sighted to Jut 
at, within certain close limits. There are, however, m 
small manufacturing variations. These inequalities ProdttJjB 
duality in each weapon which shows itself in a sligt Var fttM 
sighting elevation required; it is, therefore, necessa y ' 
study the shooting peculiarities of the weapon with which 

3. Sight graduations.-Each man. in studying the shooting ■ 
weapon, should find out any error m sighting that may 
graduations up to 600 yards and sot his sights accordingly I 
ranges the graduations on the backsight should be regard..! 

possible guide under all conditions. 

5. Effect of Wind 

1. The effect of a side wind on the path of the bullet 1 - 

at the longer ranges. 
2. Head and rear winds.-Up to 1,500 yards no allow,, 

3 For strong winds at 1,500 yards add 50 yards for n 

4. For strong winds at 2,000 yards deduct .50 yards f«" 
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6. Trajectory Table 

.. ' rV .(’303e-iicVIr!UM ^.S2440 FJ&* Rifl® N°* 1# Mark UI* S-M.LJB. 

14 
a-o 
4 4 
'I 
II 3 

10 7 
13 4 
tn a 
hi-9 

400 

20 
4*1 
0-8 
9-4 

12 ft 
10-2 
20-3 
24-8 

500 600 
900 1000 1100 1200 

2-6 
5*8 
9-4 

13-3 
17-8 
22-9 
28*5 

3*6 
7*9 

12*6 
18*0 
24 1 
30*9 

4-8 
10*3 6*2 
16 5 13-2 7-8 
23*7 21 -3 17*3 
31*7 30*7 27*5 

105 
21*9 

7. Range Table 

.... *». F"l,»o vn. w,™ * „UMM 

An«lo of tangent elevation 

deg. min. 
0 7 

Angle of descent 

deg. min. 

4 • lt"Uuiocfl( tee " 303-inch Vickers machine gun range tables." 
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CHAPTER NINE 

ANNUAL RANGE COURSE (RIFLE) 

SA T Vol / Pamphlet 1, and Small Arms Training Courses, 

and NPA..M., 19Jfl 

1. Coarse lo be Fired 

1. The -303" course to be fired at M.T.C’s is shown opposite. 

2. Range Discipline 

1. To avoid delay, a simple system of issuing ammunition and .'ll 

that details next to fire are ready will be devised by units m 

with the following general instructions: 

(i) There should be (as nearly as the available qualified H 
will permit) an assistant instructor for each firer (if onlM 

(ii) A N.C.O. should be responsible for the issue of ammunllM 

collection of empty cases and live rounds. 

(iii) In grouping practices, two details ^houldfireandth.M 
to the targets to see their groups measured and note tin | 

of their MP.I.(*) 
(iv) In snapshooting practices, the timed exposures of thO« 

be controlled by the officer on butt duty. The expewm 
reckoned from the time when the target is m P«*Hf 
stationary to the moment when it is again moved for MM 

In rapid practices, the time will normally be regillM 
the butts. In these cases the nctua fire order by Jl 
superintending at the firing point will be 
targets appearing. This officer will inform the officer » ■ 
when the detail is ready. Where the normal proc*^ 
be adopted, the targets will be exposed before the pi».ll* 

and the timing carried out at. the firing point. 

(v) Occasional shots.—Occasional shots to verify ' I'' ** 
accuracy of the weapon, etc., may sometimes U 
officer or N.C.O., with the senior officers permission 
not be fired during practices of the classification Jl* 
teste. Notification of their beginning and end will •• 
the officer in the butts. The target m use will I* •• 
checked and a clean one raised for the °cca*H>nu» ► 
they are completed, it will be lowered and checked. 
target raised for the firer to complete the rounds. 

Notes :— (*) " M.P.I."— M«m Point of lmpsct. 
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A rwcr—i's rifle will be zeroed in his 
presence before he begins (o shoot. i«Sr.J. Ptr ! 

23 
--- 
Lying (aj Scoring.—1-inch group—25 points 

2- inch group—20 points 
3- inch group—15 points 
5 hits, 4 within 3-inch 

ring—10 points. 
J Grouping Small 

200/30 
<») (38) 

30 5 25 Lying (b) 

Small 
200/30 

(») 

30 5 20 Lying (b). Scoring.—Bull—^4; Inner—3; 
Magpie—2; Outer—1. 

5. Rapid Small 
200/30 

(»> 

30 5 15 Lying (a). The firer will be standing at the 
order until the target appeurs, or until the 
order to fire is given. Rifle unloaded: 
ammunition in the pouch, which will be 
bnttoned; safety eutoh back and sights 
adjusted. Time limit:—Recruits, 60 secs.; 
Trained soldiers, 45 bccs. 

Scoring.—Bull and Inner—3; 
Magpie—2; Outer—1. 

6. Snapshooting Fig. No. 3 
Disappearing man 

(6) 

30 5 10 Lying (b). Rifle loaded, sights adjustod 
and safety catch forward. Butt and nose 
cap to be touching the ground before each 
exposure. Exposure, 6 secs, for each shot. 

Scoring.—2 points lor each hit. 

Nora.—Where facilities do not exist for rais¬ 
ing and lowering the targets, practices 5 
and b may be corned out by word of com¬ 
mand with the targets exposed. 

Instructional Standard tob 
Part IV f 

1st Class.70 points or more 
2nd Class 45 ** « 

Totals. 30 G5 3rd Class.25 “ " 
Laded.Under 35 points. 



3. Special Conditions 

1. Allowances and Penalties:— 

(i) The use of the windgauge(**) and sling is prohibited. 
(ii) No sighting shots are allowed, unless provided for in the practi. • 

(iff) The fine adjustment (if on rifle) may be used in any practice 

(iv) Allowance for jams and missfires:— 

(а) If a jam or stoppage, due to breakage or a defect Mt| 
mechanism, occurs, and is not caused by any fault of 11(11 
firer, the time allowed for the practice will be increased M 
the extent due to the delay hereby resulting. Should u jiiljtj 
or stoppage occur in a rapid practice through a defect, wlm4 
cannot be quickly rectified, the whole practice will be rope»M 

(б) In the event of missfires, provided that the supermini id IMi 
officer is satisfied that the cap of each cartridge lias 
struck, extra rounds will be allowed equal to the number «( 
missfires which occur in the practice concerned, a proportiniirtj 
part of the time allowed for the whole practice being 

for each extra round. 

(v) Forfeiture of rounds.—Omission to fire the rounds allottl'd J 
failure to fire during an exposure will entail forfeiture of U 
rounds which should have been fired, and misses will be ro^nM 

for them. 
(vi) For every shot fired after the order or signal to cease lb" I 

been given, the value of the highest hit obtainable by a 

shot will be deducted. 

2. The following is the interpretation of terms used in the di'U)|l 

range practices:— J 
(а) With rifle rested.—Hand and forearm supported against the Ml 

The rest (usually sandbags) may be adjusted to suit the nM 

(б) In the open.—No support of any kind is allowed for the *'l| 

forearm or wrist. 

4. Safety 

1. Safety Precautiom (All Ranges). 

(i) Firing will not take place until the danger flags are hnl4ifl 
look-out men posted according to the by-laws and standing M 

(ii) A red danger flag will be hoisted at the butts as a w.iihlM 
cease fire. The flag will be kept up until the whole of MM 
party is under cover. No one will leave the butts until II" 
tion of fire has been notified from the firing point,. Will " 
of fire is required, the superintending officer at the filial i ■ 
will normally give the order. 

(iii) A red flag will be hoisted at the firing point when .. 
taking place. It will always be hoisted when the linin'" " * 

flying at the butts. 

(••) (exoept for centering sight plate on “Ross” Screw-El «*v* I in* 
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U. 11ions will be pointed toward the butts during inspection and 
"1" ii loading or unloading takes place. 

1* 1 rs" <»ih\ except the firers, the instructors and the officers on duty, 
will In* allowed on the firing point. 

" *1 fifing suspended during a practice, or whenever the danger 

II »' 1 hoisted at the butts, safety catches will be applied, rifles 
"ill In I iid on their side, and firers will stand up. 

I,M Vm bring, live rounds will be separated from empty cases and 
■ nnllrrii'd, under the orders of the superintending officer. 

Mill ^ii officer vvill inspect all weapons and equipment before they 

V *" " d from the firing point, to ensure that they are unloaded 

, .. If'1" men are not in possession of ammunition. A further 
lion will take place before the companjr or party leaves the 

L Inline, 

N" wi.p.m will be loaded without orders from the superintending r niiic^f, 
y I ho.mi v cartridges will not be taken on the range, except for 

■ iihi m iloppage practices. In this case the cartridges will be taken 
■ to mhI from the range under the orders of the company, etc., 

k Kliitiiiitiiiidcr. 

B Itcli * miiimate snapping is forbidden. 

H^Imihd precautions for miniature and 30-yard ranges.— 

miiii/i \\ hen it is necessary to examine targets, rifles will be 
l|h'l laid on the firing point with the breech open, and the red 

full I'll before anyone goes to the target. 

BM - 
III Hone limn mx rifles or four machine guns will be fired at the 
■p» Iffic on tin standard 20-yard range. 

the bring of machine-gun practices, the superintending 

Ip! Miav make special arrangements to call those waiting to fire 

Kill »« I'OMtmn from which they can hear the instruction and 

jlttui bill even then they must be at least five yards in rear 
Hufel the ffi«r 

B|f|«-t "ill lie placed within four feet of the sides of the bullet 
Bhhn 

BNmiIuIiu targets and pistol targets will be placed at the 
^Bflt of I lie bullet catcher. 

|H‘Npe I ii i gels will be placed so that the skj^screen is at the 
■Nil i»f tin bullet catcher and the picture below it. 

|| mu mil I argots, -22-inch, will be placed so that the line of 
I* *lli< • '"I into the bullet catcher. 

' I1"!' moving targets and anti-aircraft targets, other than 
I l> •' d '.'2-inch, are not allowed. 

1 involving the advance of the firer or the target 
I *">i bit Hurried out. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

ANTI-AIRCRAFT 

SA.T. Vol. I, Pamphlet No. 6, Anti-Aircraft, 1937. 

LESSON 1. 

1. Principles of Small Arms A.A. Defence 

1. The following are the main principles to be observed:— 

(i) There must be a system whereby warning of the appron'h 
hostile aircraft is conveyed to the troops (see para. 6, OoM 

S.A.T.I., Pamphlet No. 6). 
(ii) The maximum fire of all available small arms weapon! 

immediately be brought to bear on the attacking aircraft, | 
vided that they are within range. It is only by adopting 
offensive attitude that morale can be maintained and that I 
flying attacks by aircraft will be made so costly as to iHflj 

unsound policy for the enemy. 
(iii) Subject to (ii), above, units of all arms will present tfl 

attacking aircraft the least favourable target, according I" 
situation in which they find themselves. J| 

(iv) When movement is stopped, it must be continued at thr 

moment. 
(v) When troops are on the move, rifle fire will generally 

to produce and, therefore, more suitable. >aJ 
(vi) In bivouacs, billets, or when otherwise halted, light mfl 

guns, suitably sited and concealed, should form the mhli* fl 

arms defence. 
(vii) To be effective, fire must be controlled. 
(viii) Speed in opening fire is essential. This requires strlol IWH 

cipline training. . 
(ix) Fire unit commanders must know beforehand whether 

to open fire on their own initiative or not. 

2. Protection 

1. Every commander is responsible for the protection of ltl« «M|■ 
against surprise, and for concealing his dispositions from M»mm» 

troops and aircraft. 

2. On the move.—In cases of troops on the march, the (lift# n 
precludes, as a normal procedure, the possibility of advance a**-— H 
and, except in small columns, large spaces between units • 
Columns must, therefore, generally be protected by light m • 
piqueting the area and particularly the defiles through win* I' 
are moving. Other means of protection are light machine a 
on M.T. vehicles moving within the column or on the Haul- 
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' ' ;." rH,,on, of r *^alltry Parties throughout a column on the 
" ' i r»tect,ve dut.es should bo resorted to only in most exceptional 

" or. whe“ tactical considerations are of no account. 

.. . P™lect themselves with the weapons at their disposal 

.. ';°rmaUy be U3ed' bUt ,ight machine V'™ *ould be b“t 
i l'.i; r ulTbf^i 11 i9/^eJntJal that “ *re“t a volume of fire 
* 'll V fir'd ^ y pr0duced' Normally, therefore, all available 

H" " will not be time to issue orders for opening fire throueh 

■ hum of command responsibility must be delegated The fire 
<11 I." i lie platoon. Men will march with magazines charged with 

ml* and sights set at 500 yards. 8 wlln 

ihe,h!ioftiight machr.guns 18 tbe economical 
if,’,'' sb°uld bf organized m the form of area defence 

Kill* * ' 11 n.ot 683 tl;ln 500 yards or more than 800 yards' 
I Mt« comers of a series of equilateral triangles, disposed so as 

* .. 1 protected. It will sometimes be of advantage to site 
Ira "1 order to produce a greater volume of fire in the more 

approach of enemy aircraft. The extent to which this 

. " ' ,l,pend °“ the‘otal number of guns available in pro- 

, " i;:, " ,iit Whpn tr°°PS are COIKealed. orders 
Hi 1. I . , g ”aciune K,ms are to he posted and are to 
T" '''wii'e aircraft or not; the opening of fire may betray 

J'. ' "" ", the fact tllat the area is occupied. During short 
ill Jo machine guns will be disposed under company 

ihd. rL h ?.r ‘“/amP- billets or bivouacs the 
will be co-ordinated under brigade and battalion 

Considerations in Training 

I ll». KI" , ,! of modern aircraft it is impracticable to provide 

lie »i , "iiv form of anti-aircraft sight or other mechanical 

J 11 '■ or the machine gun. Extreme accuracy of 

f! *'• 'W!lT 10 Vl* retaIiation volume. Estimation 
i limn. t| to a knowledge of when fire can usefully be opened 

, will primarily be concentrated on obtaining:— 

I «m iipuning lire. The time available will depend on early 

rlUripline. 

M""" Volume of controlled fire. 

• Imh are the two main types of anti-aircraft target to be 

a Marker. 

' '■ more urgent problem and will allow of prac- 

' : of an aeroplane diving to the attack or 

"" lho raarch> the rifie is likely to be the mast 
.. this type of attack, and men must 
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be instructed how to shoot *n4 
turn quickly. Light machin* 
guns should also be brou*h* 
into action, if time permit. 

As regards <ii), this typn I* 
likely to provide opportunity 
to both rifle and light maohUm 
gun firers. Since no mechanic^ 
aid is practicable, the firer* will 
liave no assistance other IM 
a “lead” calculated as boiiii II 
degrees when the largo! (I 
crossing at right angles to iM 
line of fire. They must 
instruction as to how they 

instinctively recognise the lead in the sky. The swing *•"■'“*1 
of the utmost importance and it must be impressed on all troops !•» ■ 
movement of the rifle or light machine gun must not be checked HI 

moment, of pressing the trigger. 

3. Riflemen and light machine gunners will receive training on 1<I«I 
lines. 

LESSON 2. 

DIRECT ATTACKER (RIFLE) 

4. Instructor's Notes 

Stores.— . t 
Diagrams of diving and climbing aeropla.ru>* fixed along 

four walls of the barrack room or place of parade, so as to • 

the 25 degrees safety angle. 

Squad in two ranks, 10 yards or less from the diagrams. 

Order: uStanding”—0Charge magazines”—“500”- “Rest." _ 

1. (i) Explain that, owing to the high speed of modern alr.'t«(j| 
essential that fire should be delivered quickly and with 
accuracy. This lesson deals with the method of nrmtt 

and climbing aeroplanes. 

(a) Sights set at 500. 

IJ3 *Y ilia Liit — 

There are two rules of 

(b) Alien the sights on the centre of the aeroplane 

NOW-As a point in “recognition", the silhouette Qc™a" 'l''"';'; 

miv niftmuriilar shape. 
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" 1 • i u mist rate from the standing position:— 

Aircraft action. 
Aircraft front. 
Firing. 
flop. 
Charge magazines (full capacity). 

I and demonstrate with squad imitating:_ 

II «•..,»(, anion. On the order “Aircraft action ” adopt the standing 

“ l"*;l position with the muzzle of the rifle as vertical as possible 
hc.I I mid, leaving the safety catch forward. 

' ...The rifle when held in the firing position should be 
II «m nnglo of not less than 25 degrees with the horizontal A 

|yM,'1l 13 tllat the upper part of the left arm must be 
IMMhIIi I with the ground (see Fig. 2). 

",1 * Miming and turning.— 

thnf- owin« to aircraft being within range for such a 
pmod it is essential that all movements, such as coming 

■M" Mm 'dining position and changing direction, should be carried 

H"1' 1,10 utmosfc 8Peed- A standard of firing the first shot 
■lliln I Wo Hcconds should be aimed at. 

li 
I* i- upper arm horizontal 

to the ground. 

Body 

balanced 

Fia. 2. 
S3 



(ii) Explain and demonstrate with detail:— 

On the order “Aircraft front,” raise the rifle quickly to II 

aiming position, take first pressure and aim O^.a newdirro w 

being ordered, turn quickly, pivoting on the right leg, m 
direction named and aim. Finally, return to the loading poi.it>"* 

4' FirEx^in that fire against aircraft will always be at the 
rate. Before a new target or direction is ordered the °°® " J# 
“Stop” will be given. If a new direction is immediately <*l«« 

the man, without applying the safety catch, will turn quickly »jj 

on the command “Rapid fire," continue to fire as Wore. WP 

the safety angle cannot be maintained, men will adopt the *'» 

position and load if necessary. 

{Lesson 3 not shown) 

5. Apparatus and Accessories 

1. The following equipment is required in connection with antl«il|| 

training:— 
(i) Silhouette model diagrams of aircraft. 

(ii) 12-degree lead measurements. 
(iii) Model aeroplane with pole and stand. 

2. Silhouette model diagrams.-Silhouette model aiagrarMi'mj 

affixed to walls of barrack rooms or the places of parade an 

anti-aircraft training. They should be placed at a height w d«lj 
nermit the man under instruction to aim and fire at them wi ll# ■ 
Sg the safety angle of 25 degrees. The digrams should! 

approximately the same distance from the firer. Diagram* 

mounted on "plywood to give a white surround of approximate ■ 

3. 12-degree lead measurements. 

(i) The lateral distance which 12 degrees subtends at thn VIM 
distances should be marked on one of the outside walln ill P 

as follows {see Fig. 8 of S.A.T.I., Pamph. 6). 

Ranee Lateral distance 

10 yards 6 ft. 8 in. 

30 yards 19 ft* 3 m- 

4. Model aeroplane with pole and sland.-General dM*'" 

(i) The apparatus consists of a pole, 15 feet high, on whir i 

small-scale model of an aeroplane and a movable » ... • 

wire rectangle which can be placed so as to appear .» 

in the line of flight of the aeroplane and at a mWnh 

ahead of it to represent the distance wl,“ 1 
would travel during the flight of a bullet fired »» 1 

can be lengthened to give 12 degrees at ten ya.d* 

bar which can be slipped over the existing moyid. • 

in place by two clips {see Fig. 11). This small a 
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12° Lead • (6-a*; 

m 

.5" 

model aeroplane with Pole and Stand 



easily carried out iby unit armourers. For crossing aeroplnM* 

the wire rectangle should be slightly above or below the horiitoiil > 

so as to appear to coincide with the line of flight of the aeroplali 
as shown by the line of flight rod. 

(ii) The pole is held vertically in a wooden stand, or in a boln <4 
socket in the ground. 

(iii) The pole is made of stout bamboo or 2-in. by 2-in. scant!I 

sufficient length so that the nose of the aeroplane, when hi 

horizontal position, is 15 feet above ground level. 

(iv) The aeroplane model is fixed on a spike on top of the |ti 

This spike is connected to the pole through an adjustaMi* if 

way knuckle joint fitted with bolts and wing nuts. 

(v) The spike can be inclined at any angle within wide lirmh i 
the aeroplane may be slewed round on the spike so as to »p 

to be flying towards or away from the firer at any desir#<l 

The movable arm and rectangle, when in use, must ahvuv# | 

right angles to the firer’s line of sight. 

(vi) The arm which carries the rectangle is pivoted on the pi 

that it can be dropped while a rifle is being laid on I hit 

and then raised so that the “lead” may be checked by chiiii 
with the centre of the rectangle. 

(vii) When in use, the foot of the pole should be nine yards 
from the centre of the rifle rest or tripod mount inn. 

equivalent distance, about 10 yards from the firer’s eyo *h 
weapon is in the shoulder. 

LESSON 4. 

TIIE LEAD (RIFLE) 

6. Instructor's Notes 

It may be convenient, on occasions, to combine Lessons 4 
one lesson. 

Stores.— 

Model aeroplane with pole and stand fitted with movable mn*$, 

and line-of-flight rod (see Fig. 11). Set up with a sky Innhyf| 

12 degrees displayed in barracks at 10 yards, 30 yards and HIM 

The model aeroplane will be set up as a direct crossing plum 
rectangle a 12 degrees lead in front. Distance from tin' <<*»*> 

stand to the centre of the aiming rest—nine yards. 

Place rifles on the aiming rests. 

1. Explain that it was necessary to aim off a “lead” in fi. 

targets on the ground and that the same principle will npi 

nnd firing at aircraft crossing the front. A lead of 12 d« v 

fore always be maintained in front of all crossing targe! ' 

direction, except the “direct attacker.” The two rules of .. 

aeroplanes are:— 
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<l) Nighte set at 500 yards. 

(l.,‘r°f th.® rifle.the squired lead in front of the aeroplane and in 
" 'l,rPC ,on ^ f/ight. Maintain the lead by swingingwith 

"" ••“•roplane and fire without checking the swing. 

,H ‘?7'io“ Squ?d on method of measuring degrees taught in 
i,"l’,";d,o? of fire and explain that each man mmt measure for 

Il what Part of his left hand when at arm’s length will give 
' ' gri‘os frotn the nose of the aeroplane to the centre of the 

"'mgle (see F,g. 3). The parts of the hand which give £ 
’ - uroment at ten yards will also give .2 degrees at any W 

|ll) I In. in,- squad at ten yards measuring the lead in the aircraft 
n' M.m position with the left arm extended. 

rectangie. Practise squad aiming off 12 degrees with and 
r '" of the hand. Check by the rectangle. whTh wifi al^ 

tj’,1 ‘mges to the firer irrespective of the direction of flight 

■ Kpl.ln Hint all ranks should practise the lead against a skv back 

r ■imu.mI and on clouds until the measurement becomes i^UnS. 

■ L.*' 1 ' , al <ilstanc<-s of 30 yards and 100 yards which have 



LESSON 5 

CROSSING AEROPLANE (RIFLE) 

7. Instructor’s Notes 

Stores.— # J 
Model aeroplane with pole.—The model to be earned by a fatigue* 

at a brisk pace on the front and flanks of the squad at not more I 

six yards' distance. 

Squad in two ranks. 

Order: “Standing”—"Charge magazines,” “500,” “Rest”. 

1. j. Explain that the lesson teaches the use of the “lead” at » 
aeroplanes. Question squad on the two rules of aimum 
emphasise the continuance of the swing at the moment dH 
The feet may be moved to suit the swing, but the dire 

not be changed. 

ii. Explain and demonstrate with squad standing behind the lt»H 
watching the swing of the rifle—“Aircraft action Aircraft i 
—“Rapid fire”—“Stop”—“Charge magazines.” 

2. Quickening.— 

i. Explain that, on the order “Aircraft action”—“Aircmf l 
(“about” etc.), men will turn quickly in the direction ♦ 
aim the rifle the “lead” in front of the aeroplane, taki Hi 

pressure and swing along the line of flight, 

ii Practise changing direction, quick aiming and swing. ( *M| 
“Aircraft action”—“Aircraft front”—“Rest.” Order full 
to carry the model in a new direction, then onh» 
action”—“Aircraft right” (or according to new direction), 

3. Practise squad (in two ranks not more than six yard* 

model) by word of command. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

THE BAYONET 

*" Tminin° VoL '• Pamphlet No. It; and as noted under 
Section 4- 

1. General 

••Hm i vM jipon is like the bayonet, or approaches its role in battle 
' *"T‘,f “ttack for hand-to-hand and night fighting; full effect 
I I". ..ii y by the collective efforts of platoons or sections. The 

vat °r * wi" oftcn enable Gantry to 
In, , or ca,13e him to surrender. Under 

bul,et must not be 

lid.miry assault, the greatest moral effect will be attained 
K ...Inini c m formation. But, once hand-to-hand fighting begins 

ll,„ l any regular formation can be maintained. Such condi- 

1v,trmf thVooeer fightiag when the I". .Idles has been penetrated, in unexpected encounters 
■""* men ln woods or confined places, or at night. 

L« ft hand, at 
outer band : 

Point directed, at 
opponent’s throat. 

Rj^ht hand clear 
o/cochin^ piece , 

LeAt knee bent. 

big. 1.—On guard. 
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3. The object of bayonet training is to fit the soldier to take his pin**# 
as one of a team, with confidence in his own and his comrades' sloH 
with the weapon, and to instil determination to close with the ennuif 
The importance of the offensive spirit will, therefore, be emphnhit*l 

throughout training. 

4. Once hand-to-hand fighting begins, it should be the instinctivo »e Him 

of the man either:— 

i. to go straight for an opponent, who may have offered some openly 

or 

ii. first to parry an opponent’s attack and then immediately 
counter-attack. 

5. Figures 1 to 5 illustrate the basic positions from which the iimoim 
power and control can be exercised. The instruction is developed •• 
detail in S.A.T. Vol. I, Pamphlet No. 12. Three examples folia 
Sections 2, 3 and 4. 

2. Lesson on the Training Stick 

Stores—One training stick for each pair of men in the squad. M 

lied on. 

The training stick, efficient instruction in which forms an im$ 
part of bayonet training, should always be used with vigour^ 
individual using the stick will act as “masterand the indivnlu 
the bayonet as “pupil”. The value of the practice to the pupil < 

entirely on the energy displayed by the master. 

5' 9" 

Pad, 2wdiom. mode of piece 
o/canvas, stuffed wibh'* 
shredded sacking and 
wired inCo groove cut in stick 

4 
_ Aa o tiii 

covered, with nl i Mlj 
or Chin rope . 

Fig. 6.—The Training Stick. 

1. How to use the training stick (see Fig. 7). _ 

i. The padded end will represent the point of the opponent** III 
Whenever it is directed towards the man, he will ImMim 

assume the on guard position. 

The ring will represent a vulnerable part of the b**d» 
it is presented, an advancing point will be made rtf It 

ii. The method of holding the stick is as follows: With " 

end forward, adopt the on guard position, the HhI'* 1 ' ' 
one foot from the ring. To present the ring uphi i 1 
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Fig. 4.—The withdrawal from the point 
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withdraw the left arm until it is close to the body and at the 

'..me time place the ring to the right, or alternatively withdraw 

*eft arm as before at the same time step back with the 
I'H foot placing the ring clear of the left of the body. The 
.liHtance from the ring to the bayonet must be such as will cause 
llw- man to make an advancing point. 

I lo. 5.—The withdrawal (using foot). 

Hu'II.m.I of using the stick ensures that the position of the 

mm.| never be changed, no matter what action is being 
’ m| and complete control of the stick is maintained at all 

3. The Bull Stroke 

I 'M Imti Rtroke and kill. 

M frit ]l(irry milst be made fair|y wi(je to beftt off 

**therefore opponent is inside man’s guard. 
■ ' " ' his bayonet; therefore the butt must be used 

*• A•// with the bayonet. 



ii. Demonstrate:—From the on guard position vigorously stmwMij 
the left arm, punch the rifle far enough forward and to thn “ 
to beat off the opponent’s weapon, advance the rear fool 
swing the rifle round horizontally to hit the opponent’* 
with the toe of the butt, direct the bayonet on to the opp«i 
deliver the point, withdraw, return on-guard and pass through 

Wc^ht of body behind 
Che buCC. 

*4. Firing from the Hip 

1. In paragraph 1 of “General”, Sec. 1, it states that the i\m t.l I 

must NOT be forgotten during hand-to-hand fighting. 
A trained soldier can achieve a considerable degree of ucruri 

from the hip at a range not exceeding 10 yards. 

Stores.—Rifles, bayonets, row of standing dummies. 

Squad falls in in single rank on the right of the dummies U* 

scabbards off, actions cocked and safety catches forward. 

1st Stage 

i. The object of the lesson is to kill an opponent bv lb 
hip at ranges up to 10 yards—in other word*, lit. 

bayonet is lengthened. 

•Added to Pamphlet 12 by Appendix D of Weapon Training .. 
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the hip, instructor >'mimstrnte complete action of firing from 
•itx»tit 5 yards from dummy. 

M'|m i! demonstration with detail:— 

I i 'c Trigger011 8Uard ” p0sition’ exoePt tha‘ finger will be on 

(M The lowering of the point of the bayonet by vigorously 
- 1 ughtemng the left arm and at the same time ensuring that 

.b“W ?f.‘be rlfl® 13 not lowered or withdrawn Emphasis 
b® laI<1 pn ,he natural tendency to shoot high. It is 

' ' nlial that the point must be lowered to the opponent’s feet. 

) IIh bring of the round. This will be done simultaneously 

u.lh the lowering of the point and entirely by sense of direc¬ 
tion. Reload immediately. 

f1 h“V°net*, three rows of dummies, and training sticks. 

!«(/<• will hr subdivided as follows:— 

three rows of dummies. As for 1st Stage. 

v to be au™ked with the bullet, 2nd and 3rd rows with 
met. 

walk and the double. 

(mining stick only. As jor Lesson on same. 

the use of the bullet at a range of between 5 and 10 
(hr command Bullet" interspersed with the use of the 

1 n°Tmal way. The command “Miss” will be 
«lven- thereupon the attacker will use the bayonet. 

" range-Tracer SA.A. Fig. 2 target (standing 

','f lhr instruction is twofold: Firstly, to illustrate the 

' '' ' Jn obtained by the instinctive pointing sense 
.1 '• f,l<? oxlreme importance of lowering the point of 
'ini' i to I he foot of the target. 

ilfMtc from 10 yards. Class practices. 

bng. ts will be placed at the foot of the ricochet pit 
* Ihft'c lirer will be exercised at a time. 

uliiinr win be carried out with live ammunition where 
bul l It-shooting ranges. 

*1**1/ 

hi i 
ho 

At thr 

I ihi 

Ihlh 

hh by 
111**1 t>t 
MMono 

li •1 



PART THREE 

APPLICATION OF FIRE 

Chapter XII—Visual Training. 

“ XIH—Fire. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

VISUAL TRAINING 

Small Arms Training, Vol. I, Pamphlet No. 2. Infantry Section | 
Notes on Map Reading 

1. Object 

1. To develop the powers of observation. 
Modern weapons, the art of making the best use of 

wide formations, indistinct uniforms and artificial aids to eoiiH 

have reduced the visibility of the enemy. Visual training is, th‘*»f 
the utmost importance in order that the enemy shall UOl 

undiscovered. 
2. Methods of Training 

Exercises framed to stimulate the soldier’s powers of obftifjfl 

begin early in his training and continue throughout his PorvMJi 

should include the study of ground, impressions of size, 
targets and ground features, and observation of fire as an imllvMMj 

types of ranges. Training will begin with questions framed to ildN 

recruit’s powers of describing what he sees; ordinary 

counted and figures of different colours will be placed 
open and sometimes under partial cover in front of various Um 
Men will be employed to show how movement catches thn * *• I 

closes a firer’s position. Blank ammunition will be used to glvs M 

locating an enemy by sound. 

3. The Military Vocabulary 

Men will be familiarized with all terms applied to fwitUM* 4 
colours, shapes and military objects generally, so thal 
description and recognition may be improved. A * 
vocabulary is appended; it is intended as a guide to '1M ' 
terms should be introduced as opportunity offers durum " 

sendee. It should be increased by teaching the local 
additional terms appropriate to, the station in which 11- 
for example (in Canada, and respective of region) the i..M 1 



'"I‘" " nee"; the term equiva^te• ‘‘7r» l >• f “1>ower d*m" 

'. " muskeg ” for mamh ^anid8 " for ^ °r £ath’ 
... subdivision of the conifers into th * ha ows; tfle sometimes 

... —m «-»>rs5s^r,w- 
I >»illirc*, artificial:.— 

u 
hI 

mllnl 
HUHed. 
1 'I 'ind imfcnced. 

himln 

natural 

trees. 

Post and rail 
Wire 
Iron 
Hurdle 
Sign post. 
Pylon. 
Viaduct. 
Culvert. 
Cutting. 
Embankment. 
Canal. 
Dock. 

Ferry. 
, fences. Ford. 

Windmill. 
Railway signals 
Church tower. 
Factory. 
Crane. 
Gasometer. 
Gable-end. 
Quarry. 
Ricks. 
Stocks. 

Yellow. 
Blue. 
Green. 

Red. 
Brown. 

Copse. 
Gorse. 
Corn field. 

Plough. 
Root field. 
Stubble. 

I* M|»liirn|:— 

Knoll. 
Saddle. 
Slopes, forward, 

reverse. 
" concave. 
“ convex. 

Foreground. 

I : — 

I ..I 

Barricade. 
Dug-out. 
Defended post. 

“ locality. 
Observation post. 
Blockhouse. 
Fin placements. 

Indirect. 
Obligue. 
Flsnfcing. 

Middle distance. 
Background. 
Dead ground. 
Cliff. 
Gorge. 
Ravine. 
Clearing. 
Salient. 

Right angle. 
Square. 
Triangle. 
Circular. 
Vertical. 
Horizontal. 

Enfilade. 
Overhead 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

FIRE 

Infantry Section Leading 

1. Fire Effect 

Fire effect depends on the following. — 

i. Selection of the fire position. 

ii. Selection of the target. 
iii. Indication of the target. 

KK or «». 
vi. Clear fire.control orders. 
vii. Good fire discipline in the section. 

viii. Due economy of ammunition. 

2. Selection of Fire Positions 

1. A fire position for any task requires:— 

ii Co^foTthe^iof from gTo.mTand air observation and 1 

iii. Room for the free use of weapons. 

iv. Covered approaches. 

'i&ssgfS 
Hm to protect himself by making greater use of .. 

adopting more suitable formations. . 

iii FnUlnde fire-Enfilade fire should lie employed wh.M»1« 
Th"st particularly important for the light maohme <"'• 
Ire a number of bullets in a very short t.nm *!••••> •" 

of fire. An enfilade target thus gives an ''1M"" 'l,, 
return for the ammimition expended. It m l'»" 

when applied aloug an obstacle. 

, Cover from fire and view.-Steadiness and .. 

ne^^aw6 thatC8ection° p,oiUoMed^S^^e^^|^d','l* w'11 

is&sin*: “ - -*•. 



- * *** «<*! 

,l,'cribe ‘Xts'o S^tcanMt “cfcioa commanders should l„. 

J ",,rt °f fire COntroI a°d requires cons^?^™8 iS the mosl 

6f;ili'u:trCoS^S“r,L^ Concerned wilh 
I "Mderstood by one man only f hi Decess'tates the fire order 

»• .Monro, more a CPl 09 Short • |In u* mon as vomhfp 

.: »»<« m certain 
limners. ' required to fire as well as the Jighl 

liif front andfpofnt0out ^’t..maIce a deta.i,?d study of the 
! ’v ,l'1' enemy, probable lines f ®ectlon Positions likely to be 

* Z7 71 ** to obtain o“LSh' rrblR P°inta 
likely io be particularly vulnerable to fi arLeas w,'cre the 
..'Ices where they will b nch k 17 wben advancing 

7 open spaceLhi'h hey^f3 ^ the* * 

"kd-v ,aska for *• bf:Sn.,hc" 

Mu oloiou.s^rgeTcan^Xn bT™ f > ‘n7'Mi°n is a,w“>» 

■ft- i- "JSSTiSC1IS"? *« the direction 

"•■'.'nw gap.'-) 'l,,'Ch 'he me“ are ^“"(eISSS? "aSf 

fcasssts ssw 
Wlh iiIiIn.— 

-111 ■ t^ar’oTnSake tnd m" “f* tarBets b* the 

rl;:. I""r,t fhe mcn’* Z\otCZ£by 
■**-""1. (right or left). 

*1 Hock ray. 
IPf*» *»*•>! IhkJ 

* 'zZisssg? b“* «•*•*»»« 



i, Reference points.—These must be prominent and 
objects and should be named. If possible one or two «M*I 
points, about 20 degrees apart in the arc of fire, ^ould J» 1 
known to all the men of the section as soon as the post is ocoui 

iii. Vertical clock rap.-This method is used {o'f ivif I 
reference point, and should only be employed where them MJ 
good view over the ground * » Jl 

The reference point in taken as the centre of a cloctjm 
vertically. The direction of any object, is first pointed n»l 
its position right, or left of the centre followed by the appi'»l* 
elode hour The words above and below should not be lined « 
reference is made to 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock. 

iv. Finger meMod.-This method is to give the number at <■ 
target, is to the right or left of a line between the obsirvaH 
reference point. The arm must be fully emended and iHH 
held in a vertical position. The widest part of the II ■ 
used. The reference point and the object should bo 
on each side of the fingers. 

v. Degrees method.-This method is to give the number of 01 
target is to the right or left of a line between the ol»« >>« 
reference point. Degrees should only be used na « • 
when the target cannot be described by any simple m»« 

The following diagram shows a rough method »l I 
degrees by the various parts of the hand when 
length. 

3°“i — 8°—i 
r,2H 

C\ 

AIM •*. 

•Norr: For illustration of method, see two examples used Mini 
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.*» flange 

lr::.«— - WSW Zx £ SSttXS: f" "H in ruin 

> .I 

I I l»»* I Wo 1 
normal methods of ranging are:— 

» My observation of fire. 
" My judging distance. 

principal methods of judging distance are — 

i twhen - 
"" . and visibility^ aPPearance of tb° object in relation t< 

^>"1 unec^to* thtarget™md^aking^ h<^^^ the Sh°rtest possibl‘ 

FSr(l'^asr a js to a -- «■“- - «* 
I '.IS? (‘ e- by JUdgm« the stance with reference to a known 

..I1",ule deliberately are much more likelv ♦„ 
f* ,,l‘"l«* in a hurry. Whenever +• ^ to be accurate 

[*01 (In re fore prepare range cards nn P<:rmits» section com- 

■ I.. likely to be occu 5d hr M * be marked «>e 
j1' ||*'"I.V to puss. (See “Range Cards”)? 0r of points 

5. Fire Control Orders 

of1Klthee maf^ the" ranks^u^T *** 
t# ' bi i oino lire effect will not h* ,ki • ’ but» however skilful 

fir ,?r t::, —‘ 
it'll^eS UnU Commander ® indicating targets and 

“ at the same time instruction for the man in recognition. 

•'"'Xtlrs^r^618’ Pr°greS3ing 60 p™b'-3 
' ... gmund°n 'the S w'leaeVer,possib,e. ^ 

' must be made of landscape When this 

ZZDLpeTice throughout their 
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3 A normal fire control order.— 

Sequence 

(I) 

Designittion of Unit. 

Range. 

Indication. 

Number of bursts.. 

Reasons 

(2) 

To make it clear to whom the order is 
addressed. . . , . . 

To concentrate in recognuing the target 
once the sights arc set and to limit the 
area in which to search for target. 

Direction and description of point of aim 

To control ammunition expenditure and 
to ensure a lull in the firing for fresh 
orders if necessary. 

KinA of fire .j Dependent on the target and situation! 
Kind of bre. at thc time. 

Order 

(3) 

“No. 5 Section." 

‘Five hundred." 

“Quarter left ' Ui 
• Slightly rl| i« 
bush." 

‘Five burata. 

"Fire" or “lUftd 

4 Rates of fire, etc.— 
i If "Bursts” is ordered, the firer will fire the named m . 

"automatic” (normal bursts at the slow rate, l.e. I 

ii Ifm‘Wle rounds” is required, the order -‘single rounds'- 
given and the fire controlled by “Stop and Go on. 

Hi If “rapid” fire is ordered, the gun will be controlled I, 
and “Go on.” (Only a very favourable target will jn»ll 
bursts than thc normal.) This applies also to riflemen 

iv. /riflemen only are required to fire, the word “round 

substituted for “bursts.” . 
vi. The order “Bursts” given to a rifleman implies roUItt 

as he is concerned. 
6. Range Cards 

1 The range card is an important item in defensive U 
tin infantry section, an.l though normally a res,. i dW 

senior N.C.O., selected men are taught their use and pK'ljl"a 
obtained to visible key points in the field of ^ should. 
on the range card, which is an article of store (or final mt| 

as per the blank example shown. 

2. The card is marked with four equi^istant semi cfi.lNI 

be used to represent any senes of ranges from 800 to iW V» 
to whether they are for use by a rifle, light M.G. or .. I 

* J * 

3 The successive steps in filling in a range card: 

’ j. Mark off on the card the position from which M fl 
taken. Describe this position accurately, 

ii. Select an unmistakable object in the arc or 1 

draw a thick setting ray to it. 

-_.(*) New development in the cartridge muy •*<. 

limit to be doubled. 



ill 

"" 'ude positions which Xg?nemVmayeiTve0rtod; 1,1686 ShouId 
which he is likely to doss- J y ■ to occ“«»y °r near 

;• «* ftrf-Put 
K,epmg the card on the setting j 

... ,of the objects selected. The’ Z T ‘*7 Ifc* 
corresponding to the distances y to be ln lengths 

' "in use, tl“eertegeCaca^:Tbvh°W ^ t?ng6S Were Gained. 
lh- o e, and dTrectmg l.r Jf rai81"g the Card «» level 

.. the card is Jt obLL ral^ 8 raV °? the object named. 
In any observer. ’ “J ^ ged 0n can be identified at once 

rz 
... examples) * ^ 60 eaCh ray' <*ee 

“7— 

V **\ 

... issggSSS? 
JrnTl^ 

*.. " 111 "Re card results in confused fire orders in 
an emergency. riS in 
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-.--- 500 1000 

Point from which made out> Rl9ht end of Yorl< ... 
ni Obtaining r^-Judgedby eye, checked Oy 

0(1 
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Range Card—True Angles 

Too close together for use 

TRENCH 

>0 CROSS 
\ROADS 2fOOfl\TOP OF 

>\r/dge 

Kange Card-—Angles Opened Out 

Ranges suitable for a machine-gun section 

M SPIRl. 

»A I • 

P " *' * mJiTrack Junction P 6426° ''50° 2,000 
I *''.I ""Wi’.v- Range-finder 

» ’* ..Ul£JL£C°!L rlfi.S.F. Date.-30-S-45 

••Ml CHURCH SPIRE ( SETTING ray) 

y/\ 2,000-TOP OF RIDGe'N 

\\--^-1.700-BEND IN TRENCH 

--J.4o°o:crSssE^aEosF G\REEN FIE\d 
^TTCOO- HEDGE \ > 
C t,450-ROAD \ \ 

r“500 GAP IN HEDGE 

which made out:- 

t\f obtaining ranges> 

Date> 



PART FOUR 

protection against gas 

Chapter XIV—Protection, against gas in the field. 

“ xta-SmteHe^onV for'recruitsand respirator drill.. 

CHAPTER XIV 

PROTECTION AGAINST GAS IN THE Fihl.H 

PA.O. A A.RPamphlet No. 1, 1039. 

TRAINING 

Standard to be Attained L 

1, The object of anti-gas training is to ensure that indivl.U" 

units are capable of protecting themselves with the 
Efficiency against ail forms of gas attack. To achieve tins MO' 

requisite standards of training are as follows: 

2 The soldier must be trained to:— , ., 

i. Maintain his personal anti-gas equipment 
ii Carry out his normal duties wearing his aati-gas equl • 
Hi Recognise the war gases; know how to protect ■ «l 

them and be able to carry out first aid against " 

iv. Know’the duties of a gas sentry and the warning 

v. HhderaUnd the use of the unit equipment 
vi Carry out personal decontamination and simple dtMutHwl 

his weapons, of vehicles, and of ground. 

3 To ensure that the necessary standard is attained 
tested every year during the individual training season I.. 

Tests of Elementary Training (Appendix U). 

4 In addition, commanders of all grades must und"-'1 
likely to be employed by the enemy, and the no , .mi 

protect those under their command against all ty|«a 

WAR GASES 

1. Definitions 

1. War poses.—In chemical warfare the term "g«»" 
substance, whether solid, liquid, or vapour, which * . 
. . . t t ' .1_nffclllo 
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into contiitTn'tjiw ™P°',r T 8m°ke; (,r ®«v I. 
or grountl 

LNtpSe” or “n?”-P^ten“ 17 PUrp08M war ««*•< 

"° c°n^mSionhen releaS6d iBt0 the air> disport 

*2r 'S* SSSSrr, ,T1r wi., give Off 

teas** - 
or irritant -<*-■ 

T ■"" t0 be “Visible to the naked eye aracmcal compounds, 

u.'diic;;.rt:;^ ot gas fa one 

y»"t<i"nnalion.—The term “,.r t • . 6 f e wearl»g of respirators 

.- tttssii mzsji 
2. Classification of Cases 

^ human body. f°"r gro"ps according to their principal 

isau— - 
•.r^vSlxrss: srir-h 

’Z'srmSAs? ““ “».«..d 

p*v With licpikTor continued8 WhlCil S'Ve °ff vapour- Con- 
P".1"1' 11 ter « period of delay^Thi'v ^ VapoUr W‘JI cause 

:?»*,£* ■» WTifiTS-aS 

glven ^ Appendix A. 

Choking Gases 

d. Phosgene 

••'SrK T1LiZPh0SSr “ *"** except 
" If .here is much L7,m f°- 8 ,shon w'hi,e L 
. 1,1 < on quite easily. * UC m the air fo™i* 

" • '•••*«.»s.ssmis"» 
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2 [' on'maierial.—In high concentrations phosgene has consi(lfr*hlt 

corrosive effects on metals. . 

*• 
and interference with the supply of oxygen to the blood> ’J 

mTf,eC;tha1inghphoSgene a feeling of suffocation will us.udlfj 

experienced accompanied by coughing, and perhaps 
ThSe symptoms may then cease, and the affected pmonltf 
nomallor some hours. If the lungs have been mjured h wj* 

saw ssr*w 

Symptoms will apear, and death may result m a short Uml 

3. Protection.—The respirator provides complete protection - 

phosgene. 
4. Other Choking Gases 

The most important of these are Chlorine, Chloropicrin, and IhuhJ 

gjgSSsissi 
"“CrfSi iissMSTSi. •» -"•a-trsi 
f.v rw«. X*SSiS3EdSl 

as choking gases. Chloropicnn also causes severe vomiting 

For further details see Appendix A. 

5. First Aid for Choking Gases 

1 The respirator must be adjusted, and kept adjusted until* 
gassed ar^ H it is damaged, a damp cloth should be pul .I 

and mouth. . , . 
2. Rest and warmth are essential, and exerc.se ^ \ 

suffering from choking gas must be made stretcher _«' 
dancer of relapse if slightly gassed cases, showing no oulwa. <* 

condition, continue to work. 

3. Smoking must not be allowed. 

4. Artificial respiration must not be attempted unh. * 
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.-■-.'K stress? “d ‘h,r,'°" •b°"u “ *” «”* 
# Affected persons must be evacuated to the medical services. 

Nose Gases 

; •' '>VhighDex^^^ ^hc“ 

£ llmme 'iL&bte!’ tUt “ay eX‘St “ effective concentrations after 

w,hen Mr*- * ^ 
*.. a concentration of D.M. which will ca^dwth® *° Pr°dUCe 

1COnCentratl0n D-M. will 

smmmrn 
.• ~-v * 

IfT jTWr* rv,des COmplele Protection against D.M 
ft .l.»,HAf? a\ the V» may take effect before the 

l&XL t in^ZZd loC 8ymPt°T aPP6ar t0 '“crease, 

«•*,.. “*• d.m., this iir;e%^irjestore'11 

sx SKSLZi'zS: 
7. Other Nose Cases 

ft";;",! tlZ^ aDd DC- They di3er Kttle from 
K IJ'Cta o{ DC- are more severe and are experienced 

I'liilimilnrs see Appendix A. 

«. First Aid for Nose Gases 

Im' a<ijusted and worn while in the gassed area 

* ... lj° «,ren hot tea or alcoholic stimulants 

' -WfiiSUrr *B“W— *» - 
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Tear Gases 

9. B.B.C. 

| CharnHeriHicf.—B.B.C. is a brown liquid which gives off an invM 

1». 5™«.. **fm 
very persistent and may continue to give off \apour lor ^ 

days. It is insoluble in water. 

2. Effects. , « * 
i. On material.—Liquid B.B.C. will corrode metals Food o 

splashed with the liquid may be dangerous. The vapour 

render them unpalatable but not dangerous, 

u On personnel.—Even in very weak concentrations B.U. 

lachrymatory effect on the eyes. In strong concentrate »• 
pain will be caused, accompanied by a profuse flow ' 
spasms of the eyelids. Liquid splashed into the eyes may 

serious damage. 
3. Protection.—The respirator gives complete protection ag»H 

10. C.A.P. 

1 CAB differs from B.B.C. in the following respects:- 

‘ i It is a white crystalline solid, which, when heated. givW 
invisible smoke. A white smoke msy sometime* b, ftl« #j 

the heating mixture in the generator (Sec. 19 

ii. It has little smell and is non-persistent. 
iii It has no corrosive effect on metals. . . ya 

In addition to the symptoms of B.B.C. it causes irrit. 

skin. 

2. Appendix A gives details of other tear gases which may I.. 

II. First Aid for Tear Cases 

1 Respirators will be worn in the gassed area. 

2 In acute cases the eyes should be bathed with water or I 

of one teaspoonful of salt to one pint of water. 

3. Tear gas casualties will not be evacuated to the imxIM 

except when liquid has entered the eyes. 

Blister Gases 

12. Mustard Gas 

1. Characteristics.—Pure mustard gas is a heavy, oj'v. »•* 

liauid which is difficult to see on the ground. In 
Ilark brown. Both forms give off an invisible V^m, • 
slight smell of onions or garlic. Familiarity with It 
it to be less noticeable. Lack of smell does, not ni»* » 
not present. Mustard gas dissolves m spirits, petro-I, » 
liquid is quickly destroyed by chloride of lime (bUm< 
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aid haa gTeat ,>owere of 
' metals, glass, and glazed files As ifln,perv,ous 8ur^ces such 

rs 
Thick clothing.*.about 2 mins. 

I‘»Kht summer cJothine:.about 10 mins. 

Nnlcs of boots in good” repair.a, *h°rief period- 
Uppers of boots. .... .a!x,ut 24 ^urs. 
Mackintosh material .about 3 to 4 hours. 

Ip*,v'"a,so *■»**• 'thrkuyh' Viothi^; *' *a 11 houra- 

r; °° 
- Ikn|r, 

awa^rsi-. 
p* b< on material and water. 

'HrS 
removed** 

::i AetL £t£ebvrur- J': "'*•••« « 
itll ■m.l.mlly decompose, over a Period wT' U left tliere it 

into harmless products BoihnTfii may amount to 

If im» p$rtonnel: 

fs^r^^aSsSSS^ 

1 t sttsjrsrno rptoms appear at 
if1.1 ... loss of voice may°follow'Tate^b^ if 

I V.";::. may Set in- These been theX Tm™: 

• ■ "^S^A^^ssSXJtSOS 
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m those parts of tlie body which are moist, or where cloUllNf 
fit* tightly. Numerous small blisters may develop, tending 

form a series of larger blisters. 

iii. Only a small percentage of deaths from mustard gas is likely, I 
these will usually occur from exposure of the lungs to vu|"<» 
Large numbers of minor casualties may be caused if tlioioug 

protective measures are not taken. 

6. Protection.—The respirator gives complete protection to * In 
lungs, and the part of the face it covers. It should be adjusted imnwilll 
mustard gas vapour is smelled. The use of clothing and equipnoT* 
the protection of the rest of the body is described under “IV 

Equipment.” 

13. Lewisite 

Lewisite is similar to mustard gas in many of its characterim Mil | 
its employment. The following paragraphs describe the ways in wh 

differs from mustard gas. 

1. Characteristics.—Lewisite is an arsenical compound which i* iUfl 

in its pure state. The vapour from pure lewisite has practically 
whilst that from crude lewisite has a smell similar to geranium* 
remains a liquid at much lower temperatures than mustard 
employment in cold climates is therefore to be expected. Lew mi I a | 

less persistent than mustard gas. 

2. Powers of penetration— Lewisite is quicker in penaltaMl 
mustard gas. It penetrates the skin almost immediately, and mi 

rubber and thin oiled fabrics in about half the time of "ini1 
its penetration of rubber can be retarded by a special procei* N 
fabrics afford reasonable protection, but, unlike mustard git 

destroys the oil film. Wet clothing has increased resistant' lu 

3. Effects.— 

i. On water.—Lewisite is rapidly destroyed by large 
water. The resulting liquid contains arsenic, and to 

to drink. 

ii. On personnel.—Pain and irritation are felt immediately *♦. 
with lewisite. In this respect it is easily distinguish'd M 
gas. The swallowing of food or drink contamittnl* d a* 

may cause serious injury from arsenical poisoning 

Blisters from liquid lewisite will appear imin itffl 
from mustard gas. The skin becomes red in IlfMfll 
minutes, and blisters appear from one to four I.* H 
arsenical content of lewisite may be absorbed i"1" I 

stream in sufficient quantity to cause death 

Irritation from contact with vapour will be I*'» • I 

hour after contact, and blisters may follow n* * 

eight hours. 



14. First Aid for Blister Case, 

’ SKSt** aid iS * « -t-lue 

S 52 SS tiereTeiietSrnoht°Uto ** °Ut ^“odiatoly 
[!•'" hon will not save the sight but. im c°ntaminate the other eye. 

l:S'i::l4re pain-The •**•* » stzis sa 
* "■" ••v‘“wira?wa^gOmtLeit, antl^, J,Su notb 

Lr,'1,,' oiSent.^tf.gi; shoSuhI°dU[he?brem0';edfJ by s"abbin* *M> 
Wm •' removed or cut away’ within ton J° aP? le£ If contaminated 

M -HI not soak through To the s£ UtM* the “*»** °f ‘b* 

; tr,;:*•antisas’No-** «***- ta ease „f conlamina. 

n’Sm!' "* *■“** «. *» b 8m M. 

“S-1““ “ ”* - - a. mm, ^mm,, 

"J'n.h paste of a creamy consistency. 
I ■•lliylated spirits or petrol, 

mimough washing with soap and water. 

Rilii'h'ciiif'immedhfte^y1 bemused“shouM d**4 fective> but ‘he 

.5';: ■"“!« >« — 

i ' "ig in fresh clothes. The irSlTSe! ^ "*P 

' .. *"d 8h0uld be decont^K^VSX 

:V; “.. "',OUld be U8cd af,er exPosure to vapour. 

11 ’ ' " 1,11 ",r “ “ sIow Process. ®od there is danger of 
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GAS WEAPONS 

15. The Employment of gas by an Enemy 

Ousra, are employed in war with the following main objects:- 
i. To inflict casualties. 

ii. To harass and to reduce morale. 

!“• 1° delay or assist in delaying an advance, 
iv. To deny the occupation of ground except at the risk of cuu|| 

1 o inflict casualties choking and blister gases are employed. 

To harass and to reduce morale all forms of gas may be used 

hv .11Cl?y °f ‘°. deny thc occuPation of ground the blialr 
b) leason of their persistence, are the most suitable. 

»nHUl!nPr0tKCri°n .°ann0t he ensured l,nlesa a knowledge of gas «, 
and the ability to recognize them is possessed by all ranks 

bisections charaetenstlC3- and warning signs are dealt with in iln 

Ground Gas Weapons 

16. Cylinders 

1. Description. Cylinders used for chemical warfare are nia.ln 

whenT.lnl;reha X>Ut , m * fefl \n iength. They weigh about 13(1 I 
when filled, but portable cylinders have been produced by some i 
weighing about 48 lb. and constituting a load for one min 

2. Employment. Cylinders are normally used for the relent ,.t , 

f.3?!®' Thef argff, types wiI1 at full pressure for fm,H 
three minutes. They are usually employed in one of two 

i. The trench method, in which cylinders are installed .1 1 

along a trench Owing to the time and labour required u, | 
tion, this method is unlikely to be used except in «inlh< » 

ii. The beam method, in which cylinders are usually unit! 
vehicles from which the gas is released at the require/] 
this manner a highly concentrated “ beam ” of gu* i* 

The employment of cylinders depends entirely on the dinnlM 
wind. In an adverse wind they cannot be employed ul *t| 
favourable conditions and with large numbers of cylinder* lU i 
be effective up to 10,000 yards, and noticeable as far .1* 
from the point of release. 

3. Warning signs._ 

i. When gas is emitted from cylinders a loud hiumitf imto* 
heard for some hundreds of yards from the point „l 

ii. WThen moist conditions prevail phosgene will be vmil.h 
cloud for the first few hundred yards of its com,. !■ 
visible as a greenish-yellow cloud. 

m. If neither of these signs is apparent the only ... • 
will be the smell of the gas. 
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17. Projectors 

P'""",|K *>* to aPprobable maximum ran& T'f Pr°ject metal dr"" 
1 M#* ,,,r.v «re normally leant anaiW g< (°f about 2’000 yards. Whc 

R"'1 onl>- the lip 0/‘fhe tubeTvSble°f 5“*' °r d"B int° " 
mmiltaneously by electricity When Large number3 ma 

!*"' ' M'loded by a fuze and bumter and M drUmS fTh tbe gro,,n 

L *'{te«y areAchokingean°d blister^es ‘“p ^°m projector«. b» 
T' l:"'gc numbers against area targets' Th^hM!* W1" probabl.' 
K""” ""ikes ‘hem suitable for produeinnWh'* gaS COn,ent 01 
FI I" . or for the heavy ,nr. ‘„T„T Sf hlgh concentrations ol 
h Warfare is unlikely untd «om!T °f ground- Their use in 

of the wind does not ent^reWnv °0D.t?ct bas been gained. 
Pj* ,l"' llbP of cylindera. A strong advene w™ “*? °f Projector* 
**i|'hiyment inadvisable. B averse wind may, however, make 

•♦#«*#»(/ »igns,— 

F> * 1■b“ui *° »"<> «•« ** «, 

Sr, ‘ i ** - ~ —. 
Iilght „ |'iffht fl„A, l f the burst 18 amall. 

*•* trail of sparks follows iL'drum^'™ U‘e projector “ 

18. MORTARS 

r ■ It rJ f* 
Vfi prill, iple. Ranges up to about" 2 700°’ Cjbb£e workmg 

. U"~ may he inerenUd in7h0 futu“ *“* ^ ^ 

t:::;uf?rth5°sxaLdbetbfiI,ed witb ^ 
<>r heavy contamination ^ °f fire en.ab,e 

,i(r iivailahln T'r»ri Produced, provided 

■ . l^ Zie tosition Pr°JeCt0rS ** ab'e to fire 

i**/.’,..:;.iure^ofpr^iaad are 
•*•*(•■ warfare is probable. mmUDit,on Permits, their employ- 

1 ' «t* 'hr 11iaplncement of°earth^and “ Pomparative|y small 
• . H E. b mbs The V , n°,Se°f exPi°sion are 
’*•. only other warnlg e" °r effect of «« 
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19. Generators 

1. Description.—Various types of generator have been product’ll, 
majority consisting of an outer casing which contains both n ImmiIJ 
compound and the gas in solid form. A fuze is used to ignite the In •«♦! 

mixture which generates the gas as a smoke. 

2. Employment.—Generators may be filled with nose or non-pflM 
tear gases. If sufficient numbers are used under favourable weathij f 
ditions, the cloud generated may travel in an effective concentrator 
distances up to 30,000 yards. A favourable wind is essential, and n **»»•! 
attack requires the release of relays of generators at short interval" 
to the ease with which they are carried their use in mobile ope mill 

to be expected. 

3. Warning signs.—The smoke produced by the heating inuli 
visible for some distance. The first effects of the gas will provlf 

only other warning. 

20. Artillery Gas Shell 

1. Description.—Various types of shell have been used in ohfOll 
fare. As a rule they have been designed on the same principle * 
used for high explosives. The gas content is small and much of M I 

buried in the shell crater. 

2. Employment.—Any type of gas may be used in sheik 
the range and accuracy of artilleiy the use of gas shell is lint i 
on the direction of the wind. Fire can be switched quickly from < 
to another, so that the harassing effect of gas shell may be n»a 
Owing to their small gas content, large quantities of anumm 
required to produce high concentrations of non-persistent gu*. I 
taminate heavily any but small areas. Their sustained ■ m|»iu| 
these purposes in mobile warfare is therefore unlikely, tli«mimIi 
conditions difficulties of ammunition supply may be oveumtn* 

3. Warning signs.—The displacement of earth and noise of t»lH 
small in comparison with H. E. shells. The smell or effo<l of 

provide the only other warning. 

Weapons Employed by Aircraft 

21. Aircraft Bombs 

1. Description and employment.—Aircraft bombs have it ♦ *Mtt 
thin outer casing, thus permitting a high gas content. They vhI1* 
from about 30 lb. to more than 3,000 lb., and may lx* (lik'd **'M 
of gas. 

In the theatre of operations blister gas will probably b* Me 
filling, as effective concentrations of non-persistent gnn me i*hI| 
be achieved in built-up or enclosed areas. Non-pern inf nil Ml 
may be used in the larger bombs. 

To contaminate small areas of ground large numbers «»f I 
probably be used. A 50-lb. bomb filled with blister g" 1 ” 11 
heavily an area of about 150 sq. yards, and lightly about i 
the majority of the contamination down-wind. 
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1 (/» 

In I mu lc areas bombs filled with blister gas may be used in conjunction 
11 II I and incendiary bombs to make the work of rescue, repair, and 

> Milirig more difficult. 

0 II nruing signs.—The noise of explosion is smaller than that of H.E. 
Hi"' Apart from this the smell or effect of the gas is the only warning 

22. Aircraft Spray 

ni'rnl description.—Blister gas may be carried by aircraft in con¬ 
i' and released in the form of liquid spray by day or by night. The 
1 full* to the ground in many drops of varying sizes. The larger drops, 

heavier, will fall to the ground nearer to the path of the aircraft 
IIh* smaller drops, which are carried further down-wind. The spray 

except when released at low heights, when the liquid can be 
»M"g the container. The average rate of fall is about 1,000 feet 

ilimi' Therefore at high altitudes there will be considerable delay 
ii I lie release of the spray and its arrival on the ground. 

•Iph of the area sprayed depends upon such factors as the height 

.. "f aircraft; the quantity of gas released; and the strength 
|tlftd and course of the aircraft in relation to it. 

illuminate ground effectively spray must be released at very low 

I, mi'I the area covered by one aeroplane is small. The use of 
►r t lii/i purpose is therefore unlikely. 

I* • initially an anti-personnel weapon. Drops falling on the 

•kin will cause blisters unless adequate precautions are taken. 
iu>" will in addition penetrate clothing. 

•m is the most suitable blister gas for spraying, as it is not 

Inl by atmospheric conditions. It is unlikely that lewisite 
)*l'l"n .l from above 2,000 feet in hot or humid climates. Even 

ilimutes it cannot be employed up to the same heights as 

flmwified, according to the height at which it is released, into 
ilMi• ami high spray. 

| IpuM/ Low-spray attacks may be released at any height below 

•ml may often be combined with low-flying attacks with 

P*'" bombs. One aeroplane can spray effectively a narrow 
^miii.I 1,000 yards or more in length, according to its height, 

MMt| ,f the aeroplane is flying very low, the liquid will fall 
dmwer and may remain effective on suitable ground for 

I • r.suns caught in such a shower will be thoroughly 

ilnllvering low-spray attacks are very vulnerable to small 
!•»».I ftiH'li attacks are unlikely to be attempted except against 

I ' "i'll." targets. Deployed troops and vehicles will not 

1 •** »"iili the risk of attack, and dispersion is consequently one 
• (mu of protection. 

I •«.. 

Mill 

Medium-spray attacks are carried out from between 

" »■ The area sprayed by one aeroplane will be larger 

* 11 •» low spray, but individual drops will be farther apart, 
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ntifl the degree of contamination will therefore be lighter. Many nMiu'bj 
nmy be delivered from between 3,000 and 4,000 feet, out of mme HI 
small arms fire. At these heights the spray cannot be seen in the* life 
hut at lower elevations and under favourable weather conditions It Htfl 
often be seen leaving the aircraft. 

When in close contact with the enemy medium-sprav attacks in fonMfl 
areas may be dangerous to friendly troops. They are therefore MuIInH 
to occur in advance of the rear portions of forward divisional ftl^fl 
Favourable targets may include camps, artillery positions, dumps |H 

headquarters in areas where anti-aircraft defence is light. At rmdll|| 
heights aircraft are very vulnerable to the fire of anti-aircraft nH|||(H 

4. High spray.—High-spray attacks are delivered from height* 
4.000 feet. According to the strength of the wind and height iff 
aircraft, the spray may fall in areas which are u considerable ')• 'iftfl 
down-wind from the course of the aircraft, and at an appreciable w 

after it has passed. There will therefore be no warning of an hn|i*IH 
attack. If the risk of casualties is to be avoided, protective MtMftjH 
must at all times be taken in the open (Sec. 25). 

The area covered by high spray is large. One aeroplane may 
effectively an area of more than a mile square, and within it all 
who do not take protective measures may become casualties, t'ftfH 
down-wind there will be a larger area where the spray will full ||H 
small drops, and in which persons may not be affected unlcmi 
their eyes or fall on exposed parts of their bodies. 

Owing to the large area covered by high spray its use will 
be restricted to back areas. 

Individual Protection 

23. Personal 

1. Every individual will carry in the field the following 
equipment:— 

Respirator. 
Eye-shields, anti-gas f61. 

Cape, anti-gas. 
Detectors, gas, individual [2 pairs]. 

Ointment, anti-gas, No. 1 or 2 T2 tins]. 
Cotton waste [1 oz.]. 

In addition, each officer and NC.O. will carry one pitil III 
gas, ground. 

Descriptions of articles of personal equipment are given UltflH 
sonal Equipment”. 

2. The respirator.—The respirator is dealt with fully in PAM hfel 
It provides complete protection against choking, nose, and bar ffl 
against the effects of blister gas vapour on the lung* uml m 
passages. It should be adjusted whenever gas is smelled nr ft ■ 
other than the “spray alarm” is sounded. A high state nft| 
required. All ranks should be capable of carrying out lh*i» r 
respirators and bo able, on occasions, to sleep in thorn 
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■t I 'r.ipment jor protection against blister gas.—The greatest measure 

' '"'"'.'T practicable against liquid blister gas is gfven b‘ anti n ' 

£rqs.iry r1”1 ,'*p";r ti":- fc-'r.r-1 & &srw£r^is 
fc "" "",y those 'vl,° require special protection by reason of their 
f*; "r wh° hav® ‘0 work in heavily contaminated areas 

P '^^ssssa SLX2F& tra,- 

24. Protection Against Choking Gases 

Blinlmg gases are employed primarily as offensive agents with the 
V "">•"!! casualties Nose and tear gases are used mainly or 

Jtrot. H ion afforded by the respirator, and an efficient system of 
.. llrev®nt the occurrence of casualties from choking gases 

i, mw, ver, certain ruses which an enemy may adopt to overcome' 
" u and a knowledge of them is required by all ranks, 

following are examples of such ruses:— 

may bo discharged with a choking gas mixed with it. 
I"" hong smelling, but harmless gas may be employed to 
", wearing of respirators. After it is known to be harmless 

p'1""* g,,s may be mixed with it ’ 

K ,s may be used, followed by a choking gas. The effects 

f. JK TZ =sbadly trained — — * 

",ay K USedrat hoUrs 0f the ni«ht and early morning 

of men may be •*£ ^ 

* ' '"""Pies serve to emphasize the necessity of a high standard 

K,,"'" " ‘nln<1 whlch Wl11 re6ard all uses of gas and smoke 

• H . 

IJft Imlivhliial Protection Against Aircraft Spray 

tsZl'll' HI ?g™p™enf—Aa a protection against aircraft sprav 
' ' ""l lndlvldual gaa detectors should always be wore in 

i, ;; Prevent blindaeS3 <Sea 12. 5), and the latter to 
“ that (he wearer has been contaminated. 

'""'M be carried by all ranks unless otherwise ordered. 

r\:' '"TT, ,m ^hich they may be worn, and the 
' ' < “ 11 •slloul(* be adopted is given in Sec. 29 

''"'Ping in the open should wear eye-shields, an,. 
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2. Action when the “spray alarm” is sounded.—When the spray kUmm 
is sounded, every individual will:— 

i. Take cover if possible. 
ii. Examine his individual gas detectors. . . J 
iii. Carry out personal decontamination according to the size of drM 

on his detector. 

The sounding of the “spray alarm” does not mean that the cape »ll| 

immediately be adjusted to the “worn” position. In fact, after the IM 

alarm” has sounded the cape should be adjusted to the “worn P‘#l! 
only provided that there is no evidence of contamination on the mdlV|«" 

and that there is no cover available. 

3. The use of detectors, gas, individual—Individual gas detectom 
to a red colour where drops of spray have fallen on them. ri.. * 
should be compared in size with the mark on each detector to ill 
the minimum size of a drop which will penetrate service and till 
clothing (Plate VII), and cause a blister if outer clothing is not ttu* 

(Sec. 26). This is known as a “large drop” When large dim>* 
fallen, personal decontamination should be carried out as diwrlll 
Sec. 26, 1, i. When small drops have fallen the sequence doMM 

Sec. 26, 1, ii, should normally be followed; but, when a man ii M 
with large numbers of small drops, which may run together, Ml 
conditions of low spray described in Sec. 22, 2, then he should net M| 

had been sprayed by large drops. 

4. The use of the respirator.—The respirator plays no part in pr« 

against aircraft spray unless vapour can be smelled. Unnep®JPl,|!S 
of the respirator to contamination by spray must be avoided. »M 
piece must not be adjusted before personal decontamination Mil 

carried out. 
26. Personal Decontamination 

1. The sequence to be followed.—Prompt personal deconUiidJti 
the only way of preventing injury from contamination by Injidd 
gas. Contamination by blister gas vapour should be 

described in Sec. 14, 2. . 
The essence of personal decontamination is the lmmedlMi* ft HI 

of anti-gas ointment and the removal, when necessary, of •«iHM 

clothing. 

2. The application of ointment, anti-gas.—Anti-gaa oilttiii# 
effective only against, liquid mustard gas. After removal id 
contamination with cotton waste or other swab, the ointlVMM 
once he rubbed thoroughly into the skin for a period of «Imii 

It should then be removed with cotton waste or swaba. 
Anti-gas ointment No. 2 is effective against liquid Mm* 

lewisite. It should be applied to contaminated skin in *. 

and nibbed in until it vanishes. 
Owing to the rapid action of lewisite, ointment No. I •••«. 

within one minute of contamination if blisters are to !»■•" 1 2 
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Ointment will still have some pre¬ 
ventive effect. 

following is a guide to the use of ointment Nos. 1 and 2 again*! 
]#M mustard gas:— 

[iH'llnl within 5 minutes of con- Blisters will be prevented. 

Il'Hleil from 5 to 15 minutes Blisters will be less serious, 
pi ronlamination. 

in I I int ween 15 minutes of con- 

nt la a l ion and the time when 
JRmiIiik of the skin begins. 

I Mining has started. Ointment should not be used as it 

would do more harm than good. 
Affected parts should be washed. 

Hp irmoral of contaminated clothing.—Liquid mustard gas, except 

1 l"M" small drops of spray, will penetrate service dress clothing 
| bo minutes and anti-gas capes after 1$ hours. Liquid lewisite will 
)*•« I In same clothing in a considerably shorter time. The times 

|m m trate other types of clothing will vary according to the 
I mill material concerned (Sec. 12). 

I'lothing becomes contaminated with liquid mustard gas or 
J i * 11* • i than with small drops of spray, it must be removed, or 

ll*.•"ted portion cut away at the first opportunity, if blisters 
**! avoided. (See sequence for decontamination in para. 4, below.) 

m i - capes become contaminated under the same conditions, 
■I iMiiitimie to afford protection for 1$ hours, but must then be 

I If bliMtrrs are to be avoided. Clothing which has been removed 
|IniIi with in accordance with the instructions contained in Sec. 76 

wild A It., Pamphlet No. 1. 

I w*T" m e to be followed is given below. In principle it is the 
I #11 types of contamination, but special provision has to be made 
pdimlloii by small drops of spray which may not be felt an the 

Nitg form of contamination other than by small drops of spray:_ 

11 lliib unti-gas ointment on the hands (see para. 2, above). 

11 II"move with cotton waste any free liquid on the exposed skin. 
I| Itul• ointment on any exposed skin which may have been 

nil pc led (In the case of spray this means all exposed skin.) 
If M"move or cut away any contaminated clothing. 
I I id" olT anti-gas eye-shield if affected. 

H"li ointment on any skin where liquid has penetrated the 
•dotting. 

Ij Wipe -'IT any ointment remaining with cotton waste. 
' 1-1 on fresh eye-shield (if required). 

I) I'ul nfi fresh clothing as necessary and available. 

I 'l on new individual gas detectors (if old ones affected), 

i-»*f iby stnall drojis of spray:— 

" I ointment on face, hands, and neck (see para. 2, above). 
I win* oil eye-shield. 

" i' ointment off face and neck with cotton waste. 
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(d) Put on new eye-shield. 
(e) Change individual detectors, or mark the spots on the old uM 

(/) Wipe ointment off the hands. 

Before carrying out personal decontamination personnel should, if M 

situation will allow, move out of contaminated areas. If this 111 

possible, they must take care not to put their rifles or other equipMI 

on the ground while removing clothing. When it ^ not neccuilM 
remove clothing, personal decontamination can be carried out on tlun 

5. Considerations affecting contaminated equipment. 

i. Web equipment.—Contaminated equipment will normally I*" I 

with in a similar manner to contaminated clothing (para..3, (»»< 

There may be occasions, however, when reserves of equipmMit 
not readily available, and it is considered a justifiable **f\ 

to continue wearing contaminated equipment. 
Under such conditions the following action may bo I 

Remove all free liquid as soon as possible with cotton w#* ► 
apply anti-gas ointment to the contaminated parts, H’W 

often prevent the liquid from penetrating to the skin, »'fl 

points Where the equipment is in close contact with J 

or skin, e.g., shoulder-stTaps and chin-straps (mOHMlin| J 

chin-straps). Even so the application of ointment will H 

lessen the effects of the gas. 

ii Steel helmets.—Liquid blister gas should be wiped off .'"i 
and the contamination will then weather. Cure 111MM 

not to touch the affected parts, nor to place other IM'HM 

of them. 

27. Protection Against Blister Cas Vapour 

1 The danger from blister gas vapour depends largely uH ■ 
of exposure. Vapour will affect all parts of the body, h»»M 

(eg arm-pits) normally covered by clothing are the m<»l * 

gas suits will provide protection to personnel required to 
concentrations of vapour, subject to certain limitation*. 

2 There may often be circumstances, however, in wlilull jjfl 

obliged to remain in a vapour concentration with no luMM I 

other than that afforded by their personal equipmrH 
Even in the “ worn ” position (Sec. 29) the anti k 

to penetrate by the cuffs, neck and skirt. The cti 
afford anything resembling effective protection i»g<» 

worn, however, the effects of exposure may be aliiilHMM 

i. tightening the cuffs of the cape; 
ii. preventing the admission of vapour round in* .*• 

handkerchief or cloth; 
iii. folding or tucking in the skirt of the cape in ’ Min 

3. Personal decontamination affords no pmt«*M<. 

vapour. First aid treatment is described in Sn II 
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Personal Equipment 

28. Eye-shields, Anti-gas 

rffeg" °f eye'ShieIdS “ PTOtect eyes against liquid blister 

fctmfZk2 °-! f HaDd are “rried in the respirator 
pi to the forehead and the elatfio Hds*re eQg»ged to shape the eye- 

" "" ««.« dUo'mZn and dimSj™1 l“,'h 

frytezttssszisi*-w 
29. Capes, Anti-Cas 

kll KM rapes are made of oiled fabric and arp * 

■i M«tnat aircraft spray. They will never ! g ^ gJVe pr°~ 

Sr ... >'« — 

| sitfsss as g s$s.-ut 
fc' : -fCarms^ lwo.tapcs/rom th<> back over the shoulders 
Kh I r l lT crossing^ them on the back, and fastening 

[ •l",v» a nd^ he "buttons done £* Tte ‘torn' tsUion"t 

■»‘t;r,ai^^ ahff°rdS m“’mUm Protcct'on against air- 
1 •' 11 lnvolves- however, a certain loss of efficiency 

■sMr„Si?u rf.position- T° «**» arzs 
K,,:;;: ,Ulckly ,l 18 on|y oocessary to pull the cape round 

Eft!” r‘r lPla,a V)-In this P°sbion the cape is 
MM - I ,,| „„ the shoulder. Full instn.ctio.rs for adjusting t 

. • d«" nI m Appendix B. The “rolled” position may be 

E,, "" ‘h® mar°h. °r during movement in mobile 
Ifr'.,ll'"8 sh°rtens the life of the cape, the "rolled” 

■ I.'* emplofd when specially ordered. Capes 
.,H’en contaminated should not be rolled 

q"iok.rf'eafJknot the caPe can qUickiy be 
7 . !nd hl^ t0 affor(l ‘he maximum pro- 

"•II lake slightly longer than from the “alert” 
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30. Ointment, Anti-gas, No. 1 

Tins of this ointment (or of ointment No. 2) are earned by all offioig 
and other ranks in a pocket of thAespirator haversack and a pocket III 

the anti-gas cape. Anti-gas ointment No. 1 destroys liquid mustard 
but not liquid lewisite. It should not be used as a prophylactic 

smearing it on the exposed skin, as it will cause severe irritation. 

Instructions for the use of ointment No. 1 are given in Sec. 26. 

31. Ointment, Anti-gas, No. 2 

This ointment is issued in pots, or in tins containing tubes, loi.l 
carried in a similar manner to ointment No. 1. It is a type of vimWjl 

cream which will destroy both liquid mustard gas and lewisite. » 

effective against lewisite it must be applied more quickly than «| 

mustard gas. I 

It is passible to use ointment No. 2 as a prophylactic against tint Vl 

of mustard gas and lewisite, but it has an irritant effect if left on I 

It should therefore only be used in this manner in cases of 
It may give protection in cool weather for about five hours, bul II 

weather, and on parta of the body where the clothing touch™ ill* I 

this period will be much reduced. Instructions for the uso of •»*«» 

No. 2 are given in Sec. 26. 

32. Cotton Waste 

Cotton waste is carried by all ranks in the pockets on Him ti 
haversack and cape. It is used primarily as swabs for thn m* 

heavy liquid contamination and of ointment No. 1, from the 

use swabs should be buried, e.g. in a heel-mark, or burned. 

33. Detectors, Gas, Individual 

These take the form of a pair of half-sleeves which lire i<»tl 
the clothes on both arms. The pair not in use is carried lit Ml 

of the respirator haversack. By a change of colour where Him Jli 

them, the detectors serve to indicate to a man whether or uol Ml 
sprayed with blister gas. They should always be worn In Mil 

mark is made on each detector of the size of the smalM diHj 

likely to penetrate full service dress clothing, and so 

precautions are not taken (see Plate VII, Fig- wl»l* l» I Ml 
minimum size of large spots). 

The action to be taken when spray falls on a dob'i'lm i- 4fl 

Sec. 25. 
34. Detectors, Gas, Ground 

1. These are pieces of stiff paper, about two incite* l»V * 

made up in pads of twenty-five. A pad is carried bv • 

N.C.O. They are used to delimit the extent of liquid I'll • - 

tion on ground or material on which the ga« him I. 
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APPENDIX “A”—LIST OF WAR GASES 
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APPENDIX B 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PUTTING ON THE CAPE, ANTIC,Vi, M 
THE “ROLLED” POSITION 

(Note.—Two men are required for this, as it is impossible for tin* I 

who is actually wearing the cape to tie the tapes behind his 

and roll it without assistance.) 

1 To pat the cape on.-Hold cape in front of the body by the Mill 
tapes, with sleeves towards the body, and throw it over the should* 

the equipment, so that it hangs loosely down the back. law 
shoulders and under arm-pits and tie them behind the back with nil *M 

knot. The loose ends now hang down the back. Assistance ll 

for this, and also for the folding and rolling which follows. 

2. To fold the cape.—To fold and roll the cape, the UlM 

behind the wearer. 
Hold the centre seam (E) in the left hand, grasp the next * •»» 

the right with the right hand and bring them together. Hold Ml 
seams (E and A) in the left hand, fold the remaining portion of 
side of the cape in half, and grasp this fold (B) also in the I" • 
that the outside edge of the cape is towards the wearer# r HI 
Repeat the whole of this procedure with the left hand pmllHM 
cape, so that it should now be hanging straight down the wiiM* 

with edges outside. (It is essential that the edges sliou d '•* * 
order to allow the wearer to draw the cape over his shouldrm »*ll 
cape should now be from 16 to 18 inches in width from top M 

\ 

C E A 

No™B—1. A, B, C, D are points which must b<* Mill 
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M .ti"ifso?dth?caapeaPPrOXimate,y ha,f‘Way !>CtW0Cn “ A (’ 

,/./'* lhe Starting at the bottom, roll the cane up tightly 
t "ape of the wearer's neck, pass one tape over 

1’, ;.;r?he,din?anrf ^ thr°Ughtke link on the respirator haversack 
, ivhw a bow. haversack join), and fasten it to the right tape 

'IU rape is now in the "rolled” position. 

Ll r" "'''"i* Protection.-Undo the bow by pulling one of the tapes 
.. then fal1 down ‘he back and can 'be drawn round the body! 

APPENDIX C 

TESTS OF ELEMENTARY TRAINING 

General 

The objects of the Tests of Elementary Training are as follows:— 

1 I n ensure that recruits have reached an efficient standard. 
2," ,'nsllm ‘hat trained soldiers retain their efficiency. 

detail of elementary training being overlooked, 
W'liilf avoiding unnecessary repetition. 

lu enable officers charged with the preparation of individual train- 
k pi. .grammes to see in which subjects further instruction is 

I’l'qtlired, and so to make the best use of the time available 

it^rr^‘?te Wi" be kept by «*-«* commanders 
fj dates on^ which tests were carried out. Extracts from the 

ll" • hsts will always be furnished by the commander concerned 
i •"Mi. r is transferred from one sub-unit to another. 

• Important that teaching should not be confused with testing. In 

" Tn ai? *n.sfcructecl by explanation and demonstration 
■ hv execution, while in the latter men are questioned or ordered to 

H a certain lest without any demonstration or assistance. 

I V ? 'i:i’if i°r be f11 l,ack for further instruction. The condi- 
JJJ'1' test will be explained to individuals or squads before it is 

) divided into:— 

k*l *« pU. 
flloil tests. 

P»“li«fd tests. 

Oral Tests 

W cleaninQ of the respirator.—Questions should be put 

"" respirator—Questions should deal with the common 
the respirator and haversack, and the effects of 

Ini' efficiency of tiie respirator. 

1 ::;;;:';;^rEach man abouId be tested in his knowledge 0f 

*7i; „l'ill"ir characteristics and how to recognize their effect* 
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ii. Simple first aid for gas casualties. 
hi Duties of a sentry when he detects the presence g . 
iv Action to be taken on hearing the various gas ala™' , 
v.' Action to be taken when gas in any form is encountered. I 

4. Qualifying standard.-Three out of four questions should norm.Ilf 

required to be answered correctly. 

Inspection Tests 

(For tests 1 and 2 see Respirator Drill) 

1. Adjustment of the respirator.-Men will be tested in their M'lllf 

adopt correctly the following positions:— 

i. Slung. 
ii. Gas alert. 

iii. Alternative gas alert. 
iv. Removal and return of facepiece to haversack. 

No time limit. 
2. Tests for gas.-Men will be tested to see whether they can 1**11 

correctly before removing their facepiece. 
No time limit. 
3 Cape drill.—Men will be tested in their ability to adju.l 114 

the “ worn ”, “ alert ”, and “ rolled ” positions. 

No time limit. 
4. Personal decontamination.—Men Jill be tested to wo * *•' 

can carry out the correct action, as indicated by the siw of M < 

their individual detectors. 
No time limit. 

5. Qualifying standard.-Ueu who make serious fault. In *1 

above tests will fail. 
Standard Tests 

(For tests 1 and 2 see Respirator Drill) 

1. “Qas” from the "alert".-Men will be tested in the .'« 

ing, and prone positions. 
Standard time, 9 seconds. *— 
2. - Gas" from ike “slung" or “carry" positions.-Mm, »lt!l 

in the standing position. 
Standard time, 11 seconds. - 
Note.—This time does not include the adjustment of tli» W 

3. To obtain protection with the cape from the "l"'1 
positions. (Sec. 29 and Appendix B.) 

Standard time, 4 seconds. 

4. Notes. . 
i. Men will wear battle order, eye-shields, and »t<"d 
ii. Times stated do not include the subsequent 

steel helmet, consequent upon the wearing of tin »< 
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PLATE VII 

AIRCRAFT SPRAY ON DETECTOR, GAS, 
INDIVIDUAL 

(Note—The spots are bed on the detector.) 

Fig. 1. 3-0 mm. drops. 

Fi*;. II. 2 0 mm. drops. 

Fig. III. 1*0 mm. drops. 

• • • 
Fig. IV. 0-5 mm. drops. 

• 

4 

4 • 
4 

• 

• 

• 

4 

• 

• • 

• 

Notes.—Figs. I and II. Large drops. Carry out 
decontamination as described in Sec. 26, 1, i. 

Figs. Ill and IV. Small drops. Carry out 
decontamination as described in Sec. 26, t, ii. 

(N.]3._Fig. II demonstrates the minimum 11 
drops ”.) 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

RESPIRATORS 

1. Description 

P.A.G. and A.R., Pamphlet No. 2, Respirators 

I Facepiece, Mark V (see Fig. S). 

I In. facepiece is made of rubber without a fabric covering. The head 

fi.r„f tlmlemole^d h ? haS 3 S,ighl depr~ « the I i..l temple and hag a microphone mounting on the left .side 

1 ir7P,r0ne The lrucroPhone adapter mounting , 
* ' 'losed' y squired for use with microphone, the rubber drain* 

• I. punched out and the microphone adapter assembled and secured 
L''1" .;roPrlat® cl>P- When the facepiece is no longer required with 
I dn'^rTf the..adapter ,s removed and the hole closed with a plug 
Rkp M ,1 I V Ti e purposl'. .olller respects the facepiece is similar 
IT, M" ' 1V’ Ia,er ,ssues This facepiece may be issued to all personnel 
■HiIImk those wearing spectacles who require a normal size facepiece 

I Itmt harness No. 4, Marks / and II, consists of four elastic bands 
■dh. i width stitched to a canvas head pad to form six ends for attach- 

t £;„lTs’deTcUvf"- ThC Wh°,e hCad harnCSS h“ * ««■"«« 

l"1 'rr N°- f Mark III consists of three elastic bands f-inch 

iMls’for8, rgh thTd,ld rhr°Ugh sIots in a nibbpr t«>d pad 
I.. "ds f<r afaching to the facepiece buckles. Individual elastic 

“ , V'ffiT bTme defective• Th“ mark of head 

a Vi. 10 ■» 
^RRhiim r, Type E. 

>■- 1 "n,a;ner has charcoal and a special filter for poison smokes, 
? ;. 1;""ont f different from that of type D. The air enters 

ft, “*? “ thX Slde °V,le C°ntainer: whe" - haversack^ 
Hi mi l" re ^ CCntra- pa/titkm' The inlet valve consists of 
r 1 ,,BC hmged on a wire frame, fixed in the neck of the con- 
" ••"■eount will this mlet valve be removed. This type of 

■f iiNut romplete protection against all war gases. 

P* /•'.»/unitor Haversack, Mark V. 

.. is nlude of waterproofed canvas and is divided into three 
.for 'he facepiece, one for the container and the third 

V.. , The anti-dimming outfit is carried in a canvas 
" *’"* l>‘ tbe facepiece compartment. In the bottom of 

7 , v'n s are provided to prevent the collection of water 
* """“nd “ the bottom of the container compartment 

1 This Platform is required for Type A containers 
" K adjustable for length by means of two brass *Ii<|,«*, 
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u,i.l mu- end is secured to the right-hand side of the haversack by ft ‘ I 
|ou,, The other end is provided with a spring hook which cun 

secured to:— 

i. large 11 D ” loop on the top left-hand corner of the haversack- 

dismounted troops; 
ii. » small “D” loop on the left-hand side of the haveraarh 

mounted troops. 

The sling has an eyeletted canvas tab and a whipcord loop and 
I he large “ D ” loop at the left-hand top comer of the haversack »n 
hook is provided. The haversack is provided with a yard of whipcord I 
mod to the top right-hand corner and a small “D lo°['0,‘t,c ' 1 
side for the purpose of securing the haversack to the body wh.ui 

respirator is carried in the “ alert ” position. 

5 The outfit, anti-dimming. 
The respirator facepiece is designed so that the dry air broil.. 

passes over the inner surfaces of the eyepieces. This reduces tbo MW 
of moisture which condenses on them on breathing out, but .. 
entirely remove the condensation, except in the most favourable minlHI 

Anti-dimming compound is therefore applied to the insides of Urn ' »• I'" 

to cause the moisture to form a clear film which does not mtcilnc 

vision The correct application of anti-dimming compound is an Im * 
part of the respirator drill and careful attention must be paid to « 

There are three Marks of anti-dimming outfit, t.e. Marks III, IV | 

i. The outfit, Mark III, has the compound contained in ft 

cup to the bottom of which a piece of cloth w •Uim'Iim 

whole being enclosed in a cylindrical metal box, With ft *'1** 

ii The outfits, Marks IV and V, consist in each case of ft 'Wl 

metal box with two screwed caps; in one end of "••• 1 

compound is contained in a metal cup whilst the » P 

of the box contains the cloth. For convenience of 

the end of the box containing the compound is coloil" •« 

the Mark V and in the later issues of Mark IV. 
iii. The methods of application of the different Marks of ft»MH 

compound arc printed on the various boxes, but Ui* mMB 
recommended for all outfits is that printed on tlm mW ■ 

and is as follows:— IB 
Clean the eyepiece with the cloth provided. I»ri 

eyepiece and apply a little compound evenly wllli M 
Breathe on the eyepiece again and polish very VI 
cloth so that a thin, even film of the compound miiilMl 

iv. One anti-dimming outfit is supplied with each .. ■ 
may be obtained as required. 

6. The working oj the respirator. 

i. When the respirator is not in use or 
breath both inlet and outlet valves are closed. 

vhen llic "i h *» 
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Tin• action of breathing in pulls the inlet valve off its seating 
nir enters the container, the outlet valve meanwhile remains shut *<» t 

no air can enter by this means. 

ii. (a) In the type A container, on entering the air is drawn (Inn 
the charcoal, which absorbs all war gases other than noM m • • 

(b) After air has entered the types D, E, and F container* II 
passes through the particulate filter, which absorbs nil III 
divided smokes such as nose gases, then through the inihfl 

charcoal, which absorbs other war gases. 

iii. From the container the air is drawn through the eonnrdlng 
and up the air passage opening into the inside of the facepiece 

iv. The air is drawn up the corrugated tube, thence through lit* i 

channels and so to the opening inside the facepiece. 

v. The action of breathing out forces the inlet valve against IU 
and expired air cannot pass through the container. 

vi. At the same time the action of breathing out pushes the 
of the outlet valve rubber of the Mark IV and V facepiece* 
its seating; the air breathed out then escapes through the OUtlH 

2. Fitting 
1. General. 

i. To ensure complete protection against gas, correct Wiling 

facepiece is of paramount importance. 

ii. The aims of fitting are:— 

(a) to provide efficient protection; 
(b) to give comfort when the respirator is worn for long p*»M(_ 
(c) to ensure that the wearer’s efficiency is reduced as littl* | 

iii. Facepieces are made in three sizes—small, normal N 
Approximately 90 per cent can be fitted with normal size rcepMI 

iv. The elastic head harness serves to hold the respiflilm 
face and each elastic band can be adjusted to suit the iiullvMMli 

v. Fitting consists of:— 

(a) Selecting the correct size for the wearer’s face. 

(b) Adjusting the elastic bands of the head harm-M 
respirator is comfortable and stable on the face. • •" *' 
the respirator is made of soft and flexible rubbil m 
naturally tend to shape itself to the face and im.U • l» 
with the skin without using strong pressure. II < •'»' 
are drawn too tight, they may cause leakage l»v “l»«l 
rubber and so prevent it from taking the shape lit* 
head harness should therefore not be tighter limit la 
hold the facepiece firmly on the face without t'MUalHg I 

vi. Special eases with facial deformities, scare ami tmUlH| 

reported through the usual channels. 



i Mr (hod of fitting. 

Slog, l—Preliminary adjustment. 

In' ! normal size respirator, off all the elastic bauds of 
U , !,< iai’nesSj s° that the Gnds are about one inch from the buckler 
" r,M*n instruct the wearer to put on the respirator. 

Il Tighten each of the elastic bands, so that the facepiece is held firmly 

t" .?rtai: -v m contact with the with all the bands exerting an 
I'""1 11,111 The rearer’s chm must fit closely into the chin oj the face- 

Examination of size. 

P.whether the size is correct. If the wearer’s eyes appear 
Minimalely midway between the top and the bottom of the eyepieces 

) |l«i| w correct. 

i In eves are much below the centre of the eyepieces in a normal 
|It must be exchanged for a small size; if much above the centre 

H iwuiftl size, a large size is required. 

Iff* 5 Final adjustment of correct size. 

«mlnn under the chin, then round the cheeks, temples and forehead to 
JMili that the facepiece is firmly on the face. 

|* f ■ Tr.it Jor gas tightness. 

I lir connecting tube so that no air can be drawn through it 
llu wearer to attempt to breathe in. If the facepiece is drawn on 

U.s., and no air can be drawn in round the side of the facepiece a 
Id •d lias been obtained. 

w. ircr can draw air in round the facepiece, further fitting or 
ipmI is required. 

^raring of spectacles with respirators. 

1 who require to wear spectacles with respirators must obtain 
, frames of the approved official pattern; these are made of 

III. Hall, lied side members. No other pattern will be wom when 
Mi* respirator. 

•i•«-chicles will be fitted from an ocular point of view by the 
7 ,’" or eye specialist in the normal way, particular care being 

M Hu> lenses are as near as possible to the eyes of the wearer. 

UlliN of the spectacles for gas tightness when a respirator is worn 
•milling of any minor adjustments will be carried out by the unit 
If, Who will pay particular attention to the following points:— 

Mi hi re pieces, Mark IV Special T, Mark IV Special T, MIC. or 
Imm, V, will be wom with spectacles. 

'll. H.ill. iied side members should lie in light contact with tho 
».>fth. face, particularly near the eyes; where necessary, Kiev 
■Mid br bent to ensure this. 

u,H'n worn respirators, should be treat,cd with null 
Hupouml on both sides of the glasses. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

RESPIRATOR LESSONS FOR RECRUITS, AND 

RESPIRATOR DRILL 

RESPIRATOR LESSONS FOR RECRUITS 

Lesson 1. Recruits' initial lesson 

To be taught immediately recruits have received their respirator 

1. Preliminaries.—Squad seated round a table with respirators; «n*Wl 

has with him various types of facepieces and all types of contain*** * 

able, and one respirator diagram. 

2. State object of lesson.—To teach the parts of the respirator mill Nl 
works. 

3. Name and demonstrate the parts of the respirator:— 

i. The facepiece, Mks. IV and V; head harness, cyc-pio.'c«. »H 

sages, valve holder and connecting tube. 

ii. Containers, Types available; inlet valve, charcoal fllllitsi I 

(not type A). 

iii. Haversack, Mark V and VI; components, wire pUlftfltJ 
slides, flat spring hook, whipcord, brass “ Ds ” and * H M 

iv. Anti-dimming outfit; cylinder, composition and doth. 

4. Explain the circulation of the air through the respirator, llMfl 
of the valves; the trapping of the poison gas and the proteclhilj 
to eyes and lungs; the object and method of operation of til* nlllM 

compound. 

5. Demonstrate the correct way of carrying the respirator *•» ‘H|J 

sack; squad imitates. 

6. Instructor interrogates squad. 

Lesson 2. Care and cleaning 

1. Preliminaries:— 

i. Squad seated on forms with respirators. 

ii. Instructor has with him: a complete respirator; * 
piece; a damaged container; Mills equipment dmUlH 

Pickerings equipment cleaner, khaki colour. 

2. State object of lesson.—To teach the recruit how l»» M 

maintain the respirator in a serviceable condition. 



•1. Demonstrate the causes of damage and explain how they way bit 
Invented, e.g.:— 

i The facepiece.—Elastics, their misuse. Buckles should not be put 
to undue strain. Outlet valve guard retain nut should not bo 
tampered with. Eyepieces can only be damaged through gross 
carelessness. Fabric, adhesive tape prevents wire rusting tube. 
Distortion caused by incorrect folding and by prolonged storage 
in haversack; facepieces should be worn at least once a month. 

■ ii. 1 he container.—Rough usage, water entering. 
ft iii Haversacks. Do not scrub, designed to carry only respirator, anti¬ 

dimming outfit and other authorized anti-gas equipment, e.a. 
eyeshields and ointment. 

I k The respirator will be kept in a cool, dry and, if possible, dark 
place. 

• Cleaning after use:— 

I I. Wipe the inside of the facepiece with a dry cloth, treat eyepieces 
with anti-dimming compound, and replace in the haversack. 

■ II If (he facepiece and elastics are wet and muddy, allow them to dry 
and brush off mud lightly before replacing in the haversack. 

■ Ill If the haversack is wet and muddy, allow to dry and then brush 
n!T the mud lightly. Explain that the haversack is waterproofed 
nnd can only be cleaned with Mills equipment cleaner, No. 700 
or Pickerings equipment cleaner, khaki colour. 

I Instructor finally explains that in hot weather, etc., some discomfort 
■ l»r caused by the accumulation of condensed breath round the chin 
■I in i.li the facepiece. 

Min condition will increase, rather than diminish, the protection afforded 
WI'h facepiece, but the moisture can be removed by bending forward 
HI Mi" wearer is looking vertically downwards. The liquid will then 
| into the expiratory vent and can be blown out through the outlet 

^pU*l motor interrogates squad. 

RESPIRATOR DRILL 

Lesson I—The slung position 

and use.—To teach the slung position. 

[ Till* in the normal position when gas is not likely to be encountered. 
■ I lie respirator, when slung, should be the last item of equipment 
I lo be put on. 

HHiMw/mHon.—On the command “Slung position/’ place the sling 
HI Hll.i shoulder, haversack on the left, side—press buttons closed 

^Hll In (In body. 

Lesson II—The gas alert position 

■ft”' ,n,iI usc-—To teach the gas alert position. 

Hu' annual position when gases are likely to be encountered nml 
Mnpirat,or is put on before the equipment. 
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a “r« alert” hold the haversack «• 

.su«. «* *• ^ 
trout ot the body with pre* £ £ sliarp pUll. ,, the “D" 

$&£ prJ£= ** “• ™“ * 

“*«rSFEx,a. - - *,*. - h- 
Allow the sling through the (Unit 

'"li the whipcord ro-d^hebody clear^o^a - W 

‘aiswc w—■ 1 
m_The alternative gas alert r 

Lesson HI ah . ipr+ position. 

. . j ?15€_To teach the alterna l'e (< | t» from the MlH 
1. Object and use. » when comin« to the alert 
This position is adu . . encountered, 

position when gases are e ‘‘Alternative gas alert,” 

2. ^ewons/ra^h7^Unghof the haversack and bring it to t e "fl 
left arm through the sling ” 

the body. with a sharp pull. through the “ 
Undo the the right hand, pass it through 
Withdraw the whipcor „um I 

IV_TuE gas position from THE CAB aixkt 

LtSSON rv CAS alert 

. Tn teach gas position from gas aler • 
1. Object and use. ga8 is encountered. 

This position is adopt hold the hrtulh 

a. Demonstration.-0“ ^mrnamh hand. a* ^ 

<* **tead with lhc Wl 1 
"S;. He !“'"'r'“lhv".'k- V.Ne holder with >»« ,'*1* 

u^liS’oSV —i». J1 

"Jrxsterx*- - -«■ ■ 
approximately horizontal. . and over the .l .» ' M 

Hifjr- —. 



Correct any fault in adjustment and breathe oui hard. Replace the 

Iteel helmet and adjust the chin strap. 
(The instructor now demonstrates this with a facepiece.) 

Notes.—i. After demonstration the instructor will bring out the ureea- 
*ity to hold the breath until the respirator is adjusted, so that no gas is 
breathed, in, and point out the importance of breathing out to clear gas 

from the facepiece. 

i ii As the lesson “Removal and return of facepiece to the haversack 
U not taught until later in the sequence of lessons, instructors must show 
(In squad how to remove the facepiece correctly so that damage may 

Q* avoided. 

Lesson V—The gas position from the slung 

I Object and use.—To teach the gas position from the slung. 
I b> method of adjusting the respirator is adopted in case of unexpected 

Mi attacks. Protection must be obtained at once; the haversack can 

) ml justed later. 

| livmonstration. (The instructor does not demonstrate until all detail 

■ been given.) 
I On 111. command “Gas,” hold the breadth. Slip the left arm through 

k mIiiin and bring the haversack to the front of the body. 

|binbi thi' press buttons with a sharp pull. 
bilpMt the facepiece as already taught. 
Kfti’i protection has been obtained, adjust the haversack in the alter- 

Alert position. 
Hflm instructor now gives a complete demonstration, starting from the 

|w#ition.) 

Lesson VI—Test for gas 

t and use.—To teach how to test for gas. 
VA|| linirH before removing the facepiece, each individual must test 

In ensure that no gas is present. 

(The instructor tells the squad to imagine that his 

ip adjusted. He then demonstrates with motions.) 
intminund “Test for gas,” take a deep breath, insert two fingers 

K humt between the facepiece and the cheek and between the 

Bll flu.'i ii'.s—Sniff gently. 
preinciit, withdraw the fingers and breathe out hard. 

I Idllrtirtor now gives a complete demonstration wearing a face- 

| An. i .!• ministration the instructor emphasizes that, before test- 
Hte,. him lb must be taken to prevent gas entering the lungs, and. 

if gas is found, the man must breathe out hard to clear 

• if any gas. 

( I h. instructor does not wear a facepiece but goes through 



HAVERSACK. 

1—0* VII Removal and ««« 0F “ the fc^pta# 

1. Object and use.—T. teach how to remove and JM 

to the haversack. the squad to imagine that ' 

2. Demonstration. (The '"^onstr*tes with motions.) 

*sgS«5SS3®<? 
Zu ^ upward moment onc ahould now be ad,.> 

^iTh^^and - 

(The ‘^rUfCXvs,“demonstrating as he teaches.) 

continues as . ’ . .. right hand. 
Hold the facepiece in the ig 

Place the elastics inside^ portion so that it "t* 

With the left hand fold » , 

the eyepieces. buckles to the wearers g • | 

Replace in the the haversack and the body. 

Fold over the flap b , wjp bring out .. 

NOTE.-After demonstration th“0^ct fanner in order to P«><* 

for foldingforming in the facepiece. 



part five 
ORGANIZATION AND TACTICAL TRAINING ^ 

. t.   143 
tm.it XVII—Infantry Organization. M# 

" XVIII—Tactical Training . 
XIX—Infantry and Supporting Weapons. ^ 

m XX—Elementary Tactics . 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

INFANTRY ORGANIZATION 

Ihtanr Training Pamphlet No. 39 1940. Infantry Section Leading. 

Infantry Training 

1. The Battalion 

i Uo battalion consist of headquarter headquarter company, and 4 

k,„, each of 3 platoons each of 3 sections. 

|. Included in battalion headquarters is the intelligence section of 1 

Bh, l 8<>rgeant and 6 men. 

L on the strength of headquarter company there are :— 

[ t i |(,Utoon-4laiuM.G8. for A.A. and ground defence. 

f sxrzz 
1 mill 1 anti-tank rifle per section of 3 carriers. 

Kt ft (Pioneer) platoon. 
Bo ft (Administrative) platoon. 

IsrsftS sr 

Huh mu 

(l.. of platoons has been d^imZ « 
L,..,..inlander greater control. For a similar reason 

Kb ;t n i l ions in the platoon. 
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will 
Hh«| 

II* itlli 

•n U«J 

2. The Signal Platoon 

Thc signal platoon provides the means of intercommunication (l-.Mt 

battalion headquarters to:— 
i. Headquarters of companies and the mortar platoon, 

ii Supporting machine guns and artillery. 

SS— -»“■ “» 
O.P. if required. 

3. The Anti-Aircraft Platoon 

The A 4 platoon consists of 4 Bren L.M.Gs., each carried comph 1 
its detachment in a 15-cwt. truck. The truc^ are fitt^ w.th a 

« Mntlpv” A 4 mounting and carry also an anti-tank nlle. 
The platan'commander, and one other rank for mtcrcomm.m 

within the platoon, ride motor cycles. . . o , 
The platoon is intended for the air or ground dj 

quarters or generally as a mobile reserve. 

4. The Mortar Platoon 

1 The mortar platoon is a reserve in the hands of the commaHj 
officer for allotment where additional fire power is required. HM 

-m" ss i ..to;«'sai,.. 
to w^rktenfo^d and°en^ge Lgete beyoVd the range „f ll 

mortarfoil which require greater weight of shell, m conditions will 

and accurate artillery support is impossible. . f 
In defence its main role is to support counter-attacks of 

may be uS for having fire, if sited well forward and » 
positions; or for denying some particular piece of ground Wl 

be covered by the fire of other weapons. 

5. The Carrier Platoon 

1 It is bullet proof against rifle fire on the same level, M 
is vulnerable to fire from above, or when the earner k on 
slope. It is, therefore, a partially protected vehicle only. 

2 It can move fast across good country-, but will |>" »' 

trenches by any obstacle which is a tank obstacle, and by 
are not There will be occasions, therefore, when it will h. 
follow tanks toward. Good ground scouting will always 

3 The LM.G. detachment, consisting of two men, ra.mu'1 1 

do more than keep the gun in action, either in the ..I 
ground. Once in action the detachment has little or no P"*». 
Itself by observation, and is, therefore, vciy vulnerable to « (»■ 

y one or two determined infantrymen. If an iso uted |m».I H 

held for any length of time the three detachments in a 

Sited to provide mutual support. 
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I I he period of dismounting from the carrier and getting into m-f iiui 
* oncL of considerable danger to personnel and vehicle. Dismounting 
"nisi be carried out under cover and very quickly. The carrier, once the 
I M (i. is dismounted, is entirely vulnerable, and must either withdraw 

the cover of other troops or must be concealed close to the L.M G and 
Minder cover. 

The fire power of the carrier platoon is considerable, and the platoon 
P'mM for short Periods be able to liold a front varying from 500 yards to 
P|,M)0 yards according to the depth in which it is disposed. But as shown 
PM!V' ■ £un detachments are very vulnerable unless, protected from flank 
ml rear. 

! 0 L M-G* can give as effective fire from 400 yards as from closer 
I here is no need to move close in to a target to gain fire effect. 

IT From these characteristics the tactical employment of the carrier 
HV l»* deduced. It must be remembered that the carrier is not a light 

■Mi, il is an armoured machine designed to convey the L.M.G. from place 
■ plum and from which the L.M.G. can be fired if necessary. 

6. The Pioneer Platoon 

11 I lie pioneer platoon will be specially trained in the following duties:— 

■ I. Anti-gas duties, including— 

Anti-gas reconnaissance and marking. 
I lie fencing off of small contaminated areas. 

The laying of an improvised surface of timber, brushwood, etc., 
on contaminated tracks within the battalion area. 

Gas-proofing of rooms. 
( 'instructing and operating a field gas-cleansing centre, when 

necessary. 

Decontamination of vehicles is the responsibility of drivers. 

f ^u'ld defences.—Work requiring some degree of trade skill or 
handiness with tools, such as— 

Kovetting. 
I loopholes for sentries and snipers. 

Improving buildings for defence. 
Mini pie splinter-proof and weather-proof shelters. 
(’unstruction of concertinas and knife-rests. 
i'i proofing of dug-outs, fixing gas curtains. 
Ib-puir and sharpening of tools. 

(Hintat Us— 

! Ibinoval of obstacles. 
II" construction of A.I V. obstacles of a solid nature, requiring 

Mu use of tools, either alone or with assistance from rifle 

f mm i jinnies. 
Conversion of partial into complete obstacles. 
The handling of ground bombs. 
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iv. Camp services— 

lotnporary sanitary arrangements, covers for cooking (for prul< 
tion against spray), etc. 

v. Anti-tank mines— 

Personnel of pioneer platoons will be so trained that they * 

able to supervise the arming, fusing and laying of nnli Im 
mines by the remaining personnel of their battalions. 

7. The Administrative Platoon 

The administrative platoon consists of the quartermaster, tnitui||i 
officer, armourers, fitters, storemen and personnel for officers* nie*» si 
water and sanitary duties. All are carried in M.T. Stores carried iinlmfl 

reserve ammunition, clothing and anti-gas capes, petrol and miscelUngfl 
technical stores. 

8. The Rifle Company 

(This section must be read in conjunction with those ('lmpleM j 
Infantry Training, 1937, which deal with the rifle company in I hr otijJ 
types of operation.) 

1. The platoon is the unit on which infantry tactics art 

infantry are to be able to light their wray forward, largely willi lh* |» U 

fire power, this will demand of the troops skill in the use of gniumll 
a correct appreciation of how to apply all the available lire* po#iH 

penetrate between the localities held by the enemy and so loro# 
surrender. During the advance, sections must be equally pn paHfl 
assist each other or to use their fire power to assist their own *<)■ 
Sections must not become split up and so out of their commands'« 

It must be very clearly understood that the task of the M l Mil 
get on to its own objective, and that although it may have to ukil 

fire position, such position is only a temporary one taken up und^l 

opportunity to advance occurs or until the fire of the light .. 
is no longer required in the task it is performing. 

The 2-in. mortar is immediately available under the hund of fl 
platoon commander and replaces the rifle grenade. Its rnnge ti l 
500 yards, and it throws a 2-lb bomb. The HE. effect in 

the Mills grenade, and the smoke bomb produces an cxtmmdy (I 
local smoke screen. 

2. In defence immediate and co-ordinated arrangement* nni't 

for the siting of L.M.Gs. so that mutual support of dcfendl'd 
ensured and the position made ready to repel a sudden ' 'ootyl 
Consolidation after an attack is also merely a form of <hhwiffl 
above principles equally apply. 

The defensive wire in front of every forward post muni be tfjfl 
the fixed line or arc of a neighbouring post. All firt <Iim 

obstacles so as to prevent the enemy cutting or penetrating ihHflH 
aimed at the bottom of the wire. 

Liglit machine guns on flanking tasks must be protected IniiU ■ 
The riflemen of their own sections not required for miigaiilHH 
responsible for this protection. 
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.,u^ent^Torpanvoomlt ‘ ^ POst8 30 33 *° '<*«« ", 
"<• ' to Obtain enfiLde and dXt ,b orders; he must be prepared ... 

h" must ensure that he can kin T ^ {*irIy f“r W 

^ durin* battle without undue exposure ’ “* at ** Can rCa<'h hi" 

f pla,o0.n cover the n.oat likely 

7 ™y bc grouped linder 
• he platoon. Each platoon consists of:- 

■ iji °0D aD(l 3 sections. 
j Mutoon headquarters: Commander. 

Sergeant. 
One orderly. 

Batman (In platoons commanded by an officer) 
2-in. mortar personnel (2 men). 

1 I hr section. Each section consists of:— 

N (! 0- “action commander and 10 privates. 

t> nil, ilithThelxcerdion oTtP ^ r°Unds SAA- “ Pouches. All ■feMU ... , e excePtion of the man carryintr the f, M p 

=?r* varied 
,."aht machine gun and anti-tank rifle b mUSt be trained to 

►T«i3i i. 
ftlhuc must be used. One man will h«°™ on fixed lines the tripod 

M In defence he will eml a “pare bl„ TT't for e™‘inK the 
. ttun in action. P ° and Wl11 “ssist hrer to 

. "^“"“t.-Each man has a haversack and pack 

' ..W1“ be — ‘bc back and should normally con- 

Water bottle. 
Mens tin. 
,:""’>K«‘noy ration, 
blub , fork and spoon. 
Cardigan (when not worn). 

■ «l. .proof sheet or cape anti-gas under the flap of the haversack 

P' ^ Wdl USUal,y be ™W on the platoon truck and wi„ c0n.' 

I • |>r. nocks. 
I vHl» comforter. 
I 8wt oip. 

lb,Mull. 
I Mi», 
I Towel, 

I I |m* liters. 
I hint trout. 

yfiHtnewife. 
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S Motor transport.—Each platoon has its own 15-cwt.   \d 
truck. and is therefore a self-contained, tactical unit, complete »H§ 
weapons, ammunition and tools. 

NOTE 

The foregoing is the abstract framework of an infantry (rifle) bn (lull 

Esprit de corps, however, is not built on a paper schedule, b»d 

a living organization. Just as no two rifles shoot exactly alike, m 

two infantry units are exactly alike in background, tradition and eihl{ 

ment. Every soldier, therefore, should study as well the general lu»l 

and achievements of his particular unit, in order that he may not tifyfl 

proud to belong to it, but be able to advance reasons for lh.»t ft 

specially commands his regimental loyalty. 



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

TACTICAL TRAINING 

fnntry Section Leading. Injantry Training. Military Training Pamphlet 
No. 23, Pi. /. Field Service Regs., Vol. II 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

1. The Eight Principles of War 

I. Maintenance of the object. In any operation, great or small, it is the 
ly of every commander, whatever the size of his command, to define 

*Hv Io himself the object which he seeks to attain and thereafter to 
IlW Homing to distract him from it. 

i Concentration. This principle involves the employment of all avail- 
F inruns, physical, moral and material on the task in hand and at the 
Wive place and time. 

IJhtHiomy of force. Economy of force is a corollary of concentration, 
Hi* In H er can only be obtained where and when required if the strictest 

P*M,,V,ls Practised in the allotment of resources to those areas where a 
plnii i not at the moment sought. 

IfWina/ur action. The ultimate overthrow of the enemy demands 
HVo action. A successful defensive may wear the enemy down but, 
p followed by offensive action, it can only result at the best in a 

pinlr The offensive gives moral superiority, and tends to confer the 
■Mv* and with it liberty of action. 

PNrpri.-f Surprise is the most powerful and effective weapon in war. 
■ty'iiHc i lie enemy is often a decisive means of achieving victory. 

Wh'u,tt<J Success in war can only be obtained if liberty of action is 
■i Horurity consists in making provision against enemy action which 
■ JUtijudico the liberty of action of the force. 

M*opcr,itinn. It is only by the active co-operation of all the com- 
P n/ a force that its full strength can be developed. 

mithdit,, To enable a force to be concentrated or dispersed, to 
■ •iirpriNe, to provide security and to assume the offensive, mobility 

2. Tactics 

mi' the methods of employing military forces in battle in 
with the principles of war. 

fp dominates the battle-field. Fire is the chief antagonist of 
V l o i, t;)in the power of mobility, it is necessary to overcome the 

I Hir I he use of ground or darkness or smoke are all means 

ilh. attainment of this object, but in the end it will nearly alwaya 

f"v neutralize the enemy’s fire producing weapons by the 
01 a superior fire. 
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tic 
ul. 
bo obtained in many cases 
dispersed. 

eases while the troops applying the lire i ■"»«'* 

■l Secrecy ensured by concealing preparations or disguising inUiitlMl 
together with rapidity of execution, are the principal measures wIm.M 
surprise can be produced. The result of surprise is fleeting j.it is ..M 
essential to take the fullest advantage of its effects while they last, 

5. The most important quality of every plan is simplicity. Esnli Jj 
should be as simple as possible, taking into account the nature n 
operation to be undertaken, and should require of the troops the •IM| 
and most straightforward action possible in furtherance of the ott« 

the plan. 
3. The Fighting Qualities of the Troops 

1. The final test of an army is its fighting spirit, which is it# ">*»|| 
to beat the enemy. The fighting spirit of a formation or unit U fill 
on the personality of its commander and his powers of leadership 
this foundation are developed those moral qualities in the I mope 
selves which are conveniently grouped under the term moral* II 
respect, regimental and corps tradition play an important part, 

2. The first step in the training of the soldier is the inculcation "f 
pline. This is done through the medium of drill, physical train!J 
training and the inculcation in the man of pride in his unit and lilM 

Physical training is also valuable for the development of phvftltffl 
for the attainment of quickness in hand and eye. Mental I hill 
directed towards teaching the soldier to think for himself •**♦! I 
intelligently in the field when thrown on his own resources. 

To give the soldier the self-confidence which is essential, In* fl 
highly skilled in the use of his arms and the equipment which It* I 
He must be qualified to give his equipment proper care und 
and must realize the necessity for it. He must be so practiw-i *»••*» I 
instinctively use his weapons to the best advantage. 

4. Infantry 

1. Besides the ordinary infantry battalions, infantry in <»itf*M 
pioneer battalions, machine gun battalions, motor battalion# (fl 
cyclist battalions. 

2. Infantry must in the end confirm all success in war. Inf#! 

pels the withdrawal or surrender of the enemy and hold# lllij 
which have been secured, or the points of importance whM* 1*1 
protected, as a base for further action. It is the most (idnpinli 
most generally useful of all arms, since it is capable of npeiftlfll 
ground either by day or night and can find or make cover fill 1 
readily than the other arms. 
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>. A List of Military Definitions Pertaining to Infantry 

Ifcf: zJtLS fr ~“*“<■ ~ “S - “ 
:r*“" - •* -. 

WlorWiouse. A small shelter made of concrete, wood, or stones etc 

§>lZvl PZtLA heaVy C°nCentratl0n °f artUlery «■ —tar fire on 

/leimd.-A movement from one tactical position to another or the 
►"rid position reached at the end of a movement. 

I ti?Zt^Ale1SenCe W°rk °f WhiCl' the greater porlion of its l,ei*ht 

&tt;rAn5l artlfiCiaI m"aM empI°yed to deceive the enemy’s 
its o, photographic observation from the ground or from the air. 

—Bodies of troops one behind the other at such distance from 
*10 " r lat a wh°el of 90 degrees to either flank will bring them into 

t'"*" 0/ [Oute.-A column pf fours (or threes) with not more than 
W (or three) men abreast in any part of the column, including officers 

fan™: COh'mD °f r°Ute " lhe n°rmal f°;mation ^r trXs 

^mnnicalions.-Roads, railways, paths, tracks, waterways, sea and 

«y tinu file A single man or men in pairs specially detailed to 
■I detached body in keeping touch with its main body. 

tion.—Making captured ground secure against attack bv careful 
|lm ion of the troops and by the provision of protection. 

Hjeom; > I he act of a body placing itself directly in rear of another. 
Ihr act of a body placing itself in front, on a flank or in rear of 
pr mr protective purposes. 

Eat'. :,:.|,0fprfi°teCtlngOr aSSfti58 the movement of a body of troops 
F1* " as fire, readiness to fire, etc. 

fin- Fire by units and arms to engage the enemy’s attention 
I-- him to seek cover in order that other units or arms may advance 

-T° extend a formation or unit into a more open formation. 

Imitation (company, platoon, section or file.).—The battalion 
***' ,,lfttooni sectl°n or file) responsible for keeping direction in a 

Nature lr“nmg °f the so!dier execute certain movements as n 

■if* fit' Fire which sweeps a position or body of troops from a 
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Field 0f fire.—The area of ground exposed to the effective fire of ft «lvH| 

number of men or group of guns. 

Firo control.—The necessary arrangements and orders for hitting Mil 

target. 
Fire direction—The term applied to instructions given by the 

nmndcr of more than one fire unit to the fire unit commanders, tut to htt 

their fire is to be applied. 

Fire plan.—The arrangements made by a commander to enfturo II 

the fire of all the weapons of which he disposes is eo-ordinat*<! 

directed in accordance with his intention. 

Fire step.—A recess or ledge made or left in the face of a tim* I* 

that a man standing on it is enabled to fire over the parapet. 

Fire unit.—Any number of men firing by the executive commat*.| 

one. The section is the normal infantry fire unit. 

Flam._Two strokes on the drum beaten in very quick guccc^lon, 

second stroke being louder than the first. A double flam is thi • i« |*Hi 

with a very slight pause between each flam. 

Formation, battalion (company, platoon, section or file). I !>*' I mil 

(company, platoon, section or file) on which a change of fOf|ii*Hfl 

based. 
Forward slope.—The side of a hill or m6und which is towards Urn •*« 

Hence the reverse slope is that away from the enemy. 

Ground scouts.—Men employed to ascertain whether the ground || 

immediate vicinity is passable and to discover the most favourable 

for movement in any direction. 

Intercommunication.—The means of transmission of all order* 

formation by which the close co-operation of all forces in Mm 
ensured. The means include the service provided by the Corpn <•! 

•by regimental signallers and orderlies, by liaison officers and by 11 

postal service. 

Interval, deploying .—The lateral space between units in elowi 

or in column, on the same alignment, the space being equal 

frontage of a unit in line. 

Liaison.—Means for ensuring co-operation and keeping toimll n 

units or arms. 

Mass.—A battalion with its companies in line of clone fiiltl 

platoons, with five paces interval between companies. 

Oblique fire.—Fire which is directed diagonally, roughly 

between front and flank. 

Observation post—A post from which a particular ami nut 

under observation or from which artillery and machine-gun llff 

controlled and corrected. 

Orderly.—A man detailed to carry messages. 

Parados.—\ bank of earth constructed to give protection •k->im|| 

fire and the back blast of high-explosive shells, etc. 



Parapet. Earth, etc., banked up in front of a trench above around level. 
I" Afford protection from frontal fire. 

Patrols.—,See Chapter IX of Infantry Training, 1937; or Chapter XX. 
Mih pamphlet. 

Patrol, standing.—A small party of men under a N.C.O. posted a con¬ 
tend,le distance in advance of other troops to watch either the enemy, 
« mute by which he might advance or a locality in which he might 
■UMuj't to concentrate unseen. 

, hquet (tactical). A self-contained party detached for a definite period 
RM" a.force for the purpose of carrying out protective duties in the case 
if warfare against savage or semi-civilized enemies. 

hunt (with reference to an advanced guard or patrol).—The men 
living immediately in advance of a vanguard or patrol. 

IPmUion, change of.—A movement by which a body of troops takes up 
| low alignment. 

VtovikniTuiissanee. Examining, exploring and searching the country in 

P'1 U> dlsc°ver and locate the enemy or to find out the lie of the land. 

Mwonnoitring detachment.—A party of any size sent out from a force 
■ In>hi in information. 

wmvudi'zvous.—A prearranged place of assembly. 

Uj«MWr*e fire. Fire directed against the rear of a position. 

To hoId UP earth at a steeper slope than its natural slope by 
nieans or to strengthen the sides of an excavation by artificial 

Pi m order to prevent them falling in. 

m^Uatwn.—The practical application of certain well-established laws 

MU tcganl to the preservation of health and the prevention of disease. 

■Niu/a,—Men detached to reconnoitre; or individual members of a 
■fill 

m*lu»i of a trench.—The sectional view of a trench showing breadth 
wimI slope of the sides, etc. 

■pm/ n iitre. A prearranged position to which reports intended for a 
■Ruudcr are to be sent. 

Ih«/' a hole dug in the ground to collect surface water with a view 
■lowing it to soak away. 

B1'"" ' buttress of earth provided between two adjacent portions 
Hu- or communication trench for protection against enfilade or oblique 

to localize the effect of shell bursts, etc. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

e ciiPPORTlNG WEAPONS 

INFANTRY WEAPONS pamphlet No, ** 

*-& ■ 

„ ^ -—<""T 
l Light Machine Gun ^ ^ rjug 

1. The chief characterise of 
volume of accurate fire wAh the e £ ^ maintain the pm « a *1 
from bipod mounting, when on^o ^ are required.■ WM* ^ |)# 

SSS^ss^wsSr®?, 
bipod mounting nnti-craft mounting. 
tripod for use as an ant. era t ^ q{ fire« 

2. Fire effect.—The gun has t made 0f the gun i »W( 

' i By single rounds.--FuU "“i? method it is possible to "‘" J' ji 
l- fire single rounds, as by thmme ^ 

nition and conceal the^prese^ ^ ^ bc oh„u. ■ 
target appears. automatic weapon 

a Automotic.-When employed ns an d ^ ^ .... 

fired in bursts of four to 6*° row* ... - 
this size avoid over-heating, strain ^ ^ |jml. .. 

expenditure of ^““““^“make observation Hj1" m 
cient volume of ««“ which permit, of .. 

It is a very accurate \ estimation. 
margin of error in aiming and range ^ ..^ 

3 ACtUnM0^hoT'not ta required to carry 

magazines for long distances gun ig final .. 
4. Anti-aircraft.-—Whim t^ tQ 0,>eralc the P1" 

aircraft mounting, 'v Directs and controls fire. 
Section commander-Di^ ^ maintaina gun m 

One man Assists the firer to chang' # M 
One man ^ gun supplied with »n»n» ™ 

„ i The light machine gun is the 
5. General.—The B where the need f<> • * 

infantry and. except^ it should alwiiyi* b« •"•***■ 
weighs the nee ° 1 rts {n it* uxc. 









2. Rifle anti Bayonet 

I Accuracy is the chief characteristic of the rifle which will be regarded 
M the personal protective weapon of the individual. 

2. The bayonet is the weapon for hand to hand fighting. Men who are 
mull dent with the bayonet, and determined to use it, will always win when 
lighting gets to dose quarters. It is often used at night or by patrols nnd 
•rn tries. 

3. Anti-Tank Rifle 

1 The anti-tank rifle affords a means of protection against enemy light 
immured fighting vehicles. It is a single shot, hand operated weapon. Its 
uhlcff eharacterictics are:— 

i. Great accuracy and good penetration. 
ii. Comparative lightness and mobility. 

[ iii. Pronounced flash and muzzle blast. 
I The anti-tank rifle is an easy weapon to handle and fire against stationary 

hi (gets; but for employment against moving targets constant practice and 
[idfiling are required. 
I J Detachment.—It can be maintained and fired in action by one man, 
Tnl if the rifle and ammunition have to be carried for any distance they 
Koflfttitufe a twTo-man load. 
I ,1 General.—The anti-tank rifle is essentially a weapon of surprise and 
H'l'iircs careful concealment. It is not, however, a specialist weapon and 
III ranks must be trained to fire it. It should always accompany the 
llnluon, except at night with a fighting patrol when it may be unne- 
fefHMitry. 

4. 2-inch Mortar 

I The 2-inch mortar fires a 2-lb. bomb, either smoke or high explosive. 
Hi |a chiefly used as a smoke producing weapon for offensive action. It is 
Htall and easy to conceal. 
I 9 Carriage.—Two men are required to carry it and its ammunition; 
H|y can ch:mge over loads when required. 
I il General.—The 2-inch mortar forms a reserve of fire power in the 
■hi*)1 of the platoon commander. In attack it will be kept well forward, 

to come into action at a moment’s notice, to assist in maintain- 
K (In* momentum of the attack, by neutralizing the fire of hostile posts 
^Bh'h arc holding up the advance of the leading sections. It is of little use 

■ Might. 
5. TI.E. Grenade 

■ ||Thc grenade can be thrown by hand a distance of 25 to 35 yards. 
fragments may have sufficient velocity to inflict wounds up to 100 

Hfilii or more, particularly if the burst is on stony ground. The thrower 
■nM therefore be protected from the explosion. 
H Orcnades are particularly useful:— 
■ I In street fighting, for clearing houses, etc. 

I I || In uncivilized theatres of war, against an enemy who takes cover in 
I [ eaves or behind rocks, etc. 

H||l In trench to trench fighting. 
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6. Battalion Weapons 

In addition to the company weapons mentioned in preceding ieeli 
tho headquarter company has the following:— 

1. 3-inch Mortar platoon.—The 3-inch mortar fires a 10-Ib. h« 

which may be either high explosive or smoke. (Battalion to! 

2 mortars.) 
(а) Carriage.—Each mortar is carried in a 15-cwt. truck 

may be divided into three loads and be carried for short dinUi 

by members of the detachment. Their movement, however, 
be slow and the provision of ammunition will be difficult. 

(б) Night firing.—The mortar can be laid on fixed line* 

firing at night, but owing to the varying effect of wind, act u 
fire cannot be relied on. 

3-inch Mortar 

2. Carrier platoon.—Its armour, speed and cross-country peril 
enable it to cross bullet-swept country without undue cm 
and it can protect itself against armoured cars with lU Ml 
rifles. 

The purpose of the carrier is to move the L.M.fJ and 
a fire position from wdiich the gun can be fired on Ilia 

The gun will only be fired from the carrier in caae* of coil 

(а) In attack it is available:— 

(i) In a tank attack to advance rapidly from fire 
position to give close support to tanks unaccompanied hv II 

(ii) To assist the advance of riflemen by the infiltration mciluK 
(iii) To protect flanks. 

(б) In defence it will be used:— 

(i) To move fire power within the position from place In p| 
to produce counter-attack by fire onl}\ 

(ii) To support tank and infantry counter-attacks. 



Wi" ”0rmaUy “ "« P"ty or covering 

fetiSSi?eo^S °f C0“tact Phase itS role will be the 
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PISTOL, REVOLVER—.38" 

Correct Hold (Side View). 

f*r Finder round trigger- 

Hondo* high j/pcn* 
LAjfcC os^ossioie.. 

Thumb cxerfclnfl 
^_in wand pr*§*«»* 

1*9 f3rs and ATM 
fi tigers clasping 
the UuCC. 

Correct Hold (Top View). 

Firmer On trigger JbgoJOo^^d 

Thumb pointing 
towards muzzle • 

Wrist not 1 
unduly betit • 

Barrel1 Cam CyHndcjf Barrel Calch 

llnmmei* 

Safriy \ 

«l4il 
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Thn wctioa commander must t^ref°re d what assistance 
1. The general characteristics of other arms an 

a XSToJfdo to help to give this assistance. 

2. The arms and weapons considered in this chapter are: 

Cavalry and armoured cars. 

Artillery. 
Machine guns. 

Sank guns and anti-tank mines. 

Aircraft. 
8. Cavalry _ 

1. Cavalry, either horsed or mechanised, are mobile troops 

for rapid movement. divisional cavalry (wM 
During an advance the main ^c<jnnaissance some miles ahead 

s®5S»sr 
xrs&ssta “ — 
other troops. exnected to locate any large I 

2. Though our own cavalry “ ' ^ '(hat small bodice wit. 

of the enemy, they t£“^fantJy They are not therefore « 

tion and infantry must b P P ^ fpar from their action. Nfl 

gf5Safbf£Sa" tta —” i””*1 * 
9. Artillery 

1. Artillery can fire high explore *** re 
greater than those of infantry weap artillery whic h t# 

- SAtC-tV, .» 

itO— P»t ». ... 

t ^^tl ^iy Acting the **, 
1 Drgeff^sThU t^o'thlt'thfa'ttUking ^ 
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ii. Id defence to protect the infantry by fire on areas which cannot 
be engaged satisfactorily by infantry weapons. 

iii. Where the enemy defences are protected by wire, and no other 
means of destroying it are available, passages may be cut by 
artillery fire. 

4. Successful artillery support depends largely on the rapid and accurate 
information which can be sent back by the leading troops. 

10. Medium Machine Guns 

1. Medium machine guns are grouped in mechanized machine-gun 
battalions equipped with 15-cwt. trucks. 

I 2. The Vickers medium machine gun can fire with accuracy up to 2,000 
yards, and therefore beyond the effective range of the opposing rifles 
«nd light machine guns. (See footnote.) 

Be ing belt fed and water cooled, it is capable of sustained fire. So 
long a.- certain preparations have first been carried out by daylight, accurate 

(lira can be ensured in darkness, smoke or mist, when the gun is fired on a 
M Hxtd line.” 

VICKERS 
MEDIUM 

MACHINE 
5, GUN. .303" 

wing to the great length of the beaten zone in proportion to its width 
»K) yards long by 5 yards wide at 1,000 yards range) the most effective 

llirl m obtained when fire is delivered obliquely or in enfilade. 

Imngl) direct fire is the normal and most effective method of engaging 
■It, medium machine guns are capable of firing indirectly, i.e., when 
pi«rt is not visible from the gun position. 

Will on a fixed tripod mounting overhead fire can be employed with 

11. Tanks 

■fintry tanks provide the most valuable form of support for 
especially in an attack against a prepared position. Owing to 

BPinour being proof against small arms fire, they can precede the 
bt, make gaps in the enemy wire and neutralize or destroy his 
Mll< weapons. 

h Vickers Recent modifications in charge and bullet dwipi lmv« 

Hm range potential to nearly double the limit indicated above. 



Wlim U»C(I, they will usually be employed in large numbers. j 

2. Tanks communicate with infantry by means of flag signals, will* 

should be familiar to all ranks. They are:— 

Signal Meanine , , 
Red, white and blue. Friendly tank coming out of a.ill«U 

to rally. 

Green and white. Opposition neutralized. 
Infantry come on. 

Red and yellow. Out of action. Do not wait for in.. 

12. Anti-Tank Guns 

Certain regiments of the artillery are equipped with anti-tank 
and are fully mechanised. The gun is a semi-automatic weapon, 
an armour piercing shell which will penetrate the armour of all k<M 
tanks™? quite long ranges. The shell has a flat trajectory up to I 
, ar!S aThese guns will normally be used to cover likely tank •PPVtB 
and will usually lie sited in conjunction with anti-tank mines. Th«B 
not normally be employed to cover road blocks. 

13. Anti-Tank Mines 

Against A.F.V. assault anti-tank mines play the same part that III 
wire does against infantry. Anti-tank mines are usually sitedu 
localities or to block tank approaches and, like all other obsUu IsS, 
must be covered by fire. The infantry will usually be called upon M* j 

the mines in position. 

14. Aircraft 

1. Aircraft may be used for the following purposes:— 

i. To discover the enemy dispositions. 

ii. To direct the fire of the artillery. , — 
Ui. To attack troops on the ground with bombs and machlm- 

iv To spray troops on the ground with gas. 
V. To discover and report the position ol our own forward 

2. All troops must be able to distinguish between our own ... 

those of the enemy. 

When our own aircraft call for information, 
white signal lights, forward sections must signal their 
mannerTre'cribed in orders. Although communication bo w.* 
and ground is normally carried out by wireless or radio t, I, I'luil 
occasionally wish to communicate by dropping " 
responsible that if one of these messages drops in their vumlly 
as rapidly as possible to the nearest headquarters. 
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15. How fo Help Friendly Supporting Arms 

1. In order to give supporting fire when it is needed commanders of 
supporting weapons must have accurate information of the positions of 
hath the enemy and our own troops. The enemy will naturally conceal 
tiis weapons as much as possible and the first problem is therefore to 
discover where they are located. Commanders mainly depend on the for- 
H'iixI infantry for their information. Section commanders should, there¬ 
fore. always try to spot the enemy machine guns and anti-tank guns and 
••iul i>ack accurate information as to their positions. Unless this infor¬ 
mation is accurate and received quickly it will be valueless. 



CHAPTER TWENTY 

ELEMENTARY TACTICS 

Infantry Section Leading. Infantry Training. 

GROUND AND FORMATIONS 

1. Field Signals 

ever arm will show most clearly what is meant. 

Flag signals used by tanks for communicating with infantry i»h* 
under “ Supporting Arms 

2. Signal* with the hand.—The following control signals are U*-.l ■ 
i. Deploy.—The arm extended to the full extent over the I" *< 

waved slowly from side to side, the hand to be open and to ... (IK 
low as the hips on both sides of the body. 

If it is required to deploy to a flank, the commander will P»Ud < 
required flank after finishing the signal. 

ii. Advance.—The arm swung from rear to front below the shoUM 

iii. Haft.—The arm raised to the full extent above the head. 

iv. Retire.—The arm circled above the head. 
v. Change direction, right (or left).—-The arm is first extended Ij 

with the shoulder. A circular movement is then made, on 
which the arm and body should point in the required direction. 

When troops are halted the above signal means change 
(or left). 

vi. Right (or left) incline or turn.—The body or car turned | 
required direction and the arm extended in line with the "ItiHlIfl 
pointing in the required direction. 

vii. Close.—The hand placed on top of the head, the elbow Ur hfll 
to the right or left according to which hand is used. 

The above signal denotes close on the centre. If it is required H 
a flank, the leader will point to the required flank bcforn ditipfl 
hand. 

If, when on the march, it is required to halt as well as Ml 
will give the halt signal before dropping his hand. 

viii. Quick time.—The hand raised in line with the should*'!, ill 
bent and close to the aide. 
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orJ“ ^(M,T.)-Tho clenched hand moved up and 
down between the thigh and shoulder. 

I x; h'flow m« ~The arm swung from rear to front above the shoulder, 
xi. Start up (M.T.).—Circular movement of the hand na if starting an 

llOgine. ° 

| p'Smupp^m^0 " ‘hreP S'ight UPWard m0Vem8nts with the 

| “ente with 

L:iViAV°? WeTe 0T’witch °H (M.T.).-The arm extended downwards 
IWIIi Ihe hand open, and waves across the body, parallel to the ground 

I xv. Slow down or resume normal speed (M.T.).-The arm extended to 
II 'll. level with the shoulder, palm downwards, and moved slowly up 
|llid clown with the wrist loose. J 1 

■a,'/!’ F?rm ¥ne (J;f-T),—The a™ waved horizontally from right to left 

ivi' f-orn Close column (M.T.).-The hand raised perpendicularly 
pbiivc the head and lowered and raised several times. 

xviii hast order completed.—The salute, followed by the hand raised 
silica!!) above the head, hand open and fingers together. 

Lui FitLhZ ‘e,ll !uke 0rmmd-nand bought to the shoulder with 
■vi i r i inched, and the arm extended sl.arply in the re<iuired direction 
> or three tames. Of use to get M.T. vehicles off the road, when “ 
JMiIo, to avoid enemy aircraft attacks. 1 rac 

*1 Signals with the rifle,— 

lTli> following communicating signals are made with the rifle:— 

■ itfT nV ? S!°htl ■*" SmaU numbeT> — The rifle held above the head 
j rr<,ntXtent °f tHe arm and Parallcl with thc Kround, muzsle pointing 

H. Enemy in sight in large number.!.—The rifle held as in the previous 
but raised and lowered frequently. 

ft/® enemV ? «ffAi-The rifle held up to the full extent of the arm 
■ft uppermost. • 

tin".' finals may be used by scouts, etc., sent on ahead of their sections 
™ should be taken that the signal cannot be seen by the enemy. 

ronfro! by whistle blasts.— 

P# following whistle blasts are used:— 

It ZutTL^vem0 !A°rt blaSt)-T° draW aUenti011 t0 a 8i«nal 
mUl m!!V bhA 1° fce/asion °J short blasts).-To denote close on 

V M, n „rrdK|bUfh’ f°,S T darkneS8' when ‘he signal cannot l,r 
I. M. ii will double towards the sound of thc whistle, and rally on the 
Hfi facing in the same direction. 

[JMi i3j 
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iii. The alarm blast (a succession of 
To turn out troops from camp or 

previously arranged positions. 

iv. Enemy aircrajt in sight (a succession of long blasts). Suit e ♦ 
signal will often be inaudible, a visual signal will also be used to fllH 

attention, viz. both arms held above the head and the hand* 
On this signal, troops either get Teadj' to fire, open out or take tt#V 

according to the orders in force. 

v. Enemy aircraft attack ended (two long blasts repealed at 
of five seconds).—On receipt of this signal all troops resume pft»v|| 

formations. Troops which have been firing will recharge their m<tM««N 

before moving off. 

2. Ficldcraft 

(Detailed instructions for ficldcraft training will be found in 
Training, 1937, Secs. 33 to 36) 

1. The term fieldcraft includes initiative, cunning and ini«IH#ftfl 

in the use of ground so that a soldier may arrive on his objca’tivW 

and fit to fight. 

2. Owing to the wide extensions and the consequent lack of 
supervision by commanders, the individual must possess to a high dftfl 
the art of using ground. 

3. The section commander must study ground to see how it will *1 

either himself or the enemy in providing:— 

i. observation points, 

ii. fire effect, 
iii. cover from view, 
iv. protection from fire, 
v. obstacles to movement. i 

He should understand the effect on his movements of dilti mm*4 i 

of country (i.e. forward and reverse slopes, woods and villages), flfl 

the effect of weather conditions. He should study the matins of 
direction, and should know how to work in darkness, fog soil ■ 
Finally, he should realize how conditions of ground and vislMH 

affect the formation of his section. 

4. In deciding what route to follow he must decide:— 

i. The point to make for. 
ii. The route to follow. 
iii. The speed at which to move. 

5. In order to reach his objective the section commander may Um 
have to make for intermediate points. ? 

6. The ideal line of advance provides adequate protection IM| . 
and cover from view throughout its length, and at the nil in* Htfl I 

good fire positions or positions of observation on ilia w*V j ' 
concealment and protection it is usually necessary to lift# h»#f H 

alternate long and short blasts I i 

bivouac to fall in. or to Odfltjfl 
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I llUt high ground normally provides better positions from which to ohserve 
Mr fire. It is comparatively rare to find a route in which these advantages 

y combined. The section commander in making ln.s choice must 
■•member that a section should advance as long us possible before halting 

^^Bpen fire. Thus it is usually best to follow the route giving the iimn 

■Dnsealed line of approach. Observation points on the way are of value 
■for noting the progress of friendly troops co-operating in the advance as 
I *< I! as for observing the enemy’s position. 

3. Cover From View 

I. Types of cover.—Some of the chief types of cover are:— 

i. ( adulating ground.—This form is the least obvious, and considerable 

experience is necessary before its possibilities are fully appreciated. 

When skilfully used, it may give protection from fire, and it 
affords no ranging mark for the enemy, 

j ii. Hedges and bushes.—These afford cover from view, but not from 

fire. In open country they may afford a good ranging mark for 
the enemy’s artillery and automatic weapons. 

| in Sunken roads, the dry beds of streams and ditches.—These give 

excellent cover, often from fire as well as from view. If obvious, 

however, there is a danger that the enemy will devote particular 

A failure to make use of cover, 

nnd movement across the open in 
groups, will lead to casualties. 

— --- 1 ” ■ ..... W A . . T ^ 

attention to them, and precautions must be taken against an 

ambush. If they are straight, the enemy may be able to fire 
down them in enfilade. 

Standing crops.—These afford cover from view, but often restrict 

[ the field of fire, and movement through them can generally be 
1 noticed. 

nnd which the firer cannot see from his position is called 14 dead 

|l«l ” The section commander should be able to recognize wlwd 
mil » likely to be dead to the enemy. 
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Tft make the best use of cover for movdj^l 
2, |low lo use cover.—I o make uit 

I||C* geclion commander must look ahea . 

Crawling is seldom worth 
us the last few yards to a fire position for d 8 distan® it « 

--—-* 

. ... 
and consider what targets can be crossed in a few neouml* 

the'vdiole^section'^shouhl double over in one -h heepmg 

s-s ~ - - -«« 
time at irregular intervals. 

3 Camouflage means the employment of artificial aids to 

ceaiment against ground or air observation. 

4. The art of personal concealment from ground and air obMfv* 

should be a part of all fieldcraft training. 

^^■stssriiSTSe ..- 
„ ir*su. w«.K M 

a ploughed field will hardly fail to attract attention. 

The above section should be read in conjunction with “ Concealm* 

Camouflage,” this Pamphlet. 

4. Keeping Direclion 

.}■ Clo-ly bound up with skill in ‘"co^Tmentf or"' 

direction, lo make a aeiour «nrrecfc iiue of «dvum»*i \ 

saish «= ssfftrr-—. 
in darkness or fog. L 

asisas Sr sa 



moving independently, the section commander can beat keep direction by 

the following means:— . . 
i. If time permits, by using a rough sketch copied from the platoon 

commander’s map. 
ii. By keeping two distant prominent objects in view. 
iii. By using a series of easily recognizable landmarks, each visible 

from the previous one. 
iv. By using the sun or stars. 
v. By noting the direction of the wind. 
vi. By memorizing a route from the map. Points such aa liatance to 

object, direction, whether up or down hill, likely distant landmark^, 
cross roads, buildings and streams, etc., will prove a help. 

The section commander should move by bounds with frequent pause* to 
heck direction. 

5. Section Formations 

I Section formations depend chiefly on ground and type of enemy fire 
likely to be encountered. (See foot note.) 

(Plate I) 
A section in file. 

Id easier lor section commanuera wj cuuuui men octwuuo 
i il may be necessary to dispense with a certain amount of control in 
[nr to avoid losses. The section formation will also depend on whether 
III] be necessary to fire. 

Iip formation to be adopted will, therefore, depend on:— 
]« Control. 
I|, Ground. 

| III Fire production. 
, Enemy's fire. 

Plates I-IV do not show full number of men per section, which In im»w Ihi 
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Thnao four points arc conflicting and the section commander must strilm 
a balance which will give his section the best advantage. 

3. The main formations with their advantages and disadvantages aro a* 

follows:— 
Advantage 

Close formation facili¬ 
tates control and rapid 
movement. 

Useful for certain types 
of cover such as hedge¬ 
rows. 

Formation 

File 

Single file 

Disadvantage 

Vulnerable. 
Not good for fire pm 

duction. 
Not good for fire pro* 

duction. 

Extended line 

Arrowhead 

Useful for crossing open 
ground under fire. 

Facilitates deployment 
to either flank. 

Difficult to control. 

Control is more dilH* 
cult than when ill 
file or single file. 1 

The following illustrations show how section formations might be alttrcd 
to suit different types of country during an advance. 

4. During an advance the section commander should change formation 
to suit the ground and the tactical situation. He should never adh^r# 

(Plate ID 
A section in single file. Note that the section commander is 

making use of the shadow as well as the hedge. 

manual, but must be prepared to manoeuvre within the section so lot l»t 
make the best use of all available cover. 

5. When sections are deployed, orders will be replaced by signal* of 
brief instructions from the section commander, e.g. "Behind me in llln," 
“on my right and left...paces,” “across that bridge and line the Intuit 
“arrowhead/1 etc. Such instructions should be brief and to the point. Tin* 
better the training and discipline of the section, the shorter can lit lit* 
orders. 
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SCOUTS AND PATROLS 

6. Scouts 

l. General. Scouts are 
from being surprised or ground r ^ oyed the section commander 
other information. When th l can 0ften be obtained by the 
is responsible for his own P^tection. located and the ground 
use of suitable formations, li[*****££ the enemy is unknown ami the 

stjax.'* -»* <°™«-u ... 

■ft 

Air; •t'JMj 

^ ** i 

'll 
u.—--xffirs! ss :* 

*? »-■ «"”b3, IM  .. 
„1|,l„v..| .... to mask the of thc section. 
.. .hBlci.lt and reduces the P forward by 

• linn    ««*.—«co»|. »pa$U the objective tor the 
Imtih'U I""" »,|,n objective o i , pajr chooses his route to it an 

,.1 ha I.iccled, one the pa r remain8 in observa- 

.I .I "11' objectrve, he signals the other to 
tv .... r7,;:i done the process is repeated. The 

i II,i. having been Pone. lne v 

... of the leading scout 

*Ud>:; 

.. 
* __ . Ian let mil III UHC lus 



mere is tnis difference between these two types of patrols: in the 
former the movements and actions of the patrol depend on the plans and 
movements of the force it is protecting; in the latter the action of the 
patrol does not depend on the unit from which it is sent out. as it has no 
protective responsibilities. 

ngntmg I'atrols 

1. By reason of their task fighting patrols must be prepared to act 
offensively. They will usually be commanded by an officer and will 
- onsist of two or more sections. They must be strong enough to deal with 
enemy patrols likely to be encountered, to capture prisonera and to 
bring back wounded. 

The task of a fighting patrol may be protective or for some special 
purpose. Examples of the former type are patrols to delay the enemv 
during a withdrawal, to counter enemy patrols, to act as covering parties 
in defence or to protect troops forming up for a night attack. Examples 

the ,atter are Patrols sent out to secure identifications, to harass 
(lie enemy or to cover a demolition party. 

There is no country that will stop a good 
infantryman. With his natural gift of invention and his 
strength of will he will overcome anything. 

10. Standing Patrols 

I. Slanding palrols are sent out to watch approaches which the enemy 
, xPected to use. for example, such places as fords, bridges and road 

junctions, or likely enemy assembly positions which are hidden from the 
main body. They may also occupy prominent points which an enemy 
■mist, capture as a preliminary to »n attack or may use as a good view 
point. 

2. The difference between a standing patrol and a defensive post is 
llutl, the latter must fight in its position to the last, unless <>M,<M wise 
ordered, whilst a standing patrol may change its position or wit lidmw 
II forced to do so by the enemy. 
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II. Sentries 

me care with which sentries l. the security of a post depends on uuc C1 
nrtt posted, and on their alertness and efficiency. 

2 Sentries must be posted so that they can warn the section silently 
by day or night; they must remain in the post and avoid any unneceami v 
tnovement. During darkness, when double sentries are employed, they 
.should be m touch with each other and able to communicate without 
movement The position of reliefs should be so arranged that they 
can be wakened for their tour of duty without disturbing the rest of the 
section. 

3. Sentries must understand the following procedure for dealing with 
persons approaching the post:— 

.!* anyone approaches, the sentry will immediately warn the posl 
n. li the person or party aproaches close to the post, the \vlml« 

section should be ready to fire and the sentry will call out " Ilall " 
just loud enough to be heard. If the order to halt is obeyed 
the section commander will order the person or commander of 
the party to advance and give an account of himself; tint 
remainder of the section meanwhile covering the party with 
their weapons. If the order to halt is disobeyed, fire will I... 
opened without hesitation. There is always a tendency at night 
to challenge and shoot too early. Sentries will not “ challenge” 
until they are certain that those approaching are so close (hut 
the section cannot possibly miss them with fire. On very l.lu.i 
nights it is usually better to rely on the bayonet, in which .'Ml 
the sentry will not challenge until the last possible moment. 

4. All sentries must know:— 

i. the direction of the enemy; 
ii. the extent of the ground which they have to watch; 
in. the position of the section posts on their right and 'left * 
iv. the names of any landmarks on their front; 

V thpeoredUre ^ ^ ^oIIowed ^ tbey see anyone approaching tlm 

vi. particulars of any friendly patrols due to return through their floAh 
vu. the signal for defensive fire; 1 1 
viii. the countersign. 
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PART SIX 

FIELD ENGINEERING 

Chapter XXI—Protective Works for Section. 

XXH-Conceeiroent and Camouflage, Wiring and Road 
Rlocks . 

Paor 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 

PROTECTIVE WORKS FOR SECTION 

Infantry Section Leading. Manual Field Engineering, Vol. I, (All Arms) 
Field Service Pocket Book, Pamphlet No. 4. 

1. The Section Commander’s Responsibilities 

1. The section commander is responsible for the following: 

*' Thal //‘e scchon weapons are placed so that they can actually fire 
on the ground allotted to them.-The platoon commander, in 

Tt on bL fK ?“ P°Sltl0D’ Wi" lmve takc,‘ thi» into eonsider- 
® 8CC!'?n commander must select the site for each 

weapon; this must be done with the eye close to the ground 

.!!' lh.at 7e section is properly dug in.—See para. 2, below, 
in. Ifuit the section is concealed .—See para. 2 below 

,V- Tt<. VaTr Tlr £ 0bservrcd when 8 P°st *s established.— See 
bee. 74 of Infantry Section Leading. 

2. Considerations affecting the different types of defences with which 

Actions COmmandcr mhy have ‘° dwl are discussed in the following 

Improvement of natural cover...; Sec 2 
Weapon pits. Sec! 3 
Crawl trench.. 4 

2. Improvement of Natural Cover 

1-rJ'?CT1A?iaking Use °* naturaI cover, prominent landmarks must be 
avoided. Advantage should always be taken of natural banks ditches and 

n.. o8M;qrrrtfi,ya]e tTskWhiCh ** **** ** front t0 8 "**» wi“’ 

Some of the types of cover which may be available are 

i. Sunken roads and railway cuttings. May become shell trap*. <’«„ 

jo improved by digging into the bank nearest the enemy to m .1.. 
fire positions and shelters. 

i 
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be traced on the ground if circumstances permit. This is to ensure that 
sufficient room has been left for traverses and that, the pits have been so 
sited so as to avoid unnecessary digging if they are to be joined up later 

into a complete trench system. As a rule, to minimize the effect of shells 
or enfilade fire, a bend in the trench or traverse is required between every 
ten yards of straight trench. 

o. There should usually be at least two meu in a weapon pit for com¬ 

panionship. Three weapon pits should suffice for a section; the section 
commander will probably be in the same pit as the light machine gun. 

Section of a weapon pit 

weapon pit 

Fig. 5. 

1. Each weapon pit must be sited square to the most important fire task 
allotted to its occupants. At the same time the necessity for all round 
defence must not be overlooked. It is essential that section command, t 
get down and test with the eye, at the height- of the proposed parapet, 
whether the necessary view can be obtained. 
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ft The average dimensions of the pits are 3 ft. 6 ins. wide at the top and 

8 ft. deep. See Fig. 5. 

The parapet consists of the earth thrown up in front from the trench 

The height of the parapet will depend on the amount of command 

necessary. The lower the parapet the less conspicuous the weapon pit 

will be. 

A weapon pit (to accommodate 2 men) can be dug in average grim ml 

by one man in four hours. 

If the parapet is made less than 1 ft. G ins. the weapon pit should hi* 

deepened correspondingly to provide a total firing height of 4 ft. fl 1)im 

In such cases the surplus earth should be used to protect the most vulnm 

able flank or the rear. 

4. Crawl Trench 

1. Crawl trench consists of a semi-circular cut in the ground, 3 ft. fl lp« 

wide at the top and 1 ft. 6 ins. deep in the middle; 5 yards run can bn dun 

in average ground by one man in four hours. 

Section of a crawl trench 

CRawi rP£Trs»CM 

Note.—Some of the excavated earth (spoil) is thrown high to give coVff 
from view (though not from bullets) for men crawling along the trniml* 
and some is thrown far enough forward to give the same appearance an I 

spoil from a 3-ft. deep trench. (See Fig. 6.) 

2. When these tasks have been completed the defensive position will 
consist of weapon pits connected up by crawl trench. Thus the occupaitMj 

of the position will have protection from fire in the weapon pits nml 
protection from view when moving from one pit to another. Crawl Irmii'lt 
is merely an intermediate stage in the development of defences. It ImhsI 

be deepened to 3 ft. as soon as possible. 

3. If the section is finding sentries, these should be relieved from dlft'lHtf 

for short spells of 30 minutes’ duty. 
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4. If a Verey light or parachute light goes up while the section is digging 
everyone must keep still. 

5. Digging will frequently take place at night. All hough darkness 
screens the work from hostile air reconnaissance it makes control of the 
working parties more difficult. The sites for the weapon pits or trenches 
will have been selected and marked by day. Section commanders must 
lead each man personally to his task and show him exactly what he is 
required to do. As the work progresses, constant supervision will be 
required to see that men are not deviating from the original layout of their 
task. Section commanders must be prepared to dig themselves though 
they will not be allotted a normal task. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 

c oncealment and camouflage, wiring and 

ROAD BLOCKS 

Fietd Service Pocket Book Pamphlet No. 4, Military Training Pamphlet 
No. 26— Notes on Concealment and Camouflage”. (See aho 

Manual of Field Engineering (All Arms).) 

1. CONCEALMENT AND CAMOUFLAGE 

twod?ngT™:lb“'0n^COnCealment mUSt always »* directed 

i. Air observation—visual and photographic. 
ii. Ground observation. 

2. Methods. The chief ways of obtaining concealment are — 

^fold's of^h! WOrks.so. af t0 mak* of natural features, ...cl. 
as folds of the ground, hedges, trees and woods 

ground.Ce“ n“d "°‘ ^ S°lid *° be effeotive Providad it has a back 



BtnduB'-A\°'<!. jlT!light linca- "“natural colours, tone, shadows 
° alnb*,enCe 0f,8had°,W8 or rePetit>°“ of stereotyped works. Against 
trained air observation, it is only possible to conceal a limited 

ob™ionTola ’mPOrtaDt W°rkS' 9’K'h »8 -Placements and 

in. Deceiving. Construct dummy trenches, machine gun positions 

nrnhnhl poslU??s’ etc- To be effective, dummies must be sited in 
p obable positions, they must reproduce normal evidences of 
occupation must appear to have been intended to be concealed 

trench"!^ be,comple'’e’ eg> trac*« must be maintained. Dummy 

lafd to themd-°D y bC.i 2 ‘u l8 iD8' deep’ and hranol'es of trees 
laid in them increase the shadow and appearance of depth. 

oLvlTofZZlJir *T ".^^-Primarily against photography as, 
thtoTwhf, 8nt dllTerences of colour (as opposed to tone), any- 
hing which will deceive the camera will deceive an observer flving It 

noimal heights. Figure 1 shows an example of "disruptive painting" 

follovdng^1'6 W0TkS aTe USUallV recognisnble in “if photographs by the 

i. Spoil heaps.—The subsoil being different in tone from surface soil 
shows up light in an air photograph. 

°f traCkS’ CablC trenches- etc- ro,lnd and leading up 

Rr,!a"tyTAr, i.rreglllar layo,lt all0,,ld therefore be adopted, and 

tong cover ° " mergf>d “ backgr0',nd bF gradually thin- 

iv. Shadows-Air photographs of any solid erection taken when the 
sun is low show long shadows which enable the height and shape 

takin6 ,fT t0 ,be, estimated. Advantage sboultl therefore be 
taken of existing shadows of trees or buildings or, if in the open 

v Thl I ; ,6 Shad°W arT.Sb°,,ld'if |,088ible’ be covered with netting! 
i. The flat top cover, which consists of a practically opaque centre 

thinning out towards the outer edges, helps to merge any shadow 
created into the background. y uow 

5. Concealment of defences from ground observation.— 

1 Ba woo'd;‘or''**1'™1 °°Ver’ SUCh “ Cr°PS’ banks’ hedges or i"st 

“■ By.a,t,ng wlfh a short field of fire, e.g., on reverse slope, in a fold of 
the ground, or screened from the enemy by a hedge. 

0. 7he principal methods of camouflage are:_ 

i. Covering over small works, dumps, etc., with semi-opaque materials 
which tone in with surrounding ground. 

ii. Breaking up outlines. 

lii. Providing dummy works, tracks, etc., to mislead the enemy, 

don?b7oreathrritadLturbedbe “ * “-<W that lh" *” 
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jjp 
7. M whine puns— 

TIhi cover for a machine gun consists of:— 

(i) The spider frame, complete with central telescopic support. 
(ii) The 14 feet by 14 feet net. 

(iii) Garnishing, consisting of coloured canvas strips. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the spider equipment which affords cover from ground 
and aerial observations. 

The garnishing of nets will be carried out by units. Detailed instruction* 
are given in para. 9, of Sec. 19, M.T. Pamph. No. 26. 

8. 3-inch mortar— 

A coloured " shrimp net ” cover, 25 feet by 12 feet, is carried—to cover 
the mortar when not in action; and when dug in, to cover the pit from 
aerial observation. 

9. Some “DO’S” and “ DONT’S”— 

DO use your commonsense to outwit the enemy. 
DO avoid the skyline. 

DO make use of natural cover, ditches, hedges, edges of woods, fold" 
in the ground, etc. 

DO avoid conspicuous landmarks. 

DO keep in the shadow, and remember that the shadow moves. 
DO approach an occupied position (M.G. post, etc.) under cover. 
DO avoid all straight lines or regular spacing. There is no such thinii 

in nature. 

DO remember that anjdihing unusual catches the eye of the air nr 
ground observer. Try to resemble your background. 

DO garnish carefully by using the vegetation in the immediate 
neighbourhood and putting it in just as it is growing round about 
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DO remember to renew dead vegetation. 

DO keep turves or topsoil, when digging, to use on the parapet. 
DO camouflage before daylight, if digging at night. 
DO paint boldly, if you have to. Finicky patterns are useless. 
DO cover lighted windows or openings at night. 

DO have a sandbag behind your head when looking through a loophole. 
DO take extra care when tired. 

DON’T be careless and give away your comrades. 
DONT look up at an aeroplane. 
DON’T expose j-ourself needlessly. 

DONT move unless you have to; then think first how you can move 
under cover. 

DONT expose a white face or hands against a dark background. Rub 
them with earth. 

DONT use artificial camouflage, if natural methods of concealment 
are available. 

DONT use vegetation unnaturally, e.g., by moving a bush to the 
middle of a ploughed field (but you may leave it unoccupied to 
draw the enemy’s attention). 

DONT garnish nets too thickly; thin out garnishing towards the edges. 
DONT smooth down the parapet by patting it. 
DONT walk round your camouflage point and make a track. 
DONT walk straight up to occupied positions, and make a track, 

or give them away to a ground observer. 

DONT take short cuts over the open; keep to the hedges. 
DONT expose lights or make a great deal of smoke. 

2. WIRING 

1. It is important that some form of wire obstacles should be erected 
in front of the defensive position as soon as possible. Platoon and section 
commanders must make the best use of local resources until wire can be 
sent up from the rear. 

2. When this is done, more extensive wiring will be carried out under 
the orders of the company commander, and N.C.Os. may be placed in 
charge of a party ordered to construct a double apron fence or similar 
obstacle. They must therefore understand how to erect these obstacles 
both by day and night. 

3. Drill for the erection of a double apron fence will be found in the 
Appendix to Infantry Section Leading. 

4. Description of the triple concertina fence.—The u triple concertina 
fence ” consists of:— 

i. Three concertinas in the form of a pyramid 

ii. Long screw or angle iron pickets at 5 paces (4 yards) intervals 
through the two bottom concertinas, 

iii A longitudinal strand of ordinary barbed wire along the top of 
each bottom concertina. This strand to be fixed to tin1 second 
eye from the top of each picket, and to be windln^d h, i|M< 
bottom concertina at intervals. 
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iv. I he* top concertina to be fixed to the top eye of the long screw 

pickets on the home side of the fence. The horizontal strand 
on the home side of the fence to be windlaseed to this concertina 

Note.—If conditions do not allow of pickets being screwed or driven in, 
a fence may be made by extending the concertina and adding the picket* 
later. 
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3. ROAD BLOCKS 

1. General.—The radius of action of A.F.Vs. raises special problems of 
protection which particularly affect a force on the move. 

Even when no immediate threat against a flauk exists, encounters with 
small numbers of hostile AF.Vs. or troops in mechanical vehicles are 
possible. In such a situation the most economical form of protection may 
be to establish road blocks covering approaches on the threatened flank or 
flanks. 

2. Siting of road blocks.- -Road blocks should be built at points where 
it is difficult for crews of approaching A.F.Vs.:— 

i. To see the obstacle until they are close to it. 

ii. To turn the vehicle round. 

iii. To drive off the road and move across country. 

Hence defiles where the road passes between woods, deep ditches, thick 
hedges or buildings are suitable. Surprise should be obtained by choosing 
a site round a comer, where the block will be invisible until the hostile 
A.F.Vs. are almost on top of it. 

3. Construction of blocks.—Road blocks may be constructed of:— 

i. Carta.—Farm carts filled with stone or other heavy material—farm 
implements wired together. 

The obstacle will be improved if the trees 
are entangled with wire 

Trees dogged together 
if possible 

felled tree road block 

ii. Trees.—Big trees felled across the road. To fell a tree in a given 
direction, cut into it as far as the centre on the side on which it ip 

required to fall; then strain it in that direction by mrim of i» 
rope, and finish off by a cut on the opposite side, about -1 inelina 
higher irp 



To prevent AJ’.Vs. from either surmounting the obstacle or 
brushing it aside, trees should be cut five feet from the ground, 
and should be left partly attached to the stump. 

iii. Anti-tank mines. 

iv. Concertina wire or truck tow ropes bound together by wire. 

4. Defence of the block.—Like all obstacles road blocks must be covered 
with fire. One section with if possible an anti-tank rifle, is sufficient 
garrison for a road block. 

AJF.Vs. usually work in pairs and may be supported by infantry. The 
anti-tank rifle or light machine gun must be sited away from the block 
but covering the road on the enemy's side; the remaining riflemen should 
be scattered in positions from which they can protect the anti-tank rill**, 
and engage the A.F.Vs. with fire from different angles. They must be 
prepared for an outflanking movement by the enemy. 

Whenever possible a road block should be covered by the fire of the 
anti-tank rifle. This is not essential, provided adequate small arms fire in 
available. 

5. Alternative positions.—Although the hostile A.F.Vs. may be expect'd 
from a certain direction, it is always possible that they may appear where 
least expected. Posts must be sited for all-round defence. 

Where no natural cover from fire exists, garrisons of road blocks should 
dig weapon pits for their own protection. Clearance of field of fire will 
often be necessary. 

Arrangements for covering the road block by fire should be such that 
fire can be opened in the event of hostile AJF.Vs. using smoke to conceal 
their movements. 



PART SEVEN 

MILITARY LAW AND INTERIOR ECONOMY 

Chapter XXIH—Military Law and Discipline.. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE 

MILITARY LAW AND DISCIPLINE 

L Military Law; Its Nature and Purpose 

Manual oj Military Law 

1. Ihe object of the Manual of Military Law is to assist officers of the 

irmu acqmn?S information in respect of those branches of law with 
which they may have occasion to deal in the execution of their duties. 

2 By the law a man who joins the Army, whether as an officer or as a 

T tr[hd°eSJ0t C<T to/» * «“?»• With a few exceptions, his position 
mder the ordinary law of the land remains unaffected. If he commits an 

offence against the criminal law, he can be tried and punished for it as if 
ie were a civilian. Similarly, in respect of civil rights, duties, and liabil¬ 

ities, although a few privileges are granted to him, and a few restrictions 
imposed upon him, for the purpose of enabling him the better to fulfil hi* 
inny engagement, the ordinary law in general applies to him. 

, ,iLWhilf ’ ho.wev«r> remaining subject (with these qualifications) to the 
ordinary law, he has become subject also to an entirely distinct code 
known as military law,” which governs the members of’ the Army and 
regulates the conduct of officers and soldiers as such at all times and a* all 
Idaces, in peace and m war, at home and abroad. Military law is con- 
lamed m the Army Act, the Acts relating to the Reserve and Auxiliary 

R?def’ f"p ,"n “u" fets„a.Pplied t0 lhe A™y. supplemented bv the 
x, nv Pl0'’pdu,rel thf Kings Regulations for the Army and the 

lle CanaXnM^ir” 4 * “ ^ Ki“g’S Reguktions »"d 0rdp" 

The Army Act is an Act of Parliament dealing with discipline courts- 
martial, enlistment, and other cognate subjects, and has in itself no 
permanent operation, for it continues in force so long only as Parliament 
irom time to time decides. It is part of the “statute law and, with lhe 
.onsnierablc difference that so much of it os relates to discipline is .. 
istered by army tribunals and not by civil judges, it is construed m I In 
same manner and carried into effect under the same condillme , 
1 videnee and otherwise, as the ordinary criminal law 
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Tl„ object of tliis special code of law is twofold:-- (1) to provide for 
the Maintenance of discipline among the troops and other persons forming 
i,ml, 0f, or following, the forces; for which purpose acts and omission* 
which in civil life may be mere breaches of contract—e.g., desertion 01 

disobedience to orders—must, if committed by soldiers, even in time o! 
peace, be made punishable offences, whilst in war every act or omission 
which impairs a man’s fighting efficiency must be dealt with severely; ami 
(ii) to provide for administrative matters, such as terms of service, 
enlistment, discharge and billeting. The term “ military law may, 
therefore be used properly as including provisions of both the above 
classes, but in practice it is more often used with reference to the disc., 

plinary provisions alone. 

2. Discipline(*) 

Note._Certain of the following provisions concerning the performance 

of duties when under arrest, and those relating to field punishment and 
forfeiture of ordinary pay, are applicable only on active service. When, 
therefore, troops not on active service are engaged on manoeuvres or 
exercises, these particular provisions should be referred to for instructional 

purposes only, but must not be put into practical use. 

K.R. (Can.) (See also “Note” after Section 6 below.) 

1. Under Sec. 45 of the Army Act any person subject to military Ia\\ 
when charged with an offence punishable under the Army Act may he 

taken into military custody, which means that the offender is placed under 

arrest. 

2. Arrest is either close arrest or open arrest. When arrest is nol 
described by the authority ordering it as open arrest it means close arrest 

3. Close arrest in the case of a private soldier means being placed in 
confinement under charge of a guard, piquet, patrol, sentry or provost- 
marshal. On being placed in close arrest he will be searched and deprived 
of knives or other weapons. If drunk he may, except in cold weather, l»« 

deprived of his bedding and boots. 

4. A private soldier charged with a serious offence will be placed under 
arrest. He will not be placed under close arrest unless confinement i* 
necessary to ensure his safe custody or for the maintenance of discipline 
(A private soldier who disobeys an order distinctly given, or resist* the 
authority of an officer, warrant officer or N.C.O., will be placed under 
close arrest forthwith). If the offence alleged is not of a serious nature, 
the offender should not normally be placed under arrest, but should be 
informed of the charge and ordered to attend at the orderly room at a 

specified time. 

5. A private soldier in open arrest will not quit barracks except on duty 

Notes—(•) The caption "Discipline" as here used, 
understood sense of a desirable military quality, but only 
group heading for a number of routine measures laid 
discipline under certain fixed circumstances. 

is not discussed in tlio usually 
in its military-legal usage n* n 
down for the enforcemmt m 
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6. A private soldier under close arrest may be ordered to bear arms, 
attend parades and perform all such duties as may be required of him. 
A private soldier under open arrest will attend parades and may be 
ordered to perform all duties. 

7. Caro will be taken to ensure that a soldier under arrest is called upon 
to perform no duties in addition to those performed by soldiers not under 
arrest or undergoing punishment. 

4. Powers of a Commanding Officer 

1. A commanding officer may, subject to the soldier's right to elect, 
previous to the award, to be tried by district court-martial, inflict tin- 
following summary punishments:— 

On a Private Soldier 

(i) Detention not exceeding 28 days, but the power of awarding 
detention exceeding 7 days, except in cases of absence without 
leave, will not be exercised by a C.O. under the rank of field 
officer, except when specially authorized. 

(ii) Field punishment not exceeding 28 days. 

(iii) Forfeiture of all ordinary pay under Sec. 46 (2) (d) of the Army 
Act for a period commencing on the dale of award and not 
exceeding 28 days. 

(iv) In the case of drunkenness a fine not exceeding $16.00. 

(v) Any deduction from ordinary pay allowed under Sec. 138 (4) and 
(6) of the Army Act, except that in the case of a soldier who, 
by neglect or culpable mismanagement, loses or damages any 
articles of his personal equipment or any other Government 
property, the approval of the D.O.C. must be obtained if the 
amount proposed to be recovered from anv soldier exceeds 
$20.00. 

A commanding officer may also inflict the following minor punishments, 
the offender having no right to elect trial by a court-martial:— 

Private Soldier 

(vi) Confinement to barracks not exceeding 14 days. 

(vii) Extra guards or piquets as punishment for minor offences or 
irregularities when on or parading for these duties. 

(viii) Admonition. 

3. Powers of a Company Commander 

1. A company, etc., commander may award a private soldier punish¬ 
ment not exceeding seven (7) days’ C.B. for minor offences, extra guard- 
and piquets, fines for drunkenness, and he may deal with cases of nbw-nn 
without leave, where pay is automatically forfeited, and may award him 
punishment within his ordinary powers for such absence 
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7 
6. Powers of Detachment Commander 

I A detachment commander may award summary punishment ns 

under:— 

(a) If of field rank.—The full powers accorded to a C.O. of a unit. 

(b) If not of field rank.—The power of awarding detention is limited 
to 7 days, except when specially authorized. 

General Note:—Up to this point the clauses under the heading 
“ Discipline ” have been selected from an abridged version of the subject 
as printed in Pamphlet No. 11 of the “Field Service Pocket Book, 1939”; 
excepting that currency, etc., has been altered to the Canadian equivalent 
laid down in Kit. (Can.). 

The quoted Pamphlet No. 11 includes some further abridged passages 
under the same heading. 

7. Redress of Grievances 

K.R. (Can.) 

417 (a) The manner in which an officer or soldier should proceed to 
obtain redress for any grievance under which he conceives himself to In 
suffering is prescribed in Sections 42 and 43 of the Army Act and the notes 
thereto in the Manual of Military Law\ An officer or soldier may also 
make any complaint to an inspecting officer. 

(6) The above methods of complaint alone will be recognized, and an 
officer or soldier is forbidden to use any other method of obtaining redress 
for a grievance, real or supposed. When complaints are advanced by a 
soldier they will be fully and distinctly stated, and such explanations will 
be annexed as may be necessary, with a view to their being duly in¬ 
vestigated and adjusted as soon as practicable. 

(c) Anonymous complaints, and the publication through the medium of 
the press of anything calculated to act injuriously in the interest of the 
sendee, or to excite discontent in the Militia, are strictly prohibited. J 

418. An officer commanding a company, etc., will, before an inspection 
by an inspecting officer, ascertain whether any officer or soldier desire 
to bring any grievance to the notice of such inspecting officer. All griev¬ 
ances will be investigated and settled, if possible, by the commanding 
officer. 

419. Everything in the nature of combination to obtain redress of 
grievances is strictly forbidden among individuals composing a military 
force. Each individual must speak for himself alone. Appeals for redifiw 
by “round robins* * * * * * 7 8 * * 11 or by means of any document bearing the signature 
of more than one complainant are strictly forbidden. 

8. Attempts to Seduce from Duty 

420. (c) “ Under the existing law, any person who shall maliciously 
and advisedly endeavour to seduce any person or persons serving in lie 
Majesty’s forces by sea, land or air from his or their duty and allegiance 
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6. I'owers of Detachment Commander 

1 A detachment commander may award summary punishment as 

under:— 
(n) If of field rank.—The full powers accorded to a C.O. of a unit. 

(/>) If not of field rank.—The power of awarding detention is limited 
to 7 days, except when specially authorized. 

General Note:—Up to this point the clauses under the heading 
“ Discipline ” have been selected from an abridged version of the subject 
as printed in Pamphlet No. 11 of the “ Field Service Pocket Book, 1939”; 

excepting that currency, etc., has been altered to the Canadian equivalent 
laid down in K.R. (Can.). 

The quoted Pamphlet No. 11 includes some further abridged i>asaagen 
under the same heading. 

7. Redress of Grievances 

K.R. (Can.) 

417 (a) The manner in whieh an officer or soldier should proceed to 
obtain redress for any grievance under which he conceives himself to bo 
suffering is prescribed in Sections 42 and 43 of the Army Act and the notes 
thereto in the Manual of Military Law. An officer or soldier may also 
make any complaint to an inspecting officer. 

(6) The above methods of complaint alone will be recognized, and an 

officer or soldier is forbidden to use any other method of obtaining redress 
for a grievance, real or supposed. When complaints are advanced by n 

soldier they will be fully and distinctly stated, and such explanations will 
be annexed as may be necessary, with a view to their being duly in¬ 

vestigated and adjusted as soon as practicable. 

(c) Anonymous complaints, and the publication through the medium of 
the press of anything calculated to act injuriously in the interest of th»* 

service, or to excite discontent in the Militia, are strictly prohibited. $ 

418. An officer commanding a company, etc., will, before an inspection 
by an inspecting officer, ascertain whether any officer or soldier desire* 
to bring any grievance to the notice of such inspecting officer. All griev¬ 
ances will be investigated and settled, if possible, by the commanding 
officer. 

419. Everything in the nature of combination to obtain redress of 
grievances is strictly forbidden among individuals composing a military 
force. Each individual must speak for himself alone. Appeals for redress 
by “round robins or by means of any document bearing the signature 
of more than one complainant are strictly forbidden. 

8. Attempts to Seduce from Duty 

420. (c) " Under the existing law, any person who shall maliciously 
and advisedly endeavour to seduce any person or persons serving in HU 
Majesty’s forces by sea, land or air from his or their duty and allegiance 



to His Majesty, or to incite or stir up any person or persons to commit 
any net of mutiny, or to make or endeavour to make any mutinous 
assembly, or to commit any traitorous or mutinous practice whatsoever 

foMife » r°nvicted of 51,011 offence> be sentenced to imprisonment 

9. rong Channel of Personal Communication 

423. (a) An officer or soldier is forbidden to write private letters to 
officials at National Defence Headquarters, on official personal matters. 

(6) Attempts to obtain favourable consideration of any application by 
the use of outside influence are forbidden, and, if resorted to, wdll be 
regarded as an admission on the part of the applicant that the case is 
not good on its merits, and it will be dealt with accordingly. 

10. Illegal Communication of Military Information 

432. An officer or soldier is forbidden to communicate any military 
information which might directly or indirectly assist an enemy, to any 
person other than a person to whom he is authorized to communicate it 
or a person to whom it is, in the interest of the State, his dirty to com¬ 
municate such information. 

433. An officer or soldier is forbidden to publish or communicate, 
either directly or indirectly, to the press, any military information, or his 
views on any military subject, without special authority from National 
Defence Headquarters. Any information of a professional nature which 
he may acquire while travelling or employed on duty is to bi regarded as 
the property of the Department of National Defence and is not !«> be 
published in any form without previously obtaining the permission of 
National Defence Headquarters. An officer or soldier will be held respon¬ 
sible for all statements contained in communications to other persons 
which may subsequently be published in the press. He is not to prejudge 
q estmns which are under the consideration of superior authority by the 
tubhcation, anonymously or otherwise, of his opinions, and lie is not to 
take part, in public, m a discussion relating to orders, regulations, or 
instructions, issued by his superiors. 

11. The Rights of a Soldier when in Arrest Charged with an Offence 
under the Army Act 

(Abridged (including para, numbers) from Official Pamphlet o/ that title) 

INFORMATION 

I. He is entitled to be informed by the Guard Commander Anm a„i. 

01 tlae numc and rank of the person who ordered his arrest, s'” n 
and to a copy of the Charge Report (an account of his offence) K 11 " "" 1 
as soon as the Guard Commander receives it. 
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PERFORMANCE OF DUTY 

iv it < mi ) 2. If under close arrest in the guard detention room, lie is 
, |M‘m- not required (except on active service) to perforin any duty 
,VMb) other than as may be necessary to keep clean his quarters. 

person and belongings, or to enable him to hand over any cash, 

equipment, stores, etc., on his charge. 

K.K. (Can.) 
1939. para. 

454. 

ituie of 
Procedure, 

3 (A). 
K.R. (Caa.) 
1939, para. 
454 (b). 

Army Act, 
46 (6). 
Rule of 
Procedure. 
3(B). 

Army Act, 
48 (8). 

INVESTIGATION BY COMMANDING OFFICER 

3. He will be brought before the investigating officer (com¬ 
manding officer or company, etc., commander) without delay, 
and daily except on Sunday, Good Friday and Christmas Day. 

until his investigation is completed. 

4. He has the right to be present, while his case is being heard, 

and has the right— 
to cross-examine witnesses, 
to call witnesses himself, 
to give evidence on oath, 
to make a statement. 

5. He has the right to demand that evidence against him be 

taken on oath. 
6. In the following cases the investigating officer must ask the 

soldier if he wishes to be dealt with summarily or prefers to la¬ 

med by court-martial:— 
(a) Where the officer’s finding or award would involve n 

forfeiture of the soldier’s ordinary pay; 
(fr) in every other case except where the officer propose* 

to award no punishment or only a minor punishment 
(that is to say, confinement to barracks for not more 
than 14 days, extra guards ot piquets, or admonition). 

Rule of 
Procedure, 
4(C). 
Rule of 
Procedure, 
4(D). 
Rule of 
Procedure, 
4 (E). 
Rule of 
Procedure. 
4(0). 

Rule of 
Procedure. 
14 (A). 

TAKING OF SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

7. The soldier has the right to be present while the summary 

of evidence is being taken down in writing. 

8. He has the right to cross-examine witnesses and to have 
his questions and the answers included in the written summary. 

9. He has the right to make a statement or give evidence 
or to do neither if he so wishes. He cannot be cross-examined 

10. If the officer taking, the summary proposes to include 
in it any written statement of a person not actually present at 

the taking of the summary, the soldier may demand that the 
person attend, if he or she is one who can be compelled to 

attend, for cross-examination. 

PREPARATION FOR TRIAL BY COURT-MARTIAL 

15. He is entitled to proper opportunity to prepare his defence 
and to have free communication with his witnesses and with any 
friend, defending officer or legal adviser with whom he may 

wish to consult. 
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16. As soon us practicable (not less than 2-4 hours before 
trial) he will l>e given a free copy of the summary of evidence 14 ure> 
and an officer must explain to him his rights as to preparing 
his defence and as to being assisted or represented at his trial 
and must ask him to state in writing whether he wants a 
defending officer to represent him at the trial. 

17. Not less than 24 hours before his trial the soldier must Rule of 

lx> given a copy of the charge sheet containing the charges f5'^ure* 
against him, and if necessary may have it read and explained 

to him by an officer. 

18. He may give the names of any witnesses whom he wants Rule of 

the military authorities to call in his defence; and he has the 
right to have such witnesses called for him if they can reasonably 
be procured, in the case of an unreasonable or frivolous demand 
he may be required to pay the expense. 

19. He has the right to demand a list of the ranks, names Kale of 
and regiments of the president and other officers who are to form 
the court or to be officers in waiting at the trial. 

REPRESENTATION IN DEFENCE AT A COURT-MARTIAL 

20. A soldier remanded for trial has the right— Rule of 

(i) to be represented by a lawyer if he so wishes and is ^roow,urr 
prepared to pay for the services of one; or 

(ii) to be represented by an officer subject to military law 
if a suitable one is available; or 

(iii) to be assisted by any person whose services he may 
be able to obtain. 

21. If the prosecution is going to be conducted by a person rui,. of 
with legal qualifications, the soldier has right to sufficient notice Prtxuxlurc. 
(at least seven days) to give him time to obtain a lawyer to 891 
conduct his defence if he so wishes. 

The remainder of the quoted Pamphlet deals in detail with the following 
headings of procedure:— 

Para. 11-14—Identification Parades. 
“ 22 —Opinion of Judge Advocate. 
" 23 —Application for Postponement of Trial 
“ 24 —Joint Trial. 
“ 25 —Separate Charges. 

26-27—Objections. 
28-29—Special Pleas. 
30 —Presence in Court. 

“ 31 —Questioning Witnesses. 
“ 32 —Evidence in Defence. 
“ 33 —Petition. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 

interior economy 

HYGIENE AND SANITATION 

Army Manual 0/ Hygiene and Sanitation 

1. Introduction 

The m.i— »d »—■ 1‘SiriLlKr.l^.bS 

xsj s.“ sz&'ssjv *-•»». -1 “» b’ *.. 
they can be put into practice. 

Ignorance of the laws of hygiene U the ca^e ofmoa. 

-«£»*»* - ^ 
as breaking the laws of the State. 

The majority of the diseases which affect armies are prev^table and « 

study of past campaigns shows^that ^anymore men 

ness than by enemj action. I j ancj more than twice the 

XTof^XtrXrtoTi“n account of <Wse;1 

In the Crimean War, 185MB, in the 07aifof ^undj 

^U^FretfC^st’m pTl.oio'from disease compared with 30 

per 1,000 killed or died of wounds. 

Instances have occurred where ?rml“ ^here'cxpcdUionshave'had 
before reaching the scene of operations and also where expeamo 
to be abandoned owing to the ravages of diseases m camps. 

A comparison of the last two great “^“J^^^^prov^ 

Vrmy gives a striking example of the £*25^2nuth African War, 1S99- 

m^with'approxTma'tely ^ millions British, Dominion ^ Indian ^ops 

engaged in numerous ^^Ve e^^tal Thls^reCk bfe SoT™ 

SSW ^ 
tion of admissions to hospital was 1-3 sick to one wounded, in Macedon 
it was 27-1 and in East Africa it reached 33-1, as a result of malaria in 

Macedonia and intestinal diseases in Africa. 
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2. The Objective of Sanitation 

The aim of sanitation in the Army is military efficiency and therefore 

everything that will maintain or improve the health of the soldier and 
thereby aid his military efficiency must be regarded as coming withm the 

scope of hygiene and sanitation. 

The Medical Services help by instruction advice, supervision and pre¬ 

cept but these arc of little avail if the rest of the Army do not play their 
part. It is the duty, therefore, of every one to take his share ml^kmg 
after not only his own health, but also that of his comrades. The objec¬ 
tive ’is twofold, first, to prevent actual disease, and, secondly, to promo < 
and increase the health; these are by no means the same, for men may not 

actually be ill but may be in such a poor physica and 
when any extra strain is put upon them they break down. They may be 
compared with a second-rate football or cricket team which just succeed 

in drawing games but never wins. 

3. Personal Hygiene 

The daily round of life causes many impurities to be deposited on the 
surface of the body and these impurities must be removed if the body is 
to be kept healthy. The skin requires frequent cleansing not only to 

remove visible dirt, but also the salt, grease und dried sweat poured out 

from the glands of the skin, which otherwise will become «loggod. Ilm'J 
washing should be practised and special attention given to the • 
crotch, between the buttocks, and the feet, especially between the toes 

A hot bath should be taken at least once a week. 

Cleanliness of the hands and finger nails is most necessary especially in 

persons handling food. The hands should always be washed after visit* 

to the latrine and before meals. 

The hair should be kept short all over the head and should be combed 
and brushed daily and washed frequently Hair brushes and coombs are 
often neglected and should be cleaned at least once a month The teeth 
should be cleaned with a small soft brush twice a day or at least every 
evening after the last meal and should be inspected regularly for signs of 

decay. 
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WHICH ARE YOU? 

Badly trained troops are careless and slovenly 
in billets. 

Good soldiers keep themselves, their clothes and 
their weapons in good order. 



GAMES AND SPORTS 

“ Games and Sports in the Army ” and as para. 2 below 

4. Policy 

1. The activities under this heading, rightly considered as an indispens¬ 
able adjunct to the purely military training of the forces, have, in the 
British Army, been brought to the very highest degree of capable and 
enthusiastic organization in the last twenty or thirty years. Under the 
tutelage of a body known as The Army Sport- Control Board, with the 
Adjutant-General to the Forces as President, the stage was reached as 
early as 1933 when “ nearly every garrison unit ” had its rented or free¬ 
hold playing-field, on which the games and athletic contests carried out are 
as keenly contested as in any sports aggregation in the Empire. The 
following excerpts from the “ principles ” governing the Army Sport Con¬ 
trol Board are worth recording:— 

(a) The provision of recreation so that all are given equal opportunity 
of taking part in some form of sport, in accordance with the 
strictest amateur principles. 

Cb) Games should be varied as much as possible, in order that they 
may appeal to men of every type of physique and temperament. 

(c) Players should never be driven to sport. Games should be 
played in a voluntary spirit and not as a parade. 

id) No one should be struck off duty in order to train for com¬ 
petitions. 

(e) Money prizes will not be given. They kill good sport, and 
encourage selfishness. Trophies, medals, etc., may be given. 

(!) It should be the aim of every leader and man to take a personal 
and active interest both in playing and organizing the games 
of the Army, and to encourage the true spirit of sportsmanship in 
every way. 

2. The following interesting schedules of athletic standards are from the 
pamphlet “Physical Training”, already quoted under that head, but have 
been included under “ Games ” owing to their sports background as track 
events. With some simple “ mock-up ” equipment from local wood-sheds, 
and a stone for a shot, militiamen can discover for themselves what 
aggregate rating their present physical development would merit—and 
then set out to improve it. 

5. Physical Efficiency Test 

The test would take the form of the following athletic events, having 
a qualifying standard of performance as indicated:— 

One mile. 6-5 minutes. 
100 yards. 13 seconds. 
High jump. 3 ft. 8 in. 
Long jump. 13 ft. 
Heaving the shot (16 lb.). 20 ft. 

The idea is further developed in tabular form as shown. 
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Physical athletic efficiency tests for recruits of all arms-scale onnarking. ^ 

No. 

Marks 

10 

0 

8 

7 

6 

5 

100 yds. 

HI 

111 

121 

121 

131 

141 

151 

High Jump 

3 4 

Running 
Long Jump 

15 0 

13 0 

10 0 

Putting or 
Heaving Shot 1 mile 

8 0 

10 30 

15 0 

20 0 

Classification will be found by multiplying by 2 the aggregate of the 5 teg^®^Pg4 per cont. 

Recruits on joining. “ l to 4 and 6 .1st Class, 74 per cent 
“ intermediate. . « ««~-- 



pay of warrant officers, non-commissioned officers 

AND MEN OF THE NON-PERMANENT ACTIVE MILITIA 

Pay and Allowance Regulations, 1037 

6. Daily Kate* 

The daily rates of regimental pay of warrant officers, non-commisioned 
officers and men of the Non-Pennancnt Active Militia, for periods of 

authorized training or service, shall be as laid down in the following table, 
but in the case of warrant officers and non-commissioned officers the pay 
of the respective ranks shall only be issued provided they have the 
necessary qualifications as prescribed in article 160:— 

Warrant Offkt5RS, Class I 

Regimental sergeant-major.S 3.70 
All other warrant officers, Class 1. 3.40 

Warrant Officers, Class II, N C.O’s and Men 

Regimental quartermaster-sergeant.1 
Staff quartermaster-sergeant.| $ 2.SO 
Quartermaster-sergeant.f 

f*)Squadron, battery or company sergeant-major...J 
Squadron, battery or company sergeant-major, other than above $2.60 
Squadron, battery or company quartermaster-sergeant.\ $2.20 

Staff sergeant .f 
Sergeant. 1.00 
Lance-sergeant, corporal or bombardier. 1.00 
Lance-corporal or lance bombardier. 1.40 
Private. 1.20 
Boy. 0.60 

A warrant officer, non-commissioned officer or man performing the duties 
of a higher rank or appointment may be granted the acting rank and the 
rate of pay and allowances for such rank or appointment in the following 
•circumstances only: 

(a) Provided he is covering off u vacancy in an authorized establish¬ 
ment. 

(b) When there is adequate reason for tilling the vacancy; and 
(c) When the candidate is qualified for the rank in question. 
(</) Whilst holding the acting rank of Corporal granted to men attend¬ 

ing a course of instruction under K.R. Can. 721. 

W.Os., N C.Os. and men holding acting rank will revert to their per¬ 
manent rank on ceasing to perform the duties for which such acting rank 
was granted Particulars will be published in Part II Orders of unit 

-concerned 

(•) Include only tquadron. battery or company sergeants-mnjor of Cavalry miumluiiin. 
Artillorv bntteri* nn<l t.f Engineer. Signal, Infantry or Army St-rvici* Corps companies 
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I rn.l. imi-Ii's pay at the rates shown in the following table may be paid 
m .1.Ilium 'regimental pay to warrant officers CUas H t»n-co= 
ninned ddicers and men performing the duties of clerks (including orderly 
ruiiiii and pay sergeants), bakers, butchers, cooks, m.Utaiy prim, band^ 
men, farriers, dispensers, machinists and saddlers, up to the numbers 
provided for in establishments and subject to the conditions and limitations 
laid down in these regulations and such additional instructions as may 

he published from time to time in Militia Orders: 

Sergeant and above.• ..S Jj * 
Lance-sergeant, corporal or bombardier.. ti.dU 
Lance-corporal, lance-bombardier or private. 0.~5 

7. Conditions Regarding Pay of Warrant and Non-Commissioned 

Officers 

(Article 160) 

A warrant officer or non-commissioned officer, with the exception of one 
classified in the establishment as a Tradesman or Clerk, shal no be 
allowed to draw the pay of his rank unless his commanding officer certifies 

on M.FD. 872 in the case of— 

(i) A Warrant Officer Class I— 
That he has been duly appointed and that such appointment has 

been published in Militia Orders, or that he is serving the pro¬ 

bationary period as laid down in K.R. Can. 316. 

(ii) A Warrant Officer, Class 11, or a Non-Commissioned Officer— 
That he has been duly appointed and is fully qualified in 

accordance with the provisions of K.R. Canada. 

(iii) A Warrant or Non-Commissioned Officer who is not qualified under 

either (i) or (ii) above— 
That he was confirmed in his rank on or before 30th April, 1935, 

and received the pay of such rank under the regulations in force 

prior to 1st May, 1935. 

N*95 —See K.R. (Can.)—Paras. 310, 320, 321, 324, 326 and 330. 

Note—Further details of additional pay for Field Allowance when 
employed at Camps of Instruction, Artillery specialists, Flying Pay, Ad¬ 
vance Party subsistence, Marching or Baggage Allowance, Signalling Bonus, 
Small Arms prizes and Rifle Range Markers will be found in Pay and 

Allowance Regulations, 1937. 
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